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Abstract 
Empirical studies have demonstrated that leisure activities and friendships impact 
men’s identity formation, as well as mental and physical health. While women’s leisure 
and interpersonal relationships have been examined as negotiation sites for gendered 
expectations, there have been few recent empirical studies exploring how men’s 
friendships may play a role in negotiating them. A symbolic interaction conceptual 
framework was partnered with constructivist grounded theory to interrogate ways that 
personal and social understandings of masculinity acted as regulatory practices mediating 
informants’ leisure activities and friendship practices. What emerged from this process of 
inquiry was an understanding that lifelong sex and gender-based segregation in leisure 
activities moderated the formation and maintenance of men's friendships. Leisure 
activities were spaces where shared knowledge was created that increased the informants’ 
perceived levels of certainty in interactions that allowed them to negotiate masculinity 
expectations through a wider range of inclusive behaviors. Inclusive masculinity and 
relational uncertainty emerged as useful frames for exploring men’s friendships as sites 
of social justice where uncertainties resulting from hegemonic understandings of 
masculinity were better challenged. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
Once upon a time a researcher began a quest to discover how men use leisure to negotiate 
social expectations and friendships. His own lived experiences and previous empirical 
explorations guided the journey, and along the way he partnered with informants whose stories 
and experiences guided and shaped their voyage. I am that researcher. In the following pages I 
will share empirical literature, informant experiences and theoretical understandings that 
emerged during a yearlong investigation of uncertainty and the roles masculinity, leisure 
activities and friendships play in men’s lives. I am the narrator of this experience, but the journey 
it describes is not just my own. Rather, it is more justly viewed as a quest undertaken by seven 
men committed to better understanding and challenging gendered inequalities. 
Introducing a Certainty Continuum 
During our journey we discovered that our lives were filled with negotiations of certainty. 
We learned that leisure activities and friendships were spaces where certainty about others, our 
relationships and even ourselves were constantly negotiated based on perceived resources and 
expectations. We discovered that while bodies, personalities and activities positioned people 
different socially; there were shared understandings and practices that ran through most of our 
experiences. We also learned that our previous interactions and experiences with others had 
greatly impacted how we made sense of the identities, social positions, and relationships we were 
in at the time.  
Through observations, personal stories and conversations we sought to make sense of 
what we had experienced. Berger and Calabrese (1975) referred to the processes of making sense 
of ourselves and others during interactions as negotiating uncertainty. They explored the initial 
interactions between people and argued “uncertainty involves both prediction and explanation 
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components”, and that in order to make sense of any individual’s behavior during an interaction 
we must have “knowledge of the kinds of predictions and explanations the individual has for the 
behavior of the person with whom he is interacting” (p. 101). Negotiating uncertainty involved 
not only explaining why certain bodies did certain things in certain spaces, but also in predicting 
what the same bodies might do in other spaces. They argued that a goal of interactions was to 
gain certainty in being able to understand and explain what would happen. This project built 
upon Berger and Calabrese’s (1975) conceptualization of uncertainty to operationalize certainty 
as a continuum of predictability that individuals perceived existed in relationships. Their 
contextually perceived level of certainty mediated their perceptions of how they and others 
would behave in the formation and maintenance of friendships.  Throughout the project it 
emerged that informants avoided situations where they felt there were not sufficient motivations 
to negotiate high levels of uncertainty and more freely entered into situations where they felt 
more certain about their abilities to predict and explain their actions and the actions of others. 
Understanding these patterns required recognizing practices of power that regulated bodies in 
different contexts.   
Practicing Power through Leisure and Friendship 
Rather than viewing power as a tangible asset or property held by a few, I operationalized 
power as historically specific social practices that affected individuals and groups. Patriarchal 
beliefs of male dominance and normative beliefs about heterosexuality and physical bodies are 
so entrenched in western culture that able bodied heterosexual men may never be required to 
understand their privileged relational positions (Rich, 1980; Whitehead, 2001; hooks, 2004), but 
practices of power do not create robots. Rather, such practices operate on individuals and groups 
while simultaneously being reified, resisted and/or changed by those they affect through 
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interpretations of lived experiences. These moments, when dominant ideologies are negotiated, 
offer space for social change during movements between uncertainty and certainty. Our 
understandings can be broadened through personal and social interactions that challenge our 
certainties about the world. Consider how the Paralympics have changed understandings of what 
individuals with physical impairments can do, or how star athletes outing themselves in contact 
sports and marriage equality movements have changed understandings of sexual orientation. 
Even in the home, understandings about parenting have begun to change as more men choose to 
be stay-at-home fathers and/or engage in more nurturing behaviors.  
Individuals may become more or less certain in their understandings of others during 
interactions, and as they reflect upon them. Because we are not automatons, we can agentically 
make sense of our own lives. Through repeated patterns of interpreting our interactions, we 
develop certainty that our understandings are accurate and/or inaccurate, and that we can predict 
how others, and those who seem similar to them, will behave in future encounters. When we 
encounter individuals and understandings that challenge our perceptions, we become more 
uncertain. We are forced to question how our understandings might need to be modified. 
Similarly, when our understandings are supported through our interactions, we grow more 
certain that we can predict how future interactions with similar individuals will occur. An 
uncertain experience can lead us to develop new understandings and encourage us to engage with 
others to gain new certainty, or a level of comfort with the uncertainty. However, uncertainty can 
also make us so uncomfortable that we choose not to engage in future situations that we predict 
will be similar. However, each individual plays a role in determining how he reacts to and moves 
between uncertainty and certainty.  
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The informants in this study chose to negotiate uncertainty based on the options they 
perceived existed for them in given situations. They were agentical in choosing how to practice 
power in their own lives to sometimes challenge and sometimes avoid uncertainty. At times they 
chose to negotiate uncertainty by avoiding individuals whose behavior they felt they could not 
predict; other times they chose to purposefully engage with others to challenge their own 
understandings.  
The primary informants of this study were U.S. citizens between the ages of 20 and 37 
with some level of college education. They all self-identified as male and White.  They were 
raised in different regions of the United States, had very different leisure repertoires throughout 
their lives, and used a variety of labels to describe their genders, sexual orientations and levels of 
physical ability. Some described leisure and friendship as social endeavors, while others 
practiced friendship and leisure more privately. Their experiences demonstrated that not all men 
are affected the same by patriarchal beliefs and even those positioned as the most privileged and 
least privileged still operate agentically in and across certain and uncertain contexts. 
Leisure activities and friendships are important contexts for personal and social 
development. Friendships cannot form if interactions do not occur. Who gets to play, what they 
get to play, who they get to play with, and where they get to play are important questions given 
the salience of leisure activities and friendship in the physical, mental and emotional 
development and life-long health of individuals (Addis, 2011; Caldwell & Tibbits, 2010; 
Kleiber, 1999; Pollack, 1998). Throughout our lives, and especially in our youth, leisure 
activities are important sites for interactions that could potentially result in friendships. 
Recognizing leisure activities and friendships as meaning-laden and developmentally important 
interactions move them away from being simplistically understood as freely chosen individual 
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patterns of behavior and instead allows us to situate their importance to social justice. Physical 
bodies, social connections and ways of thinking are developed and changed through leisure 
activities and friendships. If individuals are denied opportunities to develop in ways that are 
meaningful to them, it is an injustice.  
Personal and social understandings are negotiated through interpersonal relationships. 
Research has demonstrated that individuals negotiate understandings of gender and leisure 
through friendships (Brooks, 2006; Green, 1998). Demir, Özdemir & Marum (2011) reviewed 
empirical studies and suggested that when individuals perceive their relationship partners to be 
supportive of their perspective they are “more likely to be intrinsically motivated, experience 
greater satisfaction of basic psychological needs in the relationship, and enjoy higher levels of 
well-being (happiness)” (p. 540). These findings suggested that if individuals’ interpretations of 
their experiences or expectations were supported it would contribute positively to their lives. 
Research focused specifically on men’s friendships has been contradictory in regard to the 
importance men place on friendship in their lives. Some scholars have argued that men primarily 
see friendship as an instrumental relationship of convenience while others have argued that men 
value friendship as intimate spaces (Chu, 2005; Messner, 2001; Rubin, 1985). Like leisure 
activities, friendships are spaces where uncertainty and certainty are negotiated to affect just 
social change.  
Friendships are not static and involve the negotiations of changing meanings and 
purposeful interactions. Demir, Özdemir & Marum (2011) argued, “Friendships do not magically 
last for several years; they require work and effort to continue” (p. 541) and participation in 
shared leisure activities is one of the ways they argued that individuals maintain friendships. 
Oswald, Clark, and Kelly (2004) claimed that friend maintenance involved four dimensions: 
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interaction, openness, supportiveness and positivity. Interaction involved activities, such as 
leisure, that facilitated individuals spending time with one another. Openness involved the 
conversations between individuals and the level to which friends felt free from judgment, while 
supportiveness involved emotional supporting one another when needed and doing work to 
maintain the bond, including compromising during disagreements. Finally, positivity was used to 
describe all the behaviors, such as laughter and consideration, which friends engaged in to make 
the relationship enjoyable. Friendships and leisure activities intersect as sites where people 
negotiate personal and social understandings as they engage in public behaviors according to 
individual and shared understandings of social expectations.  
Leisure and friendships, because of their contextual variability, offer many ways of not 
only reifying, but also changing and challenging expectations. Leisure is a context where 
interpretations, meanings, and behaviors can all be studied and “consists of a dialectical process 
between individual action and social context that is neither free of limits nor fully determined” 
(Kelly, 1994, p. 83). Samdahl and Jekubovich (1997) argued, ”people are dynamic players who 
shape their environments in ways that enhance the meanings they draw from leisure, and in many 
cases those meanings are fundamentally social” (p. 450).  Leisure is a space where identities are 
developed and communicated, and as such it becomes a site of social justice.  Goodin (2010) 
wrote that the pursuit of justice involves exploring processes that “prevent people from knowing 
and applying for themselves the rules by which they are ruled” (p. 726). In leisure spaces people 
should be able to act autonomously to choose activities that are meaningful to them. However, 
people negotiate the cultures and structures that surround them. Some leisure activities are less 
available, because of environmental and institutional opportunities, and some require more 
individual negotiation of social expectations, like gender. Leisure activities that are chosen, as 
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well as those that are not chosen, help situate how individuals see themselves and are seen by 
others.  
Similar arguments have been made about friendship. Blieszner & Adams (1992) argued 
that norms exist in regard to friendship such as,  
who we choose as friends, how we treat them, and what is acceptable to expect of them. 
Although friendships in our society are not as structured or as institutionalized as other 
types of social relationships, they are not entirely voluntary (p. 2).  
In order to become friends with someone we must interact with them. Given that leisure and 
opportunities for interaction are segregated by social expectation and/or structural limitations, 
our opportunities for friendship are also limited. For the purpose of this study, friendship, like 
leisure, was operationalized as neither totally free nor entirely limited from social expectations; 
instead both involved negotiation of understandings, behaviors and meanings. Friendship was 
operationalized as interpersonal relationships that involved varying levels of intimacy and 
instrumentality as well as social and personal meanings. Similarly, leisure activities were 
operationalized as meaningful activities that served both personal and social purposes. Because 
there are shared meanings attached to leisure activities and friendships, engaging in particular 
activities or being friends with specific types of people may be purposeful interactions. Rather 
than codifying friendship and leisure, informants were asked throughout the project to identify 
who their friends were and which activities were categorized as leisure.  
Another reason that intersections between understandings of gender, friendship and 
leisure activities are important sites for pursuing social justice is that negotiations of gender, 
friendship and leisure can have negative consequences. Often these negative consequences occur 
when people fail to meet expectations related to the congruence between their bodies’ assumed 
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sexes, genders, sexual orientations and levels of physical ability. For example, failing to meet 
personal and social expectations can lead to social exclusion that can influence physical, mental 
and emotional health and behaviors related to them (Addis, 2011; Addis & Mahalik, 2003), can 
involve verbal and physical harassment (Blackburn, 2007; Robinson & Espelage, 2011), and has 
neurological and physiological overlaps with physical pain (DeWall, Deckman, Pond & Bonser, 
2011; Nordgren, Banas & MacDonald, 2011; Riva, Wirth, & Williams, 2011). These findings 
give credence to C.S. Lewis’ (1960) argument that, “We are born helpless. As soon as we are 
fully conscious we discover loneliness. We need others physically, emotionally, intellectually; 
we need them if we are to know anything, even ourselves” (p. 2). Through this lens, of human 
interaction as necessary and meaningful, friendship and leisure intersect with social justice.  
Operationalizing Social Justice 
 Categories are used to make sense of life (Valentine, 2007). In this way, categories can 
serve to provide certainty in interactions. However, this certainty is too often based on 
assumptions that may not be congruent with individuals’ and groups’ self-definitions and desires. 
This false certainty is often predicated on assumptions that ascribed identities are accurate. Too 
often, it is based on assumptions that categories, in and of themselves, are in some way 
meaningful. The pursuit of social justice involves questioning such assumptions. It involves 
providing opportunities for individuals and groups to choose, challenge, and define categorical 
labels and/or understandings through which they define themselves and others. It involves 
exposing and challenging historical, cultural, and institutionalized social practices that have 
crystallized into hegemonic ideologies that privilege some at the expense of others. Specifically, 
this research set out to question assumptions about friendship, masculinity and leisure activities 
that lead to unjust practices. 
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 Introducing Heteronormativity 
Leisure opportunities and friendships emerge during interactions that are often 
structurally and socially facilitated based on ideologies about appropriateness and bodily 
behaviors. A pervasive ideology that intersects perceptions of bodies, social institutions, 
structures and practices is heteronormativity. Heteronormativity is an umbrella term for beliefs 
resulting from an essentialist view that individuals have inherent qualities and act in certain ways 
because they are male or female. Heteronormative expectations, and the historic, cultural, 
institutional and social practices that have resulted from them, privilege bodies according to their 
willingness and/or abilities to conform to common expectations of their perceived sex. Binaries 
and spectrums classifying sexes, genders, sexual orientations and levels of ability emerge from 
heteronormativity’s foundational assumption that differences between male and female bodies 
are meaningful. These classifications become meaningful when they are institutionalized as ways 
of contextually segregating bodies, experiences and interactions. A few common examples 
include bathrooms, pronouns, uniforms and parking spaces. More often than not perceived sexes 
mediate the experiences and interactions of individuals that impacts their lifelong physical and 
social development, physical and mental health, and understandings they use to negotiate the 
world. Because of its lifelong effects and roles in privileging some bodies more than others, 
heteronormativity should be interrogated as a pursuit of social justice. 
Everyone negotiates heteronormativity; even before we draw our first breath, 
heteronormative beliefs begin to shape us. Three of the most common sets of heteronormative 
expectations rest on assumed links between bodies’ anatomic sexes and their physical abilities, 
gendered appearances and behaviors, and orientations toward sexual and emotional engagements 
with others. Expectations are common in the United States that women are “nurturant, 
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suggestible, talkative, intuitive and sexually loyal” while men are supposed to be “aggressive, 
tough-minded, taciturn, rational, analytic, and promiscuous” (Connell, 2009, p. 60). These 
expectations suggest that male bodies are physical, be it through leisure, employment and/or 
sexual activities, and capable of emotional regulation. The expectations position women as less 
aggressive, less interested in sexual activity and more controlled by their emotions. These types 
of beliefs are evident when we hear boys and men engaged in emotional displays being told “to 
man up” or girls and women being told “to act like a lady” when they are talking too openly 
about sex.  
Categorizing is how we make sense of the world around us, but as Valentine (2007) 
noted, our categories are meaningful and based in practices of power. They are also uncertain, 
contextual and subject to change. There are many categories used to make sense of human 
bodies: race, ethnicity, nationality, religious-affiliation, etc. While all categories should be 
interrogated as practices of power, the pervasiveness of heteronormative ideologies is so 
complete that many people assume its categories are immutable and/or beyond questioning. 
Many people believe that so-called normal individuals can be easily classified as male or female, 
masculine or feminine, gay or straight, able-bodied or disabled. Unless experiences force them 
to, most people rarely take time to question why specific social categories are meaningful.  
Sex, gender, sexual orientation and physical ability are all intersecting, but separate 
aspects of individuals’ identities. Without an understanding of differences between sexes, it 
would be impossible to describe someone as heterosexual or homosexual. Without an 
understanding of what expectations exist based on a body’s sex, it would be difficult to 
relationally position that body as abled or disabled. Social expectations center around the idea 
that what is perceived as most common is most normal. Indeed, as noted by Davis (1995), there 
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are probably no arenas in modern life where a norm or average does not exist given that in most 
situations there is an expected and normalized body and behavior: 
The concept of a norm, unlike that of an ideal, implies that the majority of the population 
must or should somehow be part of the norm. The norm pins down the majority of the 
population that falls under the arch of the standard bell-shaped curve (p. 29) 
A norm allows for individuals to not only be classified as normal or abnormal, but also 
hierarchically ranked as more or less normal. These rankings, and the privileges and pains that 
accompany them, occur at both internal levels, with individuals judging themselves, and at social 
levels where they judge and are judged by others. There are not always explicit matrixes for 
these judgments; they can also involve implicit social understandings. Institutions, expectations 
and personal meanings all help shape how we understand what is and is not normal in regard to 
sex, gender, sexual orientation and physical ability.  
Sex. Beliefs about differences resulting from sexes of bodies serve as a foundation on 
which much of our social order is constructed. Schlit and Westbrook (2009) noted much of our 
social organization rests on, “the belief that there are two, and only two, opposite sexes 
determined by biology and signaled primarily by the shape of genitals” (p. 443). Institutional 
practices require that we identify ourselves as male or female on forms of identification. Laws 
and policies regulate which bodies are allowed in which spaces. However, because of the variety 
of the human form, a body’s sex is not as easy to determine as heteronormativity leads us to 
believe. The American Psychological Association [APA] (2011) described sex as a biological 
status involving external genitals, chromosomes and reproductive organs. While it is true that the 
most commonly assigned sexes at birth are male and female, medical researchers, professional 
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associations, social scientists and advocacy groups have argued that this binary system does not 
fairly represent the full spectrum of human experience.  
Many cite the work of Fausto-Sterling (1993) who argued that some individuals are born 
intersex and that “biologically speaking, there are many gradations running from female to male” 
(p. 21). In other words, some people have bodily traits and characteristics that are both male and 
female. Following a review of medical literature, Fausto-Sterling (2000) suggested that 17 out of 
every 1,000 children born are intersex. Because most institutional policies are predicated on 
binary sex beliefs, intersex individuals are marginalized and not acknowledged by social 
practices that only recognize male and female as options.  
For some bodies, leisure activities are conflicted spaces where they are forced to answer 
questions about what biologically makes a body male or female. As Pieper (2014) noted, female 
athletes who do not conform to heteronormative understandings of women’s bodies as weaker 
than men’s may be subjected to hormone and chromosome testing to determine their eligibility to 
participate in events like the Olympics. She noted that since the 1930s different criteria for 
determining sex have altered understandings of what it means to be male, female and intersex. 
Due to pervasive heteronormative beliefs, individuals whose external genitalia and bodily 
appearance meet expectations may never be forced to negotiate questions about their sex 
assignment, and scrutiny is placed only on those bodies that fall outside the boundaries 
recognized as normal. 
Gender. In a world where genitals are rarely publically seen, appearance and behavior is 
often used to make sense of a body’s sex. I operationalized gender using Blank’s (2012) 
definition of gender as an individual’s “social sex”. She stated gender “refers to all the 
manifestations of masculinity or femininity that are not immediately, demonstrably biological. 
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These include mannerisms, conventions of dress and grooming, social roles, speech patters, and 
much more” (p. 17).  Masculinity and femininity are positioned as relationally oppositional in 
heteronormative ideologies. If masculinity is described as stoicism, then femininity is emotional 
expression. If masculinity is active, then femininity must be passive. Implicit social practices 
often contribute to unquestioned links between behaviors to sexes. For example, boys are often 
discouraged from “throwing like a girl” and told “real men don’t cry”. These adages suggest that 
females are weaker than males, and that the more real a man is the less he would cry. 
Gender involves negotiations between individual and social perceptions. Among scholars 
and advocates, gender is delineated as gender identity and gender expression. Gender identity 
refers to people’s self-perceptions of themselves as male or female. They could determine this by 
asking themselves, “To what degree do I feel that I am male?” Gender expression, most often 
operationalized in terms of masculinity and femininity, collectively refers to sets of socially 
perceived behaviors used to negotiate social practices (APA, 2014). This is best answered by 
answering the question, “To what degree do my appearance and social behaviors identify me as 
male to myself and others?” Because the informants and I all self-identified as male, gender 
identity was not an identity explored in this study, but our gender expressions were both 
conforming and nonconforming to hegemonic expectations of masculinity.  
Heteronormative understandings of gender can serve as a sense of positive identity for 
some and lead to marginalization for others because of social practices that privilege gender 
conforming bodies. Gender conforming can be thought of as the level to which a sexed body’s 
behaviors are congruent with the gendered norms in a given context. Cisgender can be used to 
describe individuals whose perceived biological sex is congruent with their gender expression, 
while transgender can be used as a catchall term for individuals whose behavior, gender 
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expression and/or gender identity do not match traditional expectations of those born with their 
assigned sex. (American Psychological Association, 2014). Other words like queer, butch, 
androgynous might also be employed to communicate a particular gender expression. Queer is 
often used to describe gender expressions that are gender non-conforming, and that are difficult, 
if not impossible, to describe in terms of masculinity and femininity. Butch is a term used to 
describe hyper masculine gender expressions. Androgyny is often employed when individuals 
appear to embody masculinity and femininity more or less evenly. That so many different terms 
exist to describe gendered identities provides evidence that heteronormative ascriptions do not 
encompass all people’s lived realities.  
At the social level, what is considered normal for bodies has changed throughout history.  
Scott (1986) explored specific ways that understandings of sex and gender have changed 
throughout time. She explored categories of sex and gender as political processes of control.  She 
wrote that categories emerging from this process are both empty and overflowing, “Empty 
because they have no ultimate, transcendent meaning. Overflowing because even when they 
appear to be fixed, they still contain within them alternative, denied or suppressed definitions (p. 
1074). At different times in history, women engaged in athletic activity and industry side by side 
with men and at others men’s behaviors have been normatively more feminine than they 
presently are. The illusion that gender is immutable has been challenged by theoretical 
understandings of gender as historically privileged patterns of behaviors with individual and 
social meanings (Scott, 1986; Butler, 1993, 2004, Risman, 2009).  Similarly, understandings of 
sexual orientation have changed throughout time. 
Sexual Orientation. In order to categorize a body’s sexual orientation in a 
heteronormative practices requires being able to identify if it is engaging physically and/or 
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emotionally in romantic ways with same sex or opposite sexed bodies. Given how rarely it is 
socially appropriate for our genitals or sexual behaviors to be publically displayed, gender often 
stand in as proxy for sex and sexuality. There is no clear visual marker for sexual orientation, nor 
is there a socially or empirically agreed upon standard for determining it.  
  Sexual orientation involves intersecting emotional and physical attractions and behaviors. 
Some individuals may be more often emotionally and physically attracted to people of a 
particular sex; however, it is possible to be physically attracted to individuals of one sex more 
than others while simultaneously being more often emotionally attracted to members of a 
different sex. However, heteronormative practices assume that physical and emotional attraction 
are both centered on the same sex and conceptualize sexual orientation as a spectrum ranging 
from heterosexual/straight (attraction to the opposite sex) to homosexual/gay (attraction to the 
same sex) with bisexual (attraction to both sexes) situated somewhere in the middle. Additional 
categories like queer, asexual and pansexual highlight that three discrete categories do not 
capture the richness of human experience. Individuals who do not identify as heterosexuals are 
often categorized as sexual minorities, even though there is no way of determining the actual 
frequency of sexual orientations. Indeed, more than 200 different scales exist for exploring the 
physical, emotional and behavioral aspects that intersect in defining a person’s sexual orientation 
(Davis, Yarber, Bauserman, Scheer & Davis, 1998). Most often, rather than determining a 
body’s physical and emotional attraction to others, which can be different, gender conformity 
serves as the primary social indicator of sexual orientation. 
 Gender as Proxy. Scholars and activists have offered a variety of understandings for 
linking sexes, genders and sexualities. These links have been explored from anatomical, 
hormonal and socially constructed positions. Scholars have explored genders as being “done” or 
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“performed”, and theorized about how they might be embodied through acts and interactions 
(Butler, 1993, 2004; Schrock & Schwalbe, 2009; West & Zimmerman, 1987). Butler (1990, 
1993) argued that gender is a pattern of performative acts that are made recognizable through our 
interactions with others. She argued that meanings pre-exist bodies and through a body’s 
performative acts, understandings are attached to them. She referred to this process of making 
sense of bodies as “intelligibility” (1990, p. 17). Social practices lead us to expect that male 
bodies engage in masculine activities including sex with women. Bodies that are not easily sexed 
as male or female, gender expressions that blur the lines between masculine and feminine, and 
sexual orientations that cannot be easily classified violate heteronormative expectations.  
Physical ability. Normative expectations of how physically able particular bodies should 
be are pervasive. Beliefs that men’s bodies should be larger and stronger than women’s create 
distinctions not only between men and women, but also between individuals in those categories. 
For example, a 5’2’’ high school student would not experience the same pressure to play 
basketball as one who was 6’2’’, regardless of his or her sex. Based on a body’s ability to do 
certain tasks, in certain ways, in certain circumstances, it comes to be recognized as abled or 
disabled.  
Men with physical disabilities are often positioned as less masculine by social practices 
that measure masculinity in terms of physical ability and sexual activity. Empirical studies have 
suggested that able-bodied and disabled individuals may be deprived of meaningful interactions 
with each other and may develop negative perceptions that view individuals with disabilities as 
asexual (Esmail, Darry, Walter, & Knupp, 2010; Giulio, 2003; Taleporos, Dip, &McCabe, 2002) 
which contributes to individuals with bodily impairments being less privileged by 
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heteronormative ideologies that position men and masculinity according to sexual actions with 
women. 
 Contrary to common beliefs about the inherent asexuality of individuals with physical 
disabilities, socio-cultural barriers have proven to be more of challenge in regard to relationships 
than the physical impairments themselves (Esmail, Darry, Walter & Knupp, 2010). Reasons that 
are commonly given for the perceived inappropriateness of relationships between able-bodied 
persons and those with disabilities are concerns over parenting, dependency of the disabled 
partner on the non-disabled and worries regarding the sexual life of the couple (Sakellariou, 
2006). “Men are expected to be active and strong and physically independent, all of which are 
cultural expectations from the engendered body, conditional upon physical performance and thus 
threatened by the arrival of impairment” (Sakellariou, 2006, p. 107). For all individuals with 
disabilities, as with able-bodied individuals, uncertainties and certainties related to their abilities 
to meet expectations can limit who they engage with socially which creates limited opportunities 
for intimate and friendly relationships. For those with physical impairments that are visible, such 
as wheelchair users, exclusionary social practices may even be more prevalent.  
Hegemonic Masculinity 
Without heteronormative ideologies, hegemonic understandings of gender expression, 
like hegemonic masculinity, could not make sense. Hegemonic understandings of the meaning of 
masculinity are not beyond questioning, but often such questioning only results when 
circumstances, such as failing to meet an expectation, provide opportunities to do so. Hegemonic 
masculinity has been used as a critical framework for exploring how heteronormative 
understandings of masculinity ascribed to specific bodies create unjust social practices (Connell, 
2005).  A central tenant of hegemonic masculinity is that certain enactments of masculinity are 
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more or less rewarded in given contexts and that through lived experiences men learn to 
recognize to what degree they are able and willing to meet perceived expectations. Social 
practices privilege some bodies based on their enactments of masculinity more than others and 
hierarchically position men in relation to other men and women.  
Rather than one universal masculinity, multiple gendered patterns of practices exist and 
can be categorized as masculinities. Connell (2005) argued against conceptualizing masculinity 
as essential and privileging all men equally based on their anatomic sex; rather, Connell 
intersected Gramsci’s conceptualization of hegemony with gendered expectations and argued, 
“At any given time, one form of masculinity rather than others is culturally exalted” (p. 77). In 
Western culture, patterns of masculinity have hierarchically privileged men based on their 
abilities or willingness to be “aggressive, tough-minded, taciturn, rational, analytic, and 
promiscuous” (2009, p. 60). Connell argued that societies are organized through institutions (e.g. 
schools, military, organized sports, etc.) that create gender arrangements that are “at the same 
time, sources of pleasure, recognition and identity, and sources of injustice and harm” (2009, p. 
7). Connell’s theoretical work was utilized for this journey because it explored experiences and 
meaning at both macro and micro levels, and allowed for simultaneous recognition of structures 
and agency.  
Patterns of masculinity serve multiple and sometimes contradictory roles in social 
interactions. Connell noted that women, sexual minorities and individuals with disabilities often 
demonstrated patterns of behaviors understood as masculine noting that this led to questioning of 
heteronormative expectations as essential or natural. Connell (2005) argued that hegemony “does 
not mean total control”, saying “Whatever is significant in issues about masculinity involves 
both personality and social relations; centrally, it involves interplay between the two” (p. 43). 
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Connell’s work suggested that in order to understand masculinity patterns it was necessary to 
take individuals’ personalities and understandings of social expectations into consideration. 
What is appropriate and how we behave in and across contexts requires constant negotiation of a 
wide range of intersecting expectations, including gender. 
In the early 2000s, scholars began critiquing the operationalization of hegemonic 
masculinity, some even going so far as to ask if masculinity was an appropriate term for 
describing some gendered experiences (Anderson, 2012; ,Hearn, 2004; Wetherell & Edley, 1999; 
Whitehead, 2002). For example, Hearn (2004) argued that the primary weaknesses of hegemonic 
masculinity as a theoretical framework related to three questions: was it best conceptualized as 
practices or institutional structures; how were the ways that hegemonic masculinity positioned 
men, “tough/aggressive/violent; respectable/corporate; controlling of resources; controlling of 
images”(p. 58) interrelated; and, why should the concept of masculinity continue to be privileged 
above others terms such as men’s acts, and/or practices. 
 In response to critiques, Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) reviewed over 200 papers 
that used the term hegemonic masculinity in their titles and responded.  They argued that many 
of the critiques were based on oversimplifications of the theory and argued that hegemonic 
masculinity was not to be confused with structural determinism. They said, “The concept of 
hegemonic masculinity embeds a historically dynamic view of gender in which it is impossible 
to erase the subject” (p. 843) and, “Analysis of relations among masculinities now more clearly 
recognize the agency of the subordinated and marginalized groups – often conditioned by their 
specific location” (p. 847). Rather than supporting conceptualizations other than masculinity, 
they argued that masculinity was appropriate given that decades of widespread research in 
various institutional and cultural settings had demonstrated patterns of practices involving social 
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as well as personal meanings and behaviors that could be contextually privileged and sometimes 
contradictory. 
While they defended hegemonic masculinity as a viable and time-proven framework they 
did offer reformulations based on the empirical research that had occurred. They started by 
delving deeper into the idea of gender hierarchy, and said, “Research has also documented the 
durability or survivability of nonhegemonic patterns of masculinity, which may represent well-
crafted responses to race/ethnic marginalization, physical disability, class inequality, or 
stigmatized sexuality” (p. 848). They argued for the importance of recognizing the role of agency 
among those not as privileged in gender hierarchies. Some men, because of interactions with 
women throughout their lives and/or because of the primacy of competing social expectations 
may evidence resistance to hegemonic patterns by engaging in other enactments of masculinity 
more in line with their own beliefs. 
Connell and Messerschmitt (2005) also encouraged the exploration of local, regional and 
global masculinities. They stated that no matter what the location, masculinities are negotiated 
via interactions with women and that changes in gender expectations, either those for women or 
for men, influence expectations of the other. These changes can happen at local, regional or 
global levels and while “local models of hegemonic masculinity may differ from each other, they 
generally overlap. The interplay with society-wide gender dynamics is part of the explanation” 
(p. 850). Their clarifications highlighted the importance of considering the local, regional and 
global understandings that individuals may have in regard to negotiating masculinity and 
appreciating the interconnected nature of masculine and feminine expectations in given contexts. 
Another aspect that was reformulated was the dynamics of masculinity. They argued, 
“Without treating privileged men as objects of pity, we should recognize that hegemonic 
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masculinity does necessarily translate into a satisfying experience of life” and argued that it was 
necessary to “explicitly recognize the layering, the potential internal contradiction, within all 
practices that construct masculinities” (p. 852). Men, like all individuals, learn through 
interactions and negotiate lived experiences according to understandings that are at times 
contradictory. The reformulation offered hope for countering or changing rigid patterns of 
masculinity by examining how men’s relationships with others often changed their 
understandings. Men, even those most privileged by hegemonic masculinity, also experience 
pain and tension as they navigate social interactions, and through their experiences it becomes 
possible to challenge the reification of gendered hierarchies. 
Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) also theorized more deeply about the role of the 
physical body. They said, “Bodies are involved more actively, and more intimately, than theory 
has usually allowed. Bodies participate in social action by delineating courses of social conduct – 
the body is a participant in generating social practice” (p. 851). They noted that masculine 
embodiment is related to behaviors and identity; that “skilled bodily activity becomes a prime 
indicator of masculinity”; and, “This is a key way that heterosexuality and masculinity become 
linked in Western culture, with prestige conferred on boys with heterosexual partners and sexual 
learning imagined as exploration and conquest” (p. 851). Because of social practices grounded in 
understandings of masculinity, some men earn privilege through bodily acts, such as 
competitive, physically demanding leisure activities and sexual encounters, at the expense of 
women and other men. They can also have negative effects on men’s health when they push their 
body to the limits to demonstrate competitiveness, aggression and strength; or, when they refuse 
to seek help for physical and mental health issues fearing it will make them appear weak.  
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Key aspects of hegemonic masculinity that sensitized this research were that multiple 
embodiments of masculinity may take place in a given context, and that some of those 
embodiments may be more or less regulated than others. It also provided a window for 
recognizing that all bodies, no matter what sex they are assigned, can engage in behaviors 
recognized as masculinity, though the discipline placed on them is different. In addition to the 
assignment of sex to bodies as an act of discipline, hegemonic masculinity sensitized this 
research to the importance of the size and abilities of a physical body in making masculinity 
intelligible. Hegemonic masculinity provided a lens for recognizing that larger male bodies 
negotiated different social positions than smaller male bodies, female bodies, and bodies that 
were perceived as disabled.  
Hegemonic Masculinity and Injustices 
Whitehead (2001) noted that though critical analysis of masculinity has been occurring 
among feminist scholars since the 1970s, there is still a question of how much awareness most 
men have of their own gendered position in society. For those men who meet accepted patterns 
of masculinity there may be little reason or pressure to question gendered hierarchies. 
Masculinity can best be operationalized as patterns of changing, context specific, cultural 
practices that involve the social positioning of men in relation to others.  
Masculinity often serves as gendered patterns of social behaviors that makes bodies 
intelligible as male, able-bodied and heterosexual. In and of itself, masculinity is not unjust. 
However, when hegemonic masculinity expectations are used to privilege some bodies more 
than others, injustices occur. Pronger (1990) argued that heterosexuality and masculinity are 
often viewed as synonymous and contribute to men using sexism and homophobia to distance 
themselves from anything perceived to be feminine. Individuals with heteronormative beliefs 
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often assume that men with feminine gender expressions are gay. And, while empirical research 
has suggested that gender nonconformity in youth and sexuality as adults may be related, “not all 
lesbians and gay men are gender nonconforming” (Skidmore, Linsenmeier & Bailey, 2006, p. 
685), just as not all heterosexual individuals are gender conforming. Empirical research has 
suggested that, on average, heterosexuals and sexual minorities may both have negative biases 
against gender nonconformity that contributes to stigmatization and marginalization (Bailey, 
2003; Smith & Leaper, 2005;Taywaditep, 2001).  
While social exclusion resulting from biases may most often be experienced as affective 
pain with long-term developmental consequences, some social practices create immediate and 
consequential bodily impacts. The United States government has enacted specific legislation to 
counter and punish the most serious of these offenses as hate crimes.  According to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (2013),  
 A hate crime is a traditional offense like murder, arson, or vandalism with an  
added element of bias. For the purposes of collecting statistics, Congress has defined a 
hate crime as a ‘criminal offense against a person or property motivated in whole or in 
part by an offender's bias against a race, religion, disability, ethnic origin or sexual 
orientation. 
It is worth noting that roughly 18% of the 8,208 hate crimes reported in 2010 involved biases 
against individuals’ sexual orientations.  Among these crimes, roughly seventy percent (69.1%) 
involved anti-homosexual bias while slightly over one percent (1.4%) involved anti-heterosexual 
bias. What must be noted is that some of these crimes were based on perceptions. A gender non 
conforming or feminine behaving man very likely will negotiate far more anti-homosexual bias 
and harassment than a cisgender homosexual man because of heteronormative ideologies. Social 
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interactions are more often negotiated through perceptions (gender) than actual knowing about a 
person’s emotional and sexual attractions (sexual orientation) which are rarely shared during 
public interactions.  
 Though many patterns of masculinity are used to negotiate social expectations, scholars 
such as Whitehead and Barrett (2001) posit that some enactments of masculinity are negative to 
men’s relationships and emotional well-being and can be harmful to society in that such 
enactments “can only be sustained and reaffirmed through fraternal groupings, often 
misogynistic male bonding rituals, rejection of intimacy and an avid denial of the ‘Other’ – be it 
women, femininity, or gay sexuality “ (p. 10). While a wide variety of individuals (e.g., women, 
sexual minorities, individuals with disabilities) may engage in behaviors perceived as masculine, 
due to historical and cultural practices grounded in heteronormative ideologies, those perceived 
to be able-bodied, heterosexual males experience greater social pressure to behave in ways 
compliant with context specific patterns of masculinity and are granted greater privilege for 
doing so (Anderson, 2005; Connell, 2005; Wellard, 2006).    
Emancipatory Research and the Pursuit of Social Justice 
I started this research with an emancipatory social justice agenda.  Emancipatory research 
allows researchers and informants space for questioning individual and hegemonic 
understandings of masculinity. Lather (1991) argued “emancipatory knowledge increases 
awareness of the contradictions distorted or hidden by everyday understandings, and in doing so 
it directs attention to the possibilities for social transformation inherent in the present 
configuration of social processes” (p. 52).  Too often masculinity is ascribed to actions based on 
an assumption of static, shared understanding when in reality it is comprised of many 
contradictory and contextual understandings. Research becomes an emancipatory space when 
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dominant ideologies, such as hegemonic masculinity, are exposed, interrogated and challenged 
by allowing informants to situate their lived experiences within unjust social practices instead of 
simplistically viewing them as individual successes and/or failures. It is also emancipatory when 
it creates opportunities for describing alternative ways of negotiating lived experiences.  
Social justice research involving men’s friendships exposes inequalities by describing 
shared uncertainty and interrogating social practices that mask the pervasiveness of hegemonic 
masculinity expectations. It also contributes to social justice by offering evidence of negotiations 
that have resulted in more certain interactions. This project sought to explore and describe ways 
that informants negotiated friendship practices and leisure activities based on their individual and 
shared understandings of masculinity. Because leisure activities and friendships involve both 
social and private interactions, we interrogated a wide array of activities and practices during 
both private and public interactions for understandings of masculinities and unjust social 
practices. Through our discussions and interactions with one another we shared ways that 
hegemonic masculinity is negotiated and offered recommendations on ways it might best be 
challenged. Consistent with understandings of critical social science for emancipatory purposes, 
the social justice goals of this research included demonstrating consideration of leisure as 
relational and meaning-containing social practices; critically and historically situating why some 
leisure practices are privileged as more normal than others; and remaining transparent throughout 
the process by intersecting practices of power between myself, the informants, and those who 
may be affected by the research (Angrosino, 2005).  
Other leisure scholars’ emancipatory research challenged heteronormative and 
hegemonic ideologies and sensitized my social justice agenda. Three works that are particularly 
illustrative of how leisure research has the capacity to expose, challenge and contribute to 
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emancipation from hegemonic understandings of gender are: Kivel and Kleiber (2000) who 
explored the role of self-identification and leisure involvement among self-identified lesbian and 
gay adults; Wellard (2006), who partnered with participants from alternative sports clubs to 
explore the cultural importance of sports and how dominant forms of masculinities were reified 
among and by marginalized populations according to bodily abilities; and, Dunlap and Johnson 
(2013) who used collective memory work to explore straight men’s understandings of masculine 
types and behaviors.  
The work of Kivel and Kleiber (2000) sensitized me to ways self-identification and 
personal meanings intersect in the negotiation of public identities, leisure activities, and social 
inclusion. Using phenomenology as their theoretical framework, they conducted a retrospective 
study asking self-identified lesbian and gay adults between the ages of 18 and 22 to explore the 
role of leisure in their identity formation. They found that for many of the participants the 
“influence of leisure contexts in terms of the integration of personal and social identity was 
mitigated by the extent to which young people felt the need to conceal their sexual identity” (p. 
215). Key implications that emerged from their study were that leisure contexts needed to be 
examined at both individual and social levels to understand the interactions being negotiated by 
those involved, and that some leisure environments were positive for some individuals and 
negative for others based on personal interpretations of specific identity salience.   
 Wellard (2002) utilized cultural studies and feminist insights to explore inequalities 
related to bodily performance and versions of masculinity, sexuality and sport in gay and straight 
sport clubs. His results suggested that as alternative versions of sports clubs formed to include 
women and non-heterosexuals they often ended up adopting similar policies to the established 
sport clubs resulting in similar practices of exclusivity and competition. Wellard posited that 
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throughout life bodily abilities contribute to and reinforce “hierarchical structure of gender 
relations and simultaneously contributes to the dominance of hegemonic masculinity” (p. 114). 
His work highlighted that when masculinity is privileged or ranked according to bodily 
performances it, “raises interesting questions about the extent to which masculinity is threatened 
or subverted when it is performed by women, gay men, lesbians or the disabled” (p. 110). 
Wellard’s work served as a reminder of the pervasiveness of cultural, social and political 
practices. Practices of power resulting in inequalities and marginalization may exist anywhere, 
even among those considered marginalized. 
 Dunlap and Johnson (2013) explored the pervasiveness of media messages on 
masculinity understandings and argued that culture “serves as both a cause and effect of 
masculine behavior”, and that “masculinity has taken shape related to securing and maintaining 
dominance” (p. 72). Rather than conceptualizing masculinity as a static embodiment, their 
findings suggested that participants thought of masculinity as an accumulation of behaviors that 
served as a masculinity credential referred to as “The Man Card” (p. 81). This study furthered 
my appreciation of how men’s understandings of masculinity change throughout the course of 
their lives. 
Dunlap and Johnson asked 11 male participants to write two, two-page narratives about 
significant media experiences that contributed to their understanding of masculinity. One story 
was about a positive masculinity message they received from media, the other a negative. The 
stories were written in the third person and then analyzed as part of a facilitated focus group. 
Every participant analyzed each story identifying actions and emotional responses present. After 
this analysis, the researchers consolidated the participants’ analyses into consolidated findings. 
What they found was consistency among the men’s understandings of masculinity embodiments: 
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the alpha, the beta and the coward. Alpha masculinity was consistent with hegemonic 
understandings of masculinity and “…frequently demonstrated athletic prowess and bravery in 
the face of mortal danger” (p. 77). Beta masculinity was embodied as less than alpha 
masculinity, but not “an altogether unsuitable type of man” (p. 77). While the least desirable 
embodiment of masculinity was that of the coward, this was also the category that many of the 
participants related to their lived experiences as young men.  
Based on the analysis and discussion between participants, Dunlap and Johnson (2013) 
argued, “self-loathing functions as a form regulation and discipline. Men endeavor to cull all of 
the aspects of their identity that resemble less preferred forms of masculinity: for example, 
crying” (p. 78). However, no man embodied only one form of masculinity. Rather, the 
participants contextually identified with alpha, beta and coward embodiments of masculinity in 
different contexts throughout their lives. Dunlap and Johnson argued that these negotiation 
processes are not unique to intersections between leisure and media, and “there are many as yet 
unexplored contexts in which individuals are experimenting with what it means to be a man or a 
woman” (p. 83). The informants and I began this research to further understandings of 
masculinities by interrogating the contexts of friendships and leisure activities. 
 By exposing how uncertainties and certainties result from negotiations of hegemonic 
masculinity ideologies permeating men’s leisure practices and friendships, it becomes possible to 
better understand and formulate ways of challenging them in the pursuit of social justice. For the 
purposes of this project, masculinities were operationalized as patterns of understandings and 
behaviors commonly attributed to bodies perceived as male. Based on lived experiences and 
extant literature the project began with assumptions that masculinities would be described and 
measured against personally and socially expected levels of confidence, physical strength, 
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emotional stoicism and competitiveness. It was also assumed that more uncertainty would be 
negotiated when informants were unwilling or failed to meet hegemonic expectations of 
masculinities during social interactions. Friendship was operationalized as interpersonal 
relationships that involved varying levels of intimacy and instrumentality as well as desirable 
social and personal meanings. Similarly, leisure activities were operationalized as meaningful 
activities that served both personal and social purposes. Because masculinities, leisure activities 
and friendships can all be purposefully embodied and involve individual and social meanings as 
well as benefits and consequences, it was assumed that informants might engage in enactments 
of masculinities, leisure activities and friendships in contextually specific ways. Through this 
project, we tried to explain and interrogate the causes, contexts and conditions of these 
enactments. 
Explaining Our Purpose and Hope 
Through all things, we, the informants and myself, sought to contribute to a more socially 
just world by critically describing and explaining patterns of understanding and behaviors that 
existed at the intersections of hegemonic understandings of masculinity, leisure activities, and 
friendship practices.  Our understandings and my ability to succinctly state our research goals 
changed through this process. For example, we recognized that interrogations of masculinities 
more specifically nuanced our experiences. Masculinities were a more focused way of describing 
our experiences, so the project focuses on masculinity expectations rather than heteronormative 
practices. While we encountered expectations and expressions of femininity and moments of 
androgyny, masculinity was the phenomena we most often discussed. And, we recognized that 
our uncertainties about ourselves, others and our relationships often intersected with our 
understandings of what it meant not only be a man, but also to be masculine. Our hope is that 
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those who encounter our journey develop an appreciation for the pervasiveness of hegemonic 
masculinity practices in limiting men’s interactions with others. Through interrogating our own 
experiences we developed an awareness of how segregated institutional and social practices, like 
organized sport, affected our friendships. We also became more aware that our interactions with 
others had affected and been affected by our understandings of masculinities. Through sharing 
our experiences and understandings, we identified contexts and conditions where we negotiated 
uncertainty and embodied more inclusive forms of masculinities. The hope is that through better 
understanding how our interactions were limited through what was done to us, by us, and 
through us, scholars, activists and others will continue to explore, expose, and challenge how all 
groups are segregated and affected by unquestioned ideologies and social practices that privilege 
some at the expense of others. 
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Chapter Two: Sensitizing Contexts and Theoretical Framework  
 
Understandings of masculinities, leisure activities and friendship practices involve 
individual and social meanings situated in specific historical and cultural moments. They also 
involve individual and social negotiations of institutions. They involve meaning and behaviors. 
Therefore, this inquiry required critical theoretical frameworks allowing for the purposeful 
exploration of intersections of meaning and behaviors at both social and individual levels. 
Symbolic interactionism argues that individuals and social practices develop based on the mutual 
interactions between them that are negotiated using shared symbols, such as gestures and 
language. Mead (1964), often credited as one of the founders of symbolic interactionism, posited 
that, “The self is something which has a development; it is not initially there at birth but arises in 
the process of social experience and activity” (p. 199), and suggested that at all stages of 
development, humans are active participants in shaping their understandings of themselves and 
society because of their capacity for thinking and reflecting on interactions.  
In order to better map this research, empirical studies, mass media, and statistical data 
were used to make understandings more certain. Throughout the course of the project, I actively 
sought out and engaged with literature and informants to sample theoretical and empirical 
evidence that could assist in developing the emergent theory. The sensitizing concepts (Blumer, 
1969) that informed this research project were my lived experiences, previous empirical work 
(Robinett, 2010; Blanco & Robinett, 2014; Robinett, 2014), and extant literature. What follows 
are statistics that ground the historical moment in which the informants and I are situated, stories 
that influenced the formation of the research goals, and a brief review literature examining 
intersections between masculinities, leisure and friendship.  
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Sensitizing the Context 
Identities and social practices are relational, local and contextually situated. And, as such, 
they must be considered within the cultural and historical moments in which they are practiced. 
What was considered normal behavior in the 1970s may very well not be considered normal in 
the United States in 2014. It is important to note that there have been many cultural and 
institutional changes in regard to understandings of women, sexual minorities and individuals 
with disabilities since the 1970s when critical studies of masculinity first began. This research 
explored meanings and understandings of men born between 1976 (me) and 1992 (the youngest 
informant), so this review begins by briefly sensitizing the reader to a few cultural changes that 
have occurred in the last 40 years. 
Given that sex, gender, sexual orientation and ability involve relational social positions, it 
would be difficult to position men without discussing the increased presence of women in social 
spaces that has occurred during the last 40 years. While less than half of mothers with children 
under the age of 18 were working in 1975, by 2013 almost seventy percent (69.9%) of mothers 
with children under the age of 18 were employed (US Labor, 2009, US Labor, 2014). In 2013, 
there were more than 70 million women in the United States’ labor force. Women also made 
great inroads in higher education with the number of women between the ages of 25 to 64 in the 
labor force with college degrees tripling between 1970 and 2008 (US Department of Labor, 
2009). The increased presence of women in the work force and educational settings that took 
place during the lifetimes of those involved in this research is important given that it may play a 
role in how we determined which behaviors were described as masculine. Compared with 
previous generations, more men are likely to say that men and women both work, and stories 
indicated that all the informants had mothers who worked. 
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Another significant change since the 1970s has been the growth in awareness about the 
lives of individuals who identify as sexual minorities. National polls suggest that American’s 
views on sexual minorities are changing rapidly. According to CNN polling, during the 1990s, 
most Americans reported not knowing anyone close to them who was gay; however in just two 
years, between 2010 and 2012, those numbers went from 49% to 60% (CNN, 2012). Since I was 
born in 1976, the United States has moved from a country where zero states allowed same sex 
individuals to marry to 31 states and Washington, D.C. legally recognizing these marriages 
(CNN, 2014). Two of the informants and I identified as sexual minorities; the other four men 
identified as heterosexual. Similar to the majority of America, all informants knew someone who 
did not identify as heterosexual.  
During this same time, the United States has undergone structural and social change in 
relation to individuals with disabilities. While laws have existed since the early 1970s related to 
accommodations and fair treatment for individuals with disabilities, it was not until the passage 
of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 that systemic change became enforceable 
law in the United States. As noted by the Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund (2014), 
the Americans with Disabilities Act began the process of helping Americans recognize that 
“Accommodating a person with a disability is no longer a matter of charity but instead a basic 
issue of civil rights”. A key indicator of growth in the recognition of individuals with disabilities 
was the growth in viewership of the Paralympic Games. According to the Paralympic Movement 
Association (2014) the 2012 London Games were broadcast in more countries than ever before. 
The games were watched in more than 100 countries and the hours of broadcast outside the host 
market grew more than 80% between 2008 and 2012.  Two of the informants were wheelchair 
users; another informant and I have a parent identified as physically disabled. The other two 
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informants indicated they did not regularly come into contact with people with physical 
disabilities other through the consumption of mass media. 
 Contexts color the events that take place in them. As these statistics demonstrate, social 
positions and awareness of them have changed greatly over the last 40 years. The informants and 
I were all situated within this context of changing positions. However, numbers alone do not 
always demonstrate the richness of change and experiences, or suggest how change is lived. For 
this reason, stories have often been used to enrich numbers and empirical data.  
Stories as Political Practice 
Operationalizing friendship and leisure activities as meaningful negotiations of social 
practices allows them to be explored as an “expression of power relations” (Rojeck, 2006, p. 
459). Finding ways that social practices can facilitate perceptions of certainty, instead of 
contributing to uncertainty, is a practice of social justice. One way to expose uncertainties and 
certainties that permeate men’s leisure activities and friendship practices is through analyzing the 
predictions and explanations found in their stories. Individual stories are powerful and explain 
how individuals become more certain in their understandings. Shared stories, that describe how 
groups of people are unjustly affected by social practices, provide even richer understandings of 
how of social inequalities are negotiated. I cannot express it better than Chimamanda Adichie 
(2009) who said: 
Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have been used to dispossess and to malign. 
But stories can also be used to empower, and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity 
of a people. But stories can also repair that broken dignity. 
Three stories served as departure points for this exploration. Rather than dehumanizing men as 
limited in their interactions and abilities by inherent, sex-based traits, these stories suggested that 
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men agenticially engaged in negotiations of certainty. While the introduction and contextual 
statistics provided evidence supporting the goals of this study, these stories use specific lived 
experiences to further suggest hegemonic understandings of masculinity intersect with leisure 
activities, friendship practices and social justice. 
Story #1: John Coffee. The first story involved a man I call John Coffee. I met John 
while I was collecting survey data exploring how men’s perceptions of self-efficacy and 
masculinity affected their leisure behavior (Robinett, 2010). On a warm summer Saturday, I 
encountered John at a park near the university. Based on his appearance, mannerisms and 
vocabulary, it appeared to me that John was in his mid-50s, White, and well educated. I 
explained the project and John agreed to complete a survey. After he had done so he politely 
asked me about my own leisure behaviors. I shared with him that much of my leisure time that 
season had been spent watching baseball and the World Cup. John explained that he, too, had 
been watching baseball and began to share stories with me about the Chicago Cubs. Being raised 
a Cardinals’ fan, I did not know much about the Cubs, but it quickly became clear to me that 
John did not know much about baseball…other than the Cubs. When I asked John how long he 
had been a baseball fan he chuckled and shared a story that complicated my understandings of 
leisure’s roles in social practices.  
John explained that he had recently started a new job. While he had never seriously 
followed the Cubs, or baseball, before starting his new job, his workdays now started with 
colleagues gathered around the coffee pot discussing upcoming games or how the Cubs had done 
the night before. John shared that he felt being able to participate in these conversations made 
him more a part of the office. He told me he did not want to sit alone in his office drinking 
coffee; he wanted to drink coffee with his colleagues. He did not think his colleagues would have 
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excluded him if he could not engage about the Cubs, but he also had no way of being certain they 
would not. As I reflected on this story, I began to appreciate subtle ways that perceptions of 
certainty shapes leisure behavior and relationships and to question to what degree men value 
friendships. 
Story #2: Robbie Rogers. A few years after my conversation with John Coffee, twenty-
five year old Robbie Rogers announced he was gay and retiring from major league soccer 
(Rogers, 2013). By many media accounts, he was a developing star in the world of soccer after 
successfully making eighteen appearances as part of the United States Men’s National Team and 
playing for five seasons in Major League Soccer. Despite these successes, he made the choice to 
step away from an activity closely linked to his personal identity, goals and relationships. He 
wrote that hiding his sexuality for years had meant constantly negotiating “Fear that judgment 
and rejection would hold me back from my dreams and aspirations. Fear that my loved ones 
would be farthest from me if they knew my secret.” He argued, “Secrets can cause so much 
internal damage”, and explained that soccer, or football as he called it, was his “escape”, 
“purpose”, and “identity”. He wrote, “Football hid my secret, gave me more joy than I could 
have ever imagined… I will never forget the friends I have made along the way and the friends 
that supported me once they knew my secret.” In just these few sentences, Robbie highlighted 
the complexity of interrelated benefits, consequences and uncertainties he was negotiating in 
regard to identity, leisure, social practices and friendship.  
John’s story began my journey of questioning ways men use leisure activities to negotiate 
social practices. Because of Robbie’s story, and the pain evident in his interviews and blog posts, 
my resolve to explore intersections between personal meanings attached to leisure activities, 
identities and social interactions was strengthened. His return to professional soccer in 2013 also 
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gave me hope that social change was possible. His story was so similar to my own that I was 
forced to critically reflect on my own life and my own experiences. John’s story motivated me to 
take a step toward questioning behaviors and social practices; Robbie’s story forced me to look 
at my own.  
Story #3: Jeremy Robinett. I grew up an able-bodied, middle-class, White, Catholic, 
male in the United States. I played and watched sports, and participated in other leisure activities 
like fishing, gardening, and social clubs. I have few memories of fearing that I did not belong in 
leisure spaces, but the moments when I did are easy to recall. I remember monitoring my own 
behaviors and mannerisms and attempting to alter them in ways that would allow me to avoid 
judgment. It seemed that every motion I made and sound I uttered took on new meanings that 
others were judging.  
I spent much of my teens and early twenties feeling interrogated every time issues related 
to sexual orientation emerged. It was during this time that I developed an appreciation that my 
own perceptions of my sexual orientation and the perceptions of others were not always the 
same. It was a very confusing time for me. I was sexually and emotionally attracted to men and 
women, but most of the people around me seemed to perceive I was only attracted to women. 
People assumed I was engaged in sexual behavior, but I had never done more than playground 
kisses.  
However, I did little to challenge the sexual orientation being ascribed to me. Because I 
looked and acted like the other boys, hegemonic masculinity shielded me from scrutiny in most 
cases. But, I knew I was not like the other boys. In those moments, when I was forced to 
negotiate questions casually thrown around the lunch table and locker-room, I knew I was 
somehow different. Questions like “So, are you and this girl or that girl dating?” and “Did you 
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do ‘IT’?” were metrics being used to socially position me at a time when I did not even 
understand what “IT” was. 
Years later I recalled those moments of uncertainty as I read Garland-Thompson’s (2009) 
words, “Indeed, one of the major liberties accorded to the ordinary is civil inattention – that is, 
the freedom to be inconspicuous ” (p. 35). Through those situations, when I perceived I was 
being questioned and scrutinized, and I consciously chose to act in certain ways to evade 
questions, I gained awareness about the importance of social positions. In some places I felt 
certain that I belonged and was accepted, in others I felt forced to regulate my behaviors and 
mannerisms to avoid scrutiny or feeling excluded. My understandings of what qualified me as 
ordinary became complicated. I am thankful for those moments. They provided me an 
appreciation for how often social practices, in addition to social structures, affect our interactions 
with others. It was through those experiences that I gained an appreciation for how emotionally 
and physically taxing not only exclusion, but also fearing exclusion, can be.  
Symbolic Interactionism and Thinking 
Constantly developing individual selves result from interactions with experiences, other 
individuals and internal reflections. This process of thinking, and internalizing the attitudes of 
others towards oneself, contributes to individuals beginning to negotiate expectations. Social 
control exists, but is altered and negotiated through interpretations and interactions. A dynamic 
relationship exists between individuals and social order with them acting and changing each 
other simultaneously. In symbolic interactionism, meaning is not simply a state of consciousness 
or social practices experienced and existing outside of an individual’s interpretation; rather it 
exists in the space where consciousness and social practices intersect (Mead, 1964). One way of 
describing the space where consciousness and social practices intersect is through the concept of 
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expectations or norms. Mead’s conceptualization of interaction involving a person reflecting on 
and agentically making sense of his or her experiences was salient to this research. 
 While Mead did not explicitly theorize norms and expectations as practices of power, 
Foucault more closely examined social relationships and expectations as practices of power that 
affected and positioned individuals and groups differently. Foucault (1975) argued that through 
practices he described as discipline, punishment and surveillance, individuals learned to regulate 
their own behaviors, even in situations that where others were not present. 
Power as Social Practice 
 People negotiate explicit and implicit expectations throughout their lives. For Foucault 
(1975), uncertainties could not be avoided, and were operationalized as practices of power within 
the social order that acted on individuals through their physical bodies to create normalized, 
docile subjects. Foucault viewed the soul as “the effect and instrument of a political anatomy; the 
soul is the prison of the body” (p. 30). More simply, he believed our senses of self, our identities, 
were disciplined through their public presentations, our bodies. Foucault did not believe that any 
one individual or group was responsible for the disciplining of bodies; rather, he believed that 
social order was achieved and maintained through a variety of disciplining strategies, such as 
examinations and surveillance, “whose aim is to regulate behavior by imposing norms of 
normality, health, intelligence, and fitness” (Seidman, 2008, p. 182). Foucault’s 
conceptualization of power as practice informed this research journey.  
 Foucault viewed knowledge as part of what regulated individual’s actions. There could 
be no divide between knowledge and power, rather the two were woven together given that, 
“there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any 
knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations” (Foucault, 
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1975, p. 27). Because knowledge and power are constituent of each other, those who are affected 
by a particular knowledge must also negotiate the practices that support its existence. We know 
that particular laws exist because a legal system exists that enforces those laws. One means little 
without the other. Power should be considered as the effects of social practices. Power is 
measured as the capacity to act, its effects, not as something that a person can hold and deploy in 
any given situation. Foucault (1975) wrote,  
In short, this power is exercised rather than possessed; it is not the ‘privilege’, acquired or 
preserved, of the dominant class, but the overall effect of its strategic positions – an effect 
that is manifested and sometimes extended by the position of those who are dominated 
(pp. 26-27). 
A man may live his life believing that the social practices he encounters are natural or 
unalterable because of the interwoven nature of power and knowledge. And, based on this he 
may act in ways that reify and reinforce the very social practices that marginalize him and others. 
He may become complicit in his own oppression and the oppression of others like him. In these 
ways, by seeming unquestionable, understandings and expectations of men behaving in ways 
perceived as masculinity may permeate social practices even when they are not explicitly stated. 
All individuals are subjected to training and discipline through their bodies. Foucault 
referred to this as the “body politic” and argued that it was “a set of material elements and 
techniques that serve as weapons, relays, communication routes and supports for the power and 
knowledge relations that invest human bodies and subjugate them by turning them into objects of 
knowledge” (p. 28). Through training and discipline done on the body, individual liberties are 
constrained and individuals begin to act in ways seen as socially appropriate. Normalization is 
the process of training individuals to appear normal and to accept some bodies as more normal 
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than others. Foucault (1975) wrote, “Place the bodies in a little world of signals to each other of 
which is attached a single obligatory response: it is a technique of training” (p. 166). To better 
understand how individuals come to be trained as normal it is important to understand Foucault’s 
concepts of the examination, discipline and surveillance  
 Through experiences, that can be thought of as examinations, individuals are disciplined. 
The persons or groups who control the knowledge of what is appropriate are referred to as 
experts. Because of the general acceptance of their knowledge as legitimate they can exercise 
power to discipline others to behave appropriately. They may also practice power by punishing 
those who do not meet expectations. Parents and friends are considered experts and provide 
guidance on what is expected. Teachers, coaches and doctors may also serve as experts who tell 
others what should be considered normal. As experts they have the capacity to examine bodies 
and behaviors to determine and rank what is most normal or not normal in different contexts. For 
example, doctors and government officials review cases and determine who is eligible for special 
parking permits because they are recognized as able to classify a body as disabled. Because it is 
possible through examinations to establish hierarchal levels of what is normal or more 
acceptable, experts and examinations provide the structures and goals for discipline. 
 All bodies are disciplined throughout life, but only those seen as not normal are punished. 
Discipline is control of the body and its activities. Punishment is actions that result from 
individuals failing to become a disciplined body. Foucault wrote,  
All the activity of the disciplined individual must be punctuated and sustained by 
injunctions whose efficacity rests on brevity and clarity; the order does not need to be 
explained or formulated; it must trigger off the required behavior and that is enough (p. 
166). 
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Foucault envisioned discipline as a way that individuals come to enact specific beliefs and 
behaviors. Social institutions, like Education, Medicine, Religion, and Law, as well as social 
practices, like leisure activities and friendship, all work together to discipline subjects into docile 
bodies. He wrote, “Discipline is no longer simply an art of distributing bodies, of extracting time 
from them and accumulating it, but of composing forces in order to obtain an efficient machine” 
(p. 164), and “Discipline rewards simply by the play of awards, thus making it possible to attain 
higher ranks and places; it punishes by reversing the process” (p. 181). Succinctly, discipline is 
the process through which individuals are trained to meet the expectations of normality. These 
expectations of normality are measured through examinations enforced by experts. The 
examinations, be they formal or informal, are practices of power used to create normalized 
bodies and to punish those who cannot or will not become normalized. Leisure and recreational 
activities often serve as informal spaces where bodies are disciplined. 
 While there is no doubt that physical force or coercion on the body can be used to 
normalize bodies, more subtle means are prevalent. Foucault argued, “The perfect disciplinary 
apparatus would make it possible for a single gaze to see everything constantly” (p. 173). While 
few individuals ever encounter situations where they are watched in totality, the possibility of 
constantly being seen does discipline bodies. The concept of surveillance is what allows 
discipline to be done without the use of physical force and without having to watch every person 
at all times. Instead, people regulate their own behaviors out of an internalized belief that they 
are always being watched.  
Foucault’s concept of surveillance was heavily based on Bentham’s Panopticon. A 
panopticon created a situation where a person knew he or she could constantly be seen, but never 
knew specifically when he or she was being watched. In such situations, the person internalized 
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the belief that they were always being watched and monitored their own behaviors as if someone 
else was observing them. In this way, social order became internalized and the body became 
regulated. It is through the examination, discipline and surveillance that bodies are normalized. 
Foucault said, “In a sense, the power of normalization imposes homogeneity; but it 
individualizes by making it possible to measure gaps, to determine levels, to fix specialties and 
to render the differences useful by fitting them one to another” (p. 184). Feminist scholars and 
their research have often used Foucault’s framework of power as social practice to contribute to 
the battle of challenging heteronormative inequalities. They argue by understanding the 
subjective experiences of individuals and the shared experiences found among groups of 
individuals in similar contexts it becomes possible to highlight the inconsistencies of what has 
been or not been a normalized body or behavior across time. By demonstrating that social 
practices and bodily expectations are not historically constant and/or inevitable results of 
genetics, we are better able to affect social change (Scott, 1986).  
Shame as Uncertainty 
Shame is an uncertainty negotiated in specific contexts where bodies fail examinations. 
Every body is expected to act in specific ways in specific situations. When bodies do not act in 
those ways, everyone in the interaction is forced to negotiate the uncertainty in ways that could 
result in shame and/or positive social change. Goffman (1959, 1963) explored the role of shame 
as a regulating practice affecting not only individuals, but also the repeated interactions he 
conceptualized as rituals. Goffman (1959) wrote,  
Whatever it is that generates the human want for social contact and for companionship, 
the effect seems to take two forms: a need for an audience before which to try out one’s 
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vaunted selves, and a need for teammates with whom to enter into collusive intimacies 
and backstage relaxation (p. 206). 
Like Mead and Foucault, Goffman posited that humans interact, and that these interactions are 
spaces where meaningful social processes take place. 
Goffman (1959, 1963) envisioned lived experiences as performances, and used many 
terms and concepts related to theater to present his understandings of the world. He viewed 
interactions between individuals, teams of individuals, and audiences as performances on stages. 
Individuals were conceptualized as actors. Teams were conceptualized as groups of actors with 
shared characteristics or common goals that worked toward a shared performance. This is very 
similar to how I operationalized friendship. Every team and the actors involved presented a face 
during the course of a presentation. Every interaction was a stage with distinct actors, teams and 
audiences. And, each actor or team interacting with other actors and teams created another stage 
in which questions of setting, performances and audiences had to be negotiated…faces within 
performances, stages within stages, performances within interactions.  
Social interaction is not always explicit. Subtle and unspoken clues often inform how 
people react and the choices they make during interactions. Goffman argued that the interactions 
could be divided into two distinct parts that individuals and teams strategized to keep separate. 
On the front stage performances were presented according to understood rituals and practices 
meant to minimalize the risk of shame for the actor(s), team(s) and the audience(s). The back 
stage represented where individuals or teams could not be seen. The back stage was for relaxing 
and escaping the fear of negotiating demands of the audience(s). He conceptualized it as a breach 
of social order if the audience(s) saw the back stage or witnessed a performance not meant for 
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them. On these stages, and in the spaces between them, the lives of individuals and teams played 
out in evolving performances in front of constantly changing audiences.  
Goffman viewed human interaction as constant, contextual performances whose primary 
function was to avoid shame. This is important to consider because,  
Many crucial facts lie beyond the time and place of interaction or lie concealed within in. 
For example, the ‘true’ or ‘real’ attitudes, beliefs, and emotions of the individual can be 
ascertained only indirectly, through his avowals or through what appears to be 
involuntary, expressive behavior” (Goffman, 1959, p.2). 
Goffman (1959) noted that in different situations, such as two friends at lunch versus an 
interaction with a service provider, the level of agreement, or “working consensus” about the 
best ways to avoid uncertainty differed (p. 10). Intimate and repeated interactions are different 
than ritualized interactions with strangers, but both involve negotiating uncertainty about the 
others involved. This is important for this study given that many social interactions take place in 
scripted ways. Through thinking and discipline we learn how to behave and what to expect of 
others. Interactions become scripted. We have an awareness of what is appropriate in given 
contexts and an awareness of the punishment that may occur if we, or others, fail to appear or 
behave in normalized ways. We come to embody ritualized interactions as a way of avoiding 
uncertainty. As we gain certainty about those with whom we interact, we experience less shame 
or gain experience about how the shame should be negotiated. 
For Goffman, a person or team regulated their behaviors to avoid shame even though 
there may or may not be explicitly stated demands requiring them to do so. These masks of 
manners, which were also conceptualized as social status and position, were enacted in both 
face-to-face and ritualized interactions and conveyed a social standing. Goffman wrote that an 
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actor or team’s place in social standing, “is not a material thing, to be possessed and then 
displayed; it is a pattern of appropriate conduct, coherent, embellished and well articulated” (p. 
75). The idea that a pattern of conduct was what referenced a person’s social position is very 
important when concepts social constructions like gender and sexual orientation are being 
critically explored. What does it mean to be a “man” and how do bodily behaviors and 
appearances influence our understandings of him as a “straight man” and/or a “gay man”? 
 Questioning or failing to meet the expectations of a performance leads to feelings of 
shame. It is not only shameful for the person who violates the expectations, but also for the 
individuals with whom they are interacting. During an interaction between a person with an 
abnormal appearance and an individual with a normal appearance, passersby may stare at both. 
Once the interaction is over, both individuals may be asked to explain the interaction to others. 
Both negotiate uncertainty. 
Goffman identified avoidance of shame as society’s organizing basis and argued, “Shared 
staging problems; concern for the way things appear; warranted and unwarranted feelings of 
shame; ambivalence about oneself and one’s audience: these are some of the dramaturgic 
elements of the human situation” (p. 237). Actors, teams and audiences utilize a variety of 
strategies in order to minimize the possibility of shame during interactions, and are mindful that 
interactions contribute to subsequent interactions.  
If we see a person dressed in athletic gear, we may think he is a runner. However, he may 
never have run a mile in his life. As much as our resources and bodies allow us to we can choose 
which identities we make intelligible to others.  Covering practices allow people to negotiate 
expectations to contextually avoid shame. Building off of Goffman’s work, Yoshino (2006) 
argued, “Everyone covers. To cover is to tone down a disfavored identity to fit into the 
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mainstream” (p. ix). Yoshino posited that individuals encounter situations where they feel asked 
to cover or engage in certain activities in order to better fit in with more dominant practices or 
behaviors. But, they are conscious that they are doing so. Covering involves minimizing or 
altering certain behaviors or qualities in order to better meet social expectations. I was engaged 
in covering practices through my teen years as I evaded and even lied to avoid having my sexual 
orientation questioned. 
Men are often forced to cover needs for intimacy and emotions as they attempt to live up 
to expectations of masculinity (Connell, 2005; Kimmel, 2008). Practices of power that demand 
covering as a condition of interactions create inequality in that they expect some to put more 
emotional work and energy into making identities more intelligible than others. Explicit and 
implicit regulations that require certain identities not be discussed require a person to negotiate 
uncertainty to avoid shame. Goffman (1959) argued “to the degree that the individual maintains 
a show before others that he himself does not believe, he can come to experience a special kind 
of alienation from self a special kind of wariness of others” (Goffman, 1959, p. 236). Rarely is a 
demand to cover clearly communicated by someone else; rather, the person knowingly covers to 
avoid perceived negative consequences, such as social exclusion. Individuals may cover aspects 
of their identity, like disability, sexual orientation and emotionality, by either not revealing it or 
by engaging in patterns of gendered behaviors they believe will be read more positively. 
 Interactions have the capacity to facilitate certainty and challenge injustice in that they 
can unite actors, friends, and those who have been stigmatized by more fully exposing the social 
processes that force everyone to perform or cover in certain ways. They can help sensitize actors 
to the ways that stigma may affect them or people with whom they share their back stage. 
Interactions can bring the tensions of uncertainty to the front stage by revealing shame as a social 
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practice, not an individual pain. It also facilitates certainty when negotiation practices are made 
public. Goffman (1959) wrote, “we must be prepared to see that the impression of reality 
fostered by a performance is a delicate, fragile thing that can be shattered by very minor 
mishaps” (p. 56). It takes mental and emotional work to continuously perform particular 
enactments for particular audiences in particular settings in particular moments. This work takes 
energy that actors and teams could contribute to satisfying their own desires for meaningful 
leisure and friendships. As Ahmed (2004) noted “Shame can work as a deterrent: in order to 
avoid shame, subjects must enter the ‘contract’ of the social bond, by seeking to approximate a 
social ideal” (pp. 106-107). Social justice research involving men’s friendships exposes 
inequalities by describing shared uncertainty and interrogating social practices that mask the 
pervasiveness of masculinity expectations. It also contributes to social justice by offering 
evidence of negotiations that have resulted in more certain interactions. 
Story Sharing as Feminist Tradition.  
Stories like, John Coffee’s, Robbie Rogers’ and my own suggest that through lived 
experiences men gain understandings of the importance of leisure activities as sites for 
negotiating identities, such as sex, gender, sexual orientation and physical ability. These stories 
also suggest that hegemonic understandings of masculinity can contribute to uncertainty and 
social injustice by limiting individuals’ ability to choose leisure activities and social interactions 
that are meaningful to them.  However, social interactions and leisure activities can also be sites 
where men negotiate certainties to challenge hegemonic masculinity. Understandings of 
symbolic interaction, hegemonic masculinity and social justice framed this journey, but feminist 
scholars guided the path it took. This project is deeply indebted to the works of feminist scholars 
who opened space for questioning social practices resulting from heteronormative and 
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patriarchal ideologies (Butler, 1990, 2004; Connell, 2005, 2009; Deutsch, 2007; hooks, 2004; 
Scott, 1986). Specifically, it is indebted to second-wave feminists’ arguments that what is 
personal is political and third wave feminists who have championed the power of shared stories 
as a way to help others see the results of unjust social assumptions. Second wave feminist 
research and the consciousness raising methods it introduced exposed injustices related to 
divisions of labor and identity-negotiation across women’s identities and social spheres (The 
Women’s Collective, n.d.). It opened spaces for questioning how women negotiated home and 
work environments and disrupted the idea of one as a more personal sphere than the other. In 
each sphere, political practices of power were being negotiated. In each sphere, and in 
contextually specific ways, patriarchal understandings devalued women, hierarchically 
privileged some men above others, privileged few and marginalized many.  
Stories need not be personal to affect change. Shared stories can also provide fertile 
ground for interrogating social practice. Second and third-wave feminists have used first person 
and shared stories to highlight intersecting privileges and oppressions negotiated by marginalized 
groups. Processes of making shared social inequalities more visible through interactions can be 
described as consciousness-raising.  
Consciousness-raising methods began primarily as face-to-face interactions between 
small groups of women who were encouraged to share first-person stories. Third wave feminism 
has expanded from women’s first-person stories to exploring the lived experiences of all 
marginalized groups, including sexual minorities and individuals with disabilities. Third wave 
feminism posits that all stories, even those not told in the first-person, have the possibility of 
contributing to social change by bringing social practices to light. Yu (2011) stated, “In the third 
wave, personal narratives, even if not directly connected to calls for action, can be used in ways 
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to foster, rather than contain complexity” (p. 887). Recognizing patterns of similarity and 
difference across the lived experiences of men who share some identities, but differ in others, 
offers means for situating specific interventions that can change unjust social practices and 
policies.  
Hegemonic Masculinity and Friendship 
 In order to sensitize this exploration of men’s friendships, I searched four leisure journals 
(Leisure Sciences, Leisure Studies, Leisure/Loisir and Journal of Leisure Research) for articles 
that included the words, men, masculinity, or friendship in their keywords. Fewer than 200 
articles have been published in the last 30 years with these keywords, and since 1980 fewer than 
40 articles have been published with at least one of these words in their title. This suggested that 
leisure scholars have been slow to explore intersections between men, masculinity, and 
friendship; however, this was not surprising given how little attention masculinity has received 
from leisure scholars (Kivel & Johnson, 2009). While intersections between gender, sexual 
orientation and leisure have been explored more in recent years, friendship seemed to still be a 
phenomenon that received little empirical attention among leisure scholars. 
There were two leisure studies related to friendship that sensitized this research. Green 
(1998) argued that friendship was an “undertheorized area in social science” (p. 181), and 
concluded that women’s leisure represented sites where both femininities and masculinities were 
constructed in relation to shifting social and cultural changes. She argued, “Women’s talk, an 
essential ingredient of women’s friendships, accomplishes more than meets the eye” (p. 183) and 
suggested that through discourse women were able to not only reaffirm similarities and 
belonging in regard to traditional understandings of femininity, but also to engage in counter 
discourses primarily through joking and humor. She also noted that friendships can serve as sites 
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where individuals can experience both power and powerlessness based on “the formation of 
shared understandings of ‘normal’ behaviour via sanctioning of that which is deemed deviant or 
transgressing the internalized rules” (p. 183).  Leisure and friendship were problematized as 
simultaneously positive and negative sites for women negotiating gendered expectations.  
 Similar experiences were found at the intersections of masculinity and friendships among 
male athletes. Messner (2001) argued that a consensus existed among scholars examining 
friendship and gender that “Women have deep, intimate, meaningful and lasting friendships, 
while men have a number of shallow, superficial, and unsatisfying ‘acquaintances” (p. 253). 
Messner challenged this consensus and said that closeness of friendships had long been judged 
based on understandings of intimacy and conversation patterns found in women’s friendships, 
and that men and women are socialized differently in regard to public displays of intimacy and 
affection.  
 He argued that in the United States boys and men learn to conform to social expectations 
of masculinity in order to avoid accusations of femininity and homosexuality that are often used 
interchangeably to regulate their behaviors. He argued that this contributes to a heterosexual 
masculinity that “is collectively constructed through the denigration of homosexuality and 
femininity as ‘not male’” (p. 258), and behaviors such as public displays of intimacy and 
affection are thereby regulated. Messner argued heterosexual masculinity leads to men’s displays 
of affection and intimacy not being as public as women’s and suggested that instead men’s 
friendships involve a “covert style of intimacy” (p. 254) that is more compliant with emotional 
control and independence often perceived as constituent of masculinity.  
 In both of these studies, leisure and gender expectations intersect in friendships. The 
contexts in which friendship was explored differed, but both suggested the salience of 
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instrumentality and intimacy to the construction and maintenance of friendships. Rumens (2008) 
posited that degrees of intimacy and instrumentality are often conceptualized as separate aspects 
of a relationship, but more often are overlapping and intersecting aspects. He argued, “intimacy 
and instrumentality are in a permanent state of construction, and so the experience of whether a 
certain interaction is intimate or instrumental is shaped by contextual factors and will vary over 
time” (p. 12). Instrumentality has been used to describe relationships that are highly activity-
based while intimacy has been used to describe the degree to which people were emotionally and 
physically intimate in their relationships. Levels of instrumentality and intimacy change in 
relationships, but the context of the interaction often mediates the appropriateness of how each 
are displayed. Some scholars have posited that men’s friendships tend to be more instrumental 
than women’s, and be highly focused on activities rather than emotional support, but others have 
supported Messner’s argument that such comparisons may not encompass the socialization 
processes that color the public expressions of friendships (Rubin, 1985; Felmlee, Sweet, & 
Sinclair, 2012).  
Empirical research has demonstrated that masculinities, men’s friendships, and leisure 
activities intersect contextually and require men to negotiate individual and public meanings that 
can sometimes result in seemingly contradictory behaviors. It has suggested that there are 
emotional, physical and social consequences for all men associated with masculinity 
expectations, friendships and leisure activities. It has also suggested that some patterns of 
masculinities contribute to marginalization which limits opportunities for friendships for those 
men who are unable or unwilling to meet hegemonic masculinity expectations, especially men 
who are physically disabled, sexual minorities, and/or gender nonconforming. Mindful of this 
evidence and my social justice agenda, I set out to recruit and select informants who could help 
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me: explore how understandings of masculinities influenced and were influenced by the 
segregation of our leisure activities throughout our lives; interrogate our social interactions for 
patterns linking understandings of masculinities and friendship practices; and, advocate for 
structural and social practices that facilitate inclusive leisure and friendship interactions. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
 Because my research goals advocated for social justice and required the integration and 
analysis of objective and subjective understandings, I needed a methodology that allowed a wide 
variety of evidence to inform the formulation of theory and concrete solutions to injustice. 
Grounded theory involves constant comparative analysis through the joint collection, coding and 
analysis of data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Because of their compatible ontological and 
epistemological assumptions, there is a rich history of coupling symbolic interaction with 
constructivist grounded theory. As was noted by Bryant and Charmaz (2007), “Both the theoretic 
perspective and the method assume an agentic actor, the significance of studying processes, the 
emphasis on building useful theory from empirical observations, and the development of 
conditional theories that address specific realities” (p. 21). It is the flexibility of grounded theory 
methods, and especially constructivist grounded theory, that made it the appropriate 
methodology for this journey. Rather than limiting this study to one type of data or one method 
for gathering data, constructivist grounded theory allowed me to incorporate a variety of data 
into a coherent analysis that can be used to argue for change with a wide audience. “A key 
strength, and one still central to GTM, is that it offers a foundation for rendering the processes 
and procedures of qualitative investigation visible, comprehensible, and replicable” (Bryant & 
Charmaz, 2007, p. 33). The method required that I demonstrate rigor by making the processes 
and procedures of inquiry transparent and understandable so that the interpretation of the 
analysis of data can be deemed credible.  
Constructivist grounded theory for a social justice purpose allowed me to employ a 
critical lens throughout the research process. Gibson (2007) argued that ideologies and interests 
in action oriented belief systems are key concerns that must be considered when grounded theory 
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attempts to accommodate critical theories. “A grounded theory that becomes more sensitive to 
the problems associated with critical theory is not discovered devoid of context but is recognized 
to be as subject to the vagaries of ideological influence as the accounts of participants it is based 
on” (pp. 444-445). This was important, because understandings of masculinities, leisure 
activities and friendship practices are contexts that needed to be explored as relational practices 
of power. It was also important that I be able to reflect on how I, as a researcher, was also an 
informant influencing how information was sought, presented and analyzed. Charmaz’s (2006, 
2011, 2014) understandings of constructivist grounded theory for the purpose of social justice 
provided procedural guidance for the collection, coding and analysis of data.  
 Succinctly, constructivist grounded theory methods were appropriate for this research 
because it acknowledged that the values of the researcher and informants affect the development 
of theoretical understandings; it required reaching across categorical identities to interrogate 
social practices; it allowed for the incorporation of previous theoretical work and a wide variety 
of data gathered from a multitude of sources; and, it required a rigorous application of 
transparent data collection, analysis and interpretation. 
Timeline of Research 
 I would argue that this journey of discovery started long before I was born, but that I 
became sensitized to it throughout my lived experiences. The informants also negotiated 
practices of power into which they were born but actively negotiated throughout their lives. 
However, this empirical journey began in the spring of 2013. Figure One offers a visual 
depiction of the procedures that are explained further in the following pages. The figure 
diagrams the chronology of the research from top to bottom. Processes appearing at the top of 
the figure occurred at the beginning of the research while those at the bottom occurred at the end. 
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Consistent with Charmaz’s (2006, 2014) procedural guidance, theoretical coding, field notes, 
memo writing, diagramming, coding and reviewing literature took place from the beginning of 
the project to the very end.  
 The project began as I reviewed literature and reflected on lived experiences. In order to 
sensitize myself to empirical and theoretical work that might shed light on men’s experiences, I 
reviewed literature that explored the phenomena of heteronormativity, social justice, 
masculinities and friendship. I incorporated literature and understandings of grounded theory 
gained through course work and previous studies to create the proposal that initially guided this 
project. Following approval from my committee, I received University of Illinois Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) approval in June of 2013. From June of 2013 through the writing of this 
dissertation, I interacted with informants through observations, intensive interviewing, member 
checking and theoretical development. Most of these interactions took place within ten miles of 
Champaign, Illinois although member checking and theoretical development continued even 
after I relocated to a new city.  
 From the first day, I was taking field notes, memo writing, coding and diagramming. I 
was also constantly going to the literature to help find explanations for the patterns of 
understandings and behaviors that emerged during analysis of observations and transcripts. All 
of these practices influenced the theoretical sampling that occurred throughout the processes 
identified on Figure One. Participant observations began during the consent process and 
continued throughout the entire data collection process. Two distinct interview protocols were 
used during the process of research. The protocols involved both semi-structured interviews and 
more informal follow up conversations. Protocol one focused more on the informants’ historical 
experiences with masculinities, leisure activities and friendship practices. Protocol two explored 
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the informants’ experiences during the time the data was being collected. Hypotheticals and 
member-checking were employed to clarify social practices and the informants’ understandings. 
Secondary coders were brought into the project between coding phases to help triangulate my 
coding practices to help ensure theoretical validity. Theoretical development entered a focused 
phase in the early spring of 2014. While analysis moved between focused, axial, and theoretical 
coding and different phases of memo-writing and diagramming throughout the entire project, the 
spring of 2014 was when the findings began to merge into the theoretical understanding 
presented in the findings section.  
 While Figure One suggests finite and discrete times for the study’s methods, informants 
and I were negotiating these at different times depending on when theoretical sampling practices 
brought them into the project and the compatibility of our schedules.  
Theoretical Sampling 
Theoretical sampling was utilized to recruit and select informants and new forms of data 
to enrich the theory that developed. By starting with one informant and then adding informants 
who were situated differently through social practices it was possible to challenge assumptions 
as they emerged throughout the process. Constantly seeking literature and empirical data that 
countered emergent findings enriched theoretical understandings that developed. For example, I 
intentionally dedicated time to exploring the blog spaces of men’s rights groups and anti-feminist 
movements. Another common practice I employed was deliberately reading the comments 
posted on online news and magazine articles. In an attempt to reduce the chance of me becoming 
too biased for one theory or another, or limited by my interactions with the informants, I created 
Google alerts based on the words masculinity, disability, social justice and friendship. Each week 
I would receive an email identifying article titles, both empirical and mass media that contained 
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those keywords. I reviewed empirical articles that seemed to touch on the phenomena within the 
scope of this study. Glaser and Strauss (1967) argued, “The adequate theoretical sample is 
judged on the basis of how widely and diversely the analyst chose his groups for saturating 
categories according to the type of theory he wished to develop” (p. 63). Through theoretical 
sampling, categories were challenged, deepened and enriched. 
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Consent process 
A critical constructivist grounded theory requires more of participants than just that they 
be knowledgeable; they must also be willing to participate. The informants who were ultimately 
selected all committed to me observing their interactions with friends in public settings, to follow 
up conversations about those observations and to being interviewed repeatedly throughout the 
course of this project. All the informants met these commitments, participated in a theoretical 
development meeting and discussions at the end of the project, and were active parts of the 
member checking that took place throughout the project.  
 I attribute part of this to the consent process that was used in this project. The informants 
understood from the very beginning what they were committing to do. This process, with its 
intent on building rapport, was modeled on the work done by Santos, Belhassen and Caton 
(2008). The consent process utilized in this study involved me spending time with the informants 
before any data was collected. We met for coffee and beers; I spent time with them and their 
friends; and, we engaged in emails discussing the project before data was collected. I also shared 
the research proposal with them during the consent process. All of the informants were given a 
copy of the consent letter as part of our initial interaction; however, no data was collected until 
they returned the signed consent form to me. It was entirely their decision when they did so. I 
believe this process allowed for a richer rapport to develop between the informants and me, and 
allowed them to feel part of the project instead an object of it. A copy of the consent form can 
found in the Appendix. 
Informant recruitment  
Rubin and Rubin (2005) offered that research should involve participants with a 
multiplicity of identities who are experienced, knowledgeable and represent a wide variety of 
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perspectives. Participants were purposefully selected after being solicited using convenience and 
snowball-sampling procedures. Project recruitment fliers were distributed to six LGBT resource 
centers, three disability support agencies and two women’s centers located within sixty miles of 
my home. Word of mouth and postings on social networking sites were also used to solicit 
participants. 
The six informants and I were all White men between the ages of 20 and 37 with some 
level of college-education. Three of us were in our thirties and four were between the ages of 20 
and 27. I chose to limit this study to White, college-educated men for three reasons. First, 
literature suggested that understandings of masculinity are affected by race and level of 
education (Kimmel, 2009, 2013). By selecting White men with some level of college education I 
was able to cite specific social practices negotiated by racially homogenous bodies that differed 
based on gender expressions, sexual orientations and perceived levels of ability. Second, 
selecting White men contributed to social justice by de-centering our experiences as the norm 
against which all others are measured. It moved our experiences from being inconspicuous to 
requiring explanation. Whitehead (2002) argued that encouraging men to be self-reflective about 
their gendered positions “would be particularly profound for it would serve to position them 
away from the centre and, consequently women and ‘others’ away from the margins” (p. 353). 
Third, while it should be understood that there will be local and regional differences, men 
between the ages of 20 and 37 are positioned similarly in regard to the cultural changes that have 
taken place in the United States since the late 1970s in regard to women’s increasing role in the 
workforce, to the increased public presence of individuals with disabilities that followed the 
establishment of the American with Disabilities Act in 1990, and to changing cultural 
perceptions of sexual minorities.  
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 From the start of this study, I felt it was important to include informants who extant 
literature and my lived experiences led me to believe have experienced injustice in relation to 
hegemonic ideologies. Therefore, I spent time attempting to recruit individuals who self-
identified as transgender, gender variant, genderqueer or in their own terms. I asked colleagues, 
advisors and gatekeepers in the transgender community to share the research solicitation. While 
the efforts facilitated me meeting two individuals who identified as transgender men, neither 
ultimately chose to participate in this project. Both asked that I share the findings with them and 
offered me the opportunity to speak to different groups with whom they were affiliated, but they 
expressed little interest in opening their own lives, and more importantly the lives of their 
friends, for exploration. 
I purposively recruited and selected men based on their categorical belonging to groups 
previous empirical research has demonstrated as uniquely situated by hegemonic masculinity.  
Because of the importance of the physical body in negotiating masculinity expectations, it was 
important that this study include experiences of those positioned as physically disabled. While 
there are many different types of physical disability, I chose to recruit men who were wheelchair 
users. In order to better interrogate practices of masculine privilege, I ultimately chose to include 
two men who were wheelchair athletes. Their stories provided an entrée not only into the lived 
realities of individuals categorized as disabled, but also the uncertainties created by social 
practices that privilege one of their identities (elite athlete) and marginalize another (wheelchair 
user). Given the small number of men who participate in elite wheelchair competitions, I was 
concerned about how I would preserve the informants’ identities. Both of them; however, 
expressed that participating in this study offered them opportunities for sharing experiences they 
feel are far too often hidden or ignored from view. 
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Duchess. Duchess was in his early thirties and identified as a cisgender heterosexual. He 
had completed his Bachelors degree. He told me he was single and had never been married. 
Much of his leisure activity centered around traveling for competitions and pleasure, eating at 
“good restaurants” and engaging with friends. Duchess was the first informant to join the project. 
He signed his consent form after our initial conversation about the project, and was one of the 
most engaged. Of all the informants, Duchess seemed to reflect the most on our conversations. It 
was not uncommon for him to come to an interview with questions of his own already prepared.  
Duchess experienced a spinal chord injury when he was four years old, and often 
reflected on how ability should never be considered a permanent identity. Duchess took time to 
share with me his experiences related to ability expectations so that I could develop an 
appreciation for how often he was forced to very publically negotiate them. It was not 
uncommon for me to receive a text message from Duchess sharing experiences he was having 
with individuals and institutions positioning him as incapable or needing assistance that he did 
not. Two quotes from Duchess that greatly influenced my interpretation of social practices were, 
“Being on the team isn’t the same as being part of the team”, and “I mean I like to go out, but I 
don’t want to stare at people’s crotches all night”.  
Walter. Walter was the second informant recruited to the project. He was in his early 
twenties and started graduate school in the fall of 2014. He identified as heterosexual and was 
also cisgender. Walter grew up in a two-parent household, and shared stories about the 
difficulties his family had talking about his mother’s health problems. Walter explained that 
because of lack of communication in his own early life he had decided to be involved in a variety 
of social justice advocacy groups related to challenging injustices.  I had encountered Walter 
more than any other at the time this study began as I had been asked by a Women’s Center to 
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meet with a student who was interested in creating a course on masculinities. Through this, I met 
Walter.  
I also learned a valuable lesson about research through my interaction with Walter. In my 
excitement to begin the process of interviewing, I failed to meet one of my ethical commitments. 
The first time I met with Walter, after he signed the consent form, I jumped right into questions 
rather than taking time to listen to his experiences related to a experience he was negotiating. It 
was sobering as I transcribed the interview to hear dullness in his voice that had not existed 
during our previous interactions. I called him the next day to apologize and committed myself to 
starting each interview thereafter with asking informants about their lives before starting 
interview questions.  
Charles. Charles, a doctoral student in his mid-twenties, was recruited into the project to 
deepen understandings about masculinities and gender nonconforming behavior. He identified as 
gay, queer, and effeminate throughout the project and was very outspoken about the saliency of 
his sexual orientation in negotiating lived experiences. He shared his interpretations of growing 
up in a large East Coast city, going to a large university, volunteering with a social advocacy 
group and then moving to the Midwest. Charles’ regular involvement with what he described as 
the “queer community” through his drag performances contributed a unique standpoint to the 
project. While no transgender individuals participated in this project, Charles discussed 
negotiations of gender identities and expressions, though he, too, identified as male. 
At various times throughout the project (and sometimes in the same conversation) 
Charles identified himself as effeminate, feminine, and/or queer. However, he noted that at 
times, especially when he was at his job, his behaviors would be read as masculine. Charles had 
read extensively about gender theory and social practice and often engaged with me in 
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conversations about Foucault and other philosophers. Because we shared many similarities, but 
were socially privileged so differently because of our physical sizes, gender expressions and 
leisure activities, Charles forced me to explore my own biases related to gender expression, 
sexual orientation and leisure activities. Of all the informants, Charles was the participant who 
most explicitly highlighted the agency some men practice in constructing meanings and 
behaviors within their awareness of social expectations.  
Big Sexy. Big Sexy was a high school athlete who was injured in an automobile accident 
when he was seventeen. He was in his late twenties and completing a graduate degree. He 
identified as a masculine heterosexual. Big Sexy’s comments often suggested support of 
hegemonic understandings of masculinity, but he also mindfully chose to have the most 
interactions with people of different sexes, gender expressions, sexual orientations and levels of 
ability. He grew up in a religious household, was single, and had never been married. Like, 
Duchess, he was an elite wheelchair racer. Unlike Duchess who was somewhat smaller in 
stature, Big Sexy was a large guy. When Big Sexy and I sat across from each other during 
interviews, he sat taller than my 6’2’’ body allowed me to be. 
Big Sexy shed light on how social practices situated him as an able bodied athlete before 
his accident and as a wheelchair athlete after. I purposively recruited him for the project because 
he was knowledgeable about friendship and normative expectations from both able bodied and 
wheelchair user social positions. He was the most outspoken about the role of sexual attraction in 
limiting friendships between men and women and argued that he did expect men to behave in 
certain ways. He spoke often about the transitional nature of social situations and bluntly, 
sometimes very bluntly, described the ways he chose to navigate social situations in “jackass 
ways”. More than with any other informant, Big Sexy and I spent time in conversations 
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exploring how it was possible to simultaneously hold essentialized views of a group of 
individuals, but situate specific members of those groups as exceptions. 
Alexander. During the course of the project, I realized sport, both positively and 
negatively, played an important role in the lives of the informants. Duchess and Big Sexy were 
both elite athletes, Walter often engaged with his friends in sporting activities, either playing or 
watching. I also recognized that while Duchess enjoyed going to the theater and Charles was 
heavily involved in the drag community, they did little else that would be considered the arts. So, 
I engaged in theoretical sampling to enrich my understandings of how artistic leisure activities 
intersected with some men’s understandings of masculinities and friendship. I posted on social 
media that I was soliciting an informant who met the study criteria, but was also involved with 
the arts, be it through music, art or theater. I emailed and approached people I knew who had 
been involved with the arts and asked their help in recruiting a participant. 
Through such a person, I met Alexander. Alexander was the youngest informant. In fact, 
when I first began observations with Alexander he had not yet turned 21. He had never been 
married, was single and identified as heterosexual. He grew up in the Midwest and had the 
widest leisure repertoire of all the informants. Alexander was a member of a selective-admission 
all men’s acapella group. I intentionally selected Alexander because he had participated in sport, 
but had moved into leisure practices more centered on music and arts. He also contributed 
knowledge about long-distance, long-term friendships, given that his best friends had been 
constant since basically elementary school and, at the time of the project, were spread around the 
globe. He contributed experiences related to social media’s impacts on friendships. Alexander 
was also not as outgoing as the other four informants and spent more time with a limited number 
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of people. Alexander was the first to use the term eggshells to describe what came to be 
recognized by all of us as uncertainties.  
Singer. Conversations and observations with Alexander helped me recognize that not all 
men engaged with others as freely as the first four informants. I recognized that more data was 
needed about what it was like for men who were not outgoing to negotiate social expectations. I 
also recognized that the study seemed to be missing the experiences of a sexual minority 
individual whose gender expression was somewhere between Charles’ and my own.  
While Charles and I both identified as sexual minorities, Charles identified as queer 
and/or effeminate and “slight” of build; I identify as masculine and bigger than average. I loved 
sports and engaged in many leisure activities perceived as masculine; Charles not only did not 
like sports, but actively disliked many of them. Much of his identity was predicated on the 
rejection of sports. So, I begin to purposefully recruit an informant who would contribute to the 
development of the theory in ways that none of the other five could. 
I purposefully recruited Singer to the project because of his complex views of friendship. 
He was outspoken in saying that social pressures force individuals to become friends even if they 
may not be inclined to do so. He argued that some people view people with lots of friends as 
somehow more important or better. Unlike most of the other informants, Singer did not describe 
himself as friendly, outgoing or extroverted. He said of his friendships, “I tend to build 
friendships better one-on-one than I do within large groups of people”. During observations I 
typically saw him talking with one or two persons at a time. Singer was also navigating a 
complex, and very positive, work situation during the course of this research. Because of this we 
often talked via email, online chats and had shorter face-to-face conversations that were 
scheduled more regularly.  
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Singer and I talked often about the role of religion in shaping our understandings of what 
it means to be masculine, a Christian and a sexual minority. We both seemed to attribute many of 
our beliefs to the rural environments from which we came and that we were very close with older 
generations of our families. Some of Singer’s favorite leisure moments involved sitting inside 
“gossiping” about people in the church with his grandma. He shared story after story about 
difficulties he negotiated in making peace with his religious convictions and his sexuality. While 
our stories are our own, there were clear parallels between Singer’s and my experiences 
negotiating rural and religious environments that offered us few options, other than silence or 
marginalization, in relation to our religious beliefs and wanting to engage in relationships with 
other men. 
Singer and I were the closest in age and from the most similar backgrounds. Singer is in 
his thirties. He grew up in the rural Midwest, but attended a small religious college not very far 
from where I was raised. Of all the participants, Singer most strongly spoke about the importance 
he felt society put on people to have friends. Unlike the other participants, he was married and 
explained that he has always felt that romantic relationships were more important than 
friendships.  
 Table One describes each participant according to his age, gender, sexual orientation, 
wheelchair use, region of origin and marital status. It should be noted that while only Singer was 
married, all of the men were engaged in dating practices with other individuals throughout the 
inquiry.  
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Table One 
Informant demographics 
Informant Duchess Walter Charles Big Sexy Alexander Singer 
Age Early 30s Early 20s Mid 20s Mid 20s Early 20s Early 30s 
Gender 
Expression 
Primarily 
Masculine 
Primarily 
Masculine 
Gender 
Nonconforming 
Primarily 
Masculine 
Primarily 
Masculine 
Masculine/Gender 
Nonconforming  
Sexual 
Orientation 
Hetero Hetero Non-hetero Hetero Hetero  Non-hetero 
Mobility 
Wheelchair 
user 
Non 
Wheelchair 
user 
Non 
Wheelchair user 
Wheelchair 
user 
Non 
Wheelchair 
user 
Non  
Wheelchair user 
Origin Urban  East Coast 
Suburban 
Midwest 
Urban  
East Coast 
Suburban 
Midwest 
Suburban 
Midwest  
Rural  
Midwest  
Marital 
Status 
Single, 
never-
married 
Single, 
never-
married 
Single, never-
married 
Single, 
never-
married 
Single, 
never-
married 
Married 
 
Data Collection 
 Grounded theory methods begin with data. As Bryant and Charmaz (2007) noted, “In 
GTM, the very acts of defining and generating data place the researcher in the realm of meaning” 
(p. 15). Because many types of interactions with both people and experiences contribute to 
individual and social understandings of masculinities and friendship, previous empirical research 
and extant texts, participant observations, intensive interviewing, member checking and a 
theoretical development meeting were employed to learn more about participants’ subjective and 
shared meanings and behaviors. 
Extant texts. I used extant texts and empirical findings that offered support for the 
existence of inequalities. One series of articles that was especially helpful in sensitizing me to the 
lives of American men was the National Public Radio (2014) All Things Considered special 
series, men in America. Each week I dedicated time to reading articles that sensitized to me 
specific issues that the informants and I might be negotiating.  
Literature review. The literature review developed throughout the process of inquiry 
rather than as a set moment at the beginning or end of data collection and analysis. Being aware 
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of a wide variety of concepts helped me more thoroughly interpret what I encountered during 
observations and interviews. Having an awareness of a variety of theoretical understandings 
related to masculinities and friendship helped me resist biases that could have privileged 
theoretical understanding above others. Extant theories, empirical findings, and common cultural 
artifacts like movies, books and songs helped me create empirically rich categories.  
A critical ethical foundation required that I respect and be able to communicate with 
informants and to attempt to have an understanding of the ways they interpreted their lives. 
Because several participants talked about Arrested Development, I spent an afternoon watching 
episodes. Because Walter was so moved by Disney’s Frozen, I watched it and engaged in 
conversations with him about the movie. I Love You, Man was described by two informants as 
consistent with their beliefs about men’s friendships, so I watched it as well. Sharing common 
experiences and symbols with the informants helped me understand the meanings they attached 
to their experiences. I continued to review literature and mass media depictions even as I drafted 
this document.  
Subjective understandings. This study required subjective understandings of the 
phenomena being investigated. Participant observations were used to help situate my 
understandings of the informants’ social practices within their friendships and their use of leisure 
activities to negotiate masculinity expectations. Intensive interviewing practices provided 
opportunities for exploring and exposing understandings about subjective meanings and 
informants’ interpretations of behaviors.  
Participant observations. The goal of participant observations was not simply to describe 
settings, but also to help the informants and I better interpret the interactions and practices of 
power we observed in them. I used Charmaz’s (2006) procedural recommendations for recording 
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field notes. She suggested that field notes might: “record individual and collective actions”; 
“emphasize significant processes occurring in the setting”; “address what participants define as 
interesting and/or problematic”; “attend to participants’ language use”; and, “become 
progressively focused on key analytic ideas” (p. 22). Rather than taking lengthy field notes using 
pen and paper, I used my smart phone to record actions and questions about the meanings 
attached to them. I was able to engage the informants with questions about specific behaviors 
during follow up conversations.  
For example, during one interaction with Big Sexy and his friends at a bar, I noted that 
the word gay was used quite often. It was never directed at a person like “You are gay”. It was 
also never actually utilized to describe a person’s sexual involvement or attraction to person of 
the same sex. Rather, it was directed at behaviors like expressions of affection and leaving the 
bar early. I also noted that the men did not seem to hesitate using the word gay in front of me, 
even though they all knew I did not identify as heterosexual. After the interaction, and reviewing 
the field notes, I wrote a memo about the interaction and formulated questions that I asked Big 
Sexy during our next follow up interview. One question was, “Can you describe situations when 
the word gay can be used as an adjective?” After he laughed, he went on to explain his belief that 
the word had nothing to do with sexual orientation, and that “people try too hard to be politically 
correct”. 
Intensive interviewing. One of the ways to find answers is to ask knowledgeable people 
about their experiences during ongoing interactions. Charmaz (2006) described this process as 
interviewing and argued “Interviewing is a flexible, emergent technique; ideas and issues emerge 
during the interview and interviewers can immediately pursue these leads” (p. 29). I asked the 
informants questions to facilitate them sharing stories with me and I answered questions they 
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asked with stories of my own. I was mindful that “the interviewer and the interviewee should try 
to build a relationship in which they share responsibility for finding the words and concepts in 
which ideas can be expressed and lives described” (Rubin & Rubin, 2005, p. 26). Rather than 
only using structured interviews that followed rigid guidelines, our interviews were 
conceptualized as meaning-making conversations that actively contributed to a shared 
understanding between the informants and me.  
All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. Because I was sometimes 
interviewing more than one informant in a given week, I employed a transcriber to ease the 
process. The structured interviews and the follow-up conversational interviews following 
observations were organized into what I called protocols. During protocol one, we spent a lot of 
time talking about their understandings of masculinities, friendships throughout their lives and 
their experience with leisure activities. During protocol two, we focused more on the 
intersections between their beliefs about masculinities, friendship and how those affected who 
they became friends with and why. While protocol one helped us understand our beliefs about 
the phenomena being explored, protocol two provided us with richer examples of the contexts, 
causes and conditions in which those phenomena occurred.  
Each protocol started with a semi-structured interview to insure that analytical 
comparison was possible across the informants’ experiences; however, follow-up interviews 
were more conversational and centered on the behaviors that I had observed and the informants’ 
interpretation of them. Charmaz (2014) stated “Grounded theory interview start with the 
participant’s story and fill it out, often by attempting to locate it within a basic social process, 
which may be implicit” (p. 87). Follow up conversations took place regularly with all of the 
informants. It was rare for me to have more than two weeks go by between either observing or 
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interviewing an informant throughout this process. Most often our interactions took place in 
cafes and restaurants, over meals and during breaks in our days. While the men were not 
compensated for their time, I often volunteered to buy coffee or meals consumed during our 
interactions. 
 All interviews were conducted to gain knowledge about specific behaviors and 
meanings. Rarely was an interview less than an hour and three informants shared more than two 
hours of time with me during our initial interviews. Much of this can be attributed to the fact that 
our conversations always centered on the meanings we attached to specific practices or 
experiences. Rather than viewing interviews as an opportunity to gather quotes, I conceptualized 
them as opportunities to share stories and interrogate meanings attached to them.  
Hypotheticals. Consistent with third wave feminist practices, interviewing involved more 
than just me asking informants questions about their own lives. Based on guidance from scholars 
exploring critical masculinity pedagogy (Young, 2001; Greig & Hughes, 2009), hypothetical 
situations were utilized in an attempt to minimize socialized practices that teach men to resist 
personal conversations. In addition, hypotheticals were used to facilitate the “how questions” that 
Charmaz (2014) suggested might be used when theoretical sampling required venturing into 
sensitive areas and/or “taken-for-granted understandings” (p. 105).  
Young (2001) and Greig and Hughes (2009) suggested that in order to teach boys to 
critically view the world, educators should consider the social conditioning men and boys have 
experienced. Young (2001) suggested freeing boys to discuss masculinity by focusing attention 
on men other than themselves. She argued that instead of asking boys to look at pictures that 
depicted interactions between men and women, having them look solely at the various 
presentations of masculinity in pictures might free some of the heterosexist pressures inherent in 
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patriarchal development. She argued that in this way, the boys would not essentialize manhood 
or womanhood based on a comparison between or based on the other. Knobloch (2010) argued, 
““One advantage of hypothetical scenarios is that they allow the content of the episodes to be 
standardized across participants” They also provide insight into people’s immediate cognitive 
appraisals, emotional reactions, and behavioral intentions” (p. 83). Rather than asking the 
informants to only share perceptions about their own lives and interactions, two hypothetical 
situations were woven into the protocols to gain understandings about the men’s beliefs.  
Hypothetical one -Which room? At some point in protocol one, all informants were asked 
how they thought they would negotiate the following situation: 
You must choose one of three rooms to enter. In each room a group of people are 
watching television. You have control over what is on the television in each room. In one 
of the rooms, all of the people are male. In another room, all of the people are female. In 
the third room, there is a mix of males and females. Which room would you enter? 
The hypothetical was designed to elicit informants’ beliefs about the nature of same and cross-
sex interactions. Specifically, I wanted to see what similarities and differences they would 
perceive as existing in the rooms. I also wanted to explore how they felt the people in the rooms 
would be interacting and how they felt they would interact in those spaces. While I had not 
intentionally planned it, the hypothetical facilitated conversations about broader leisure and 
behavioral differences the informants believed existed between men based on their leisure 
activities and gender expressions, and common differences informants thought existed between 
men and women.  
Hypothetical two – John Does. At some point during protocol two, each informant was 
shown an image purchased from Thinkstock.com. The image was purposefully chosen because 
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the two men in the photo seemed to mirror the race and age of the informants. The informants 
were asked to take a few moments to look at the photo. Then, a semi-structured series of 
questions explored their perceptions of the men in the photograph and any relationships they 
perceived as existing between the men. They were asked questions similar to: 
What are your initial thoughts of this photograph? 
What type of relationship do you perceive these men have? 
What leads you to believe these men do or don’t know one another? 
Do you perceive that either of these men have any type of disability? 
How would you describe the appearances of these men in terms of masculinity? 
What might you say about these men’s sexual orientations? 
What types of leisure activities do you think these men do? 
Image One 
John Does 
 
 
Throughout the interviews, the informants were asked not only to offer their perceptions, but also 
to explain specifically what in the photograph contributed to those perceptions. This hypothetical 
was a useful space for exploring the informants’ beliefs without requiring them to scrutinize 
themselves or their interactions at a personal level. It was also useful in that it allowed me to 
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analyze what perceptions were common across all the informants. The conversations allowed the 
informants to explore ability, gender expression and sexual orientation from a distance, though 
many of them did share personal stories in order to explain their perceptions of the photograph.  
Member checking. Consistent with the advice given by Charmaz (2006, 2014), 
informants were told during the consent process that participation in the project would involve 
intensive interviewing and member checking practices. I explained to them that emails and 
follow up conversations would be used to help analyze their collective experiences. While 
individual informants were contacted when I was confused about their particular word choices or 
their interpretation of given narratives, all the informants received regular emails from me 
explaining my interpretation of emergent findings and theoretical understandings as they 
emerged. As I had questions about my interpretations, I often emailed the informants and asked 
for their guidance. Throughout the entire process of inquiry, they critiqued and questioned the 
findings and theory that emerged. An example of an email I sent the informants is: 
I have listened to interviews and read through our transcripts. I am also reading through 
previous literature about men's friendships. And....to be honest...my mind is a cluster in 
regard to why men, and specifically y'all, value...or do not…value friendships. It appears 
to me though that many of you greatly value your friendships...and even some 
acquaintances. I read through the transcripts, it seems to me that while you and your 
friends don't necessarily verbally express emotionally-laden messages to one another, 
y'all do value your friendships as spaces that are "comforting", "competition-free", 
"where I can just be me without worrying about being judged". It seems like for you and 
your friends, actions demonstrate caring more than talking about it would. Or rather, that 
actions demonstrate you and they care and you'd be uncomfortable/feel it's unnecessary 
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to talk with friends about the emotional aspects of your friendships. Please let me know if 
I have interpreted this incorrectly. How right and/or wrong am I in thinking that the 
activities and time you spend with your friends is more to maintain those comfortable 
relations?  
While several informants, most noticeably Walter, liked to discuss these member-checks face to 
face, others like Singer often took the time to respond with their critiques via email. These 
member-checking exercises were invaluable to the formation of the theory that emerged. 
Theoretical development meeting. An important aspect of this experience was that 
these informants and I went through the process together. Once I felt that we had reached 
conceptual density, I asked the informants to join me at a theoretical development meeting. In 
order to allow the men time to reflect on the findings, I shared a PowerPoint that contained the 
preliminary findings before our meeting. All six informants made concerted efforts to be at the 
meeting and came prepared with comments. We went around the room and introduced ourselves 
and then I presented my interpretations of the findings. The men then offered their 
interpretations, explained specific narratives that supported their interpretations and told me what 
I needed to change. This meeting was one of the most rewarding experiences I have ever had as a 
researcher. Watching the informants who I had come to know so well over the last year engage 
with one another about their similarities and differences in negotiating masculinities and 
friendship fulfilled a hope of this project. This meeting was followed by group emails where we 
continued the discussion refining the theory and recommendations that follow. 
Data Collection Tools  
 
 In order for data to be useful it had to be put into conversation with other forms of data so 
that eventually theoretical understandings could emerge. To ease the process of organizing and 
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linking data, NVivo 10 was used. NVivo 10 was a software package that allowed a wide variety 
of data including extant texts, pdfs, interview recordings and their transcripts, and memos, to be 
organized and searched electronically (Nvivo, 2013). It was possible for me to explore causes, 
conditions and contexts spanning the informants’ narratives because of NVivo 10’s ability to link 
and integrate coding and retrieval processes across the variety of coded data.  
Data Analysis 
During the analysis, I engaged in memo-writing, coding, and diagramming to move 
between coded data and the categories that emerged, and to move between categories, individual 
stories and social practices they described, reified and challenged using the procedures outlined 
by Charmaz (2006, 2011, 2014).	  
Memo-writing. After observations, my mind was often so cluttered with questions that I 
could not even engage in conversations. Memo-writing offered me a practice for bringing 
observations and questions into a space where I could systematically examine them for patterns. 
Charmaz (2006) wrote, “memo-writing provides a space to become actively engaged in your 
materials, to develop your ideas, and to fine-tune your subsequent data-gathering” and that 
memos are a space “for making comparisons between data and data, data and codes, codes of 
data and other codes, codes and categories, and category and concept and for articulating 
conjectures about these comparisons” (pp. 72-73). Through free, focused and theoretical memo-
writing practices, the inquiry process was made transparent. Memos were used to help me get 
ideas and connections between them out of my head and onto paper so they could be analyzed 
systematically. They also helped me determine which findings to present for the informants’ 
critique.	  	   Charmaz (2006) offered a variety of strategies for memo-writing. She suggested that 
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progressive memos be used to render the data. Basic thoughts developed into more complex 
thoughts and eventually it became possible for me to interrogate processes and interpretations 
within and across categories. Freewriting was used just to get thoughts and questions about 
participant observations and transcripts out of my head. After an observation, I would review my 
field notes and then put a pen on paper, or start to type. The amount of time I spent memo-
writing grew longer and longer as more and more data entered into comparisons. Charmaz 
posited that a benefit of freewriting is that, it “liberates your thoughts and feelings” (p. 88). 
Through freewriting, I was better able to dissect processes of inclusion and exclusion. It also 
forced me to acknowledge my own emotional reactions to experiences. My memos often began 
with me asking myself a question about what I had observed or about an idea that an interview 
sparked and then attempting to link that with other observations.  
In order to help explain my memo process, I chose to share an excerpt from a memo that 
followed a presentation about how the world might change if we conceptualized ability as 
temporary. It started with me asking myself, “Are all bodies abled and disabled by social 
practices of other/self regulation…. granted ability levels based on privilege of specific social 
practices? Is pregnancy super able?” Then, I just typed whatever came to my mind:  
Yes. Any practice of ranking used to include/exclude relies on relationally labeling one as 
one thing and/or not as another thing. all informants at some point or another were 
(dis)abled by social practices ---- Alexander spoke of his injury and how it limited his 
involvement with others on the football team---Charles spoke of how his “slight” frame 
limited what he could/would do…as too did his interests….Walt described how his Dad 
was unable to deal with his mom’s drinking because he couldn’t handle the emotional 
stress…also, described how his body changed earlier than others----but some dudes do 
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meet normative expectations for the majority of their lives. They may have awkward 
moments but I still feel like they are doing okay (Robbie Rogers ---gay “secret” 
fear)...what changes if all positioned as some type of impairment… does that make 
anything better? The Incredibles…if no one is super does that mean no one is hurt 
Ultimately, memo-writing, and coding the memos, helped me develop categories based on 
experiences that spanned across and through the informants’ lives. These categories of 
experiences provided the data that grounded the emergent theory. Memo-writing contributed to 
theory development by forcing the refinement of understandings about the relationships between 
processes, categories and the informants’ beliefs and behaviors. Memo-writing, like writing the 
literature review, was not a static moment in this process; rather it occurred throughout the 
research project and even as I documented this process. 
Coding. Conceptual codes, “the essential relationship between data and theory” (Glaser, 
1978) are fundamentally important to grounded theory. For constructivist grounded theorists, 
codes emerge from the data and may delineate processes, meanings, and relationships. “Coding 
means categorizing segments of data with a short name that simultaneously summarizes and 
accounts for each piece of data” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 43). I kept coding matrixes near me while I 
coded so I could easily reference what codes existed so that I could create new ones as needed. 
Initial coding. In the initial phase of coding small segments of data, such as words, lines, 
and paragraphs were coded using gerunds, or action words. Common initial codes included: 
describing friendship; feeling hurt; being a man; acting like a woman; choosing; and defining 
masculinity. Quite often the gerund codes organized into groups. For example, there were gerund 
codes for defining masculinity, femininity, queer, leisure disability, etc. While gerund coding is 
very time consuming and was at times frustrating, I agree with Charmaz who argued, ”This 
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method of coding curbs our tendencies to make conceptual leaps and to adopt extant theories 
before we done the necessary analytic work” (p. 48). The following passage from Duchess was 
coded as defining disability, dealing with experts, negotiating personal and social, and limiting 
activity during initial coding.  
I’ve always had the medical world sort of limiting what my body was able to do because 
they’ve just had this very narrow understanding of what it means to have a physical 
disability and none of them had much experience with disability in the real world.  
Because I only dealt with small snippets of data at a time, codes emerged based on the actions 
rather than my assumptions. As new codes emerged, I went back through transcripts to see if 
additional examples emerged that fit into those new codes. 
Focused coding. Next, in the focused phase of coding I developed more encompassing 
codes synthesizing larger segments of data. Charmaz (2006) described focused coding as “using 
the most significant and/or frequent earlier codes to sift through large amounts of data” (p. 57). 
In the focused phase of coding, I looked for patterns that emerged from coding on the gerund. 
During focused coding it emerged that many of the passages I had coded as describing and 
defining actually merged together as processes of social positioning. Not all initial codes 
involved social positioning practices; some simply were definitions or descriptions, but it was 
common for descriptions and definitions to be part of a social positioning practices. For example, 
during initial coding Duchess’ passage was coded in a variety of ways, including defining 
disability. However, during focused coding it became socially positioning disability.  
Axial Coding: Contexts, Causes and Conditions. A third phase of coding, known as 
axial coding, attempts “to link categories with subcategories, and asks how they are related” 
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 61). Not all practitioners utilize axial coding as a way of analytically framing 
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and explaining the interactions that may exist. Charmaz (2006) noted that Strauss and Corbin 
supported the practice of axial coding in order to examine relationships at the conceptual level. 
Axial coding was used to answer specific questions about social practices and order them into 
categories. I chose to allow axial codes to emerge, but then to apply them systematically. As I 
coded the transcripts, I noted that the men were always very clear in providing the context in 
which a story was situated. Where it was happening and who was there were often described in 
stories. I coded these as contexts. Common contexts included sports, one-on-one, big group, and 
friendzone,  
In addition to explaining the contexts the informants were also often explicit about what 
caused them to be in those contexts or with those people. For example, stories involving their 
friendships with other men often included explanations of how they met. Common cause codes 
included: forced, chosen, society, personal interest, and expectation. Condition codes were used 
when the informants compared one thing to another. These emerged as primarily related to how 
men distinguished between one thing and another. For example, condition codes helped the 
distinctions between types of friendships emerge. They also provided an opportunity for 
exploring the specific uncertainties being negotiated during the informants’ interactions. These 
primarily explored the men’s perceptions and the perceptions they attributed to others.  
Secondary Coders as Triangulation. During the winter of 2013, I feared I was becoming 
biased in my coding practices and that I was forcing data into pre-existing axial codes. I began 
questioning if my cause, condition and context coding practices were leading me to limit a theory 
that would emerge. Because I feared the impact this would have on the development of theory, I 
talked with the informants, my advisor, and a research group to which I belonged about bringing 
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in secondary coders. The informants did not object to secondary coders being involved in the 
project. 
The purpose of bringing in secondary coders was to help triangulate the findings that 
were emerging by limiting my influence as the single point of data integration (Denzin, 1978). 
Two undergraduate Honors students were recruited to serve as secondary coders. One was a 
White female who had worked extensively with individuals with disabilities. The other was a 
White male who identified himself as a “bro” and often shared his beliefs about how men should 
behave. This process of triangulation is similar to what Corbin and Strauss (2008) described as 
validating the scheme. I met with the secondary coders weekly throughout the spring of 2014 to 
compare which situations we found important in the transcripts and what contexts, causes and 
conditions we had ascribed to them. Because we overall consistently noted the same information 
as important and were relatively similar in the codes we chose to describe contexts, causes and 
conditions, I felt better moving into theoretical coding. 
Theoretical coding. During theoretical coding I brought the focused codes and axial 
codes together to explore and integrate them with theoretical understandings into a cohesive 
whole. I did not utilize the coding families established by Glaser (1978) and instead followed 
Charmaz’s (2006) assertion that theoretical codes should emerge that “give a theoretical 
foundation or conceptual infrastructure that integrates the narrative” (p. 65). Through member 
checking and constant comparison of the actions and contexts, causes and conditions in which 
they occurred, several key theoretical codes emerged: friendship and Friendship, being and 
doing, facilitating interactions, sharing knowledge, and avoiding eggshells. These became the 
primary theoretical codes that encapsulated the initial, focused, and axial codes.  
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Diagramming. Based on my previous experiences with grounded theory, I knew that 
diagramming would help the informants and myself poke holes in the theory as it developed. 
“Constructing diagrams is helpful because it enables analysts to gain distance from the data, 
forcing them to work with concepts at the category level rather than the details contained in the 
many memos” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 107). Mapping and diagramming often took place 
while informants and I discussed contexts, causes and conditions. They allowed us to move more 
easily between abstractions and their lived experiences.  
Conceptual Density  
A question that often haunts constructivist grounded theorists is how to ascertain when 
they should stop collecting and analyzing data. Various texts refer to that moment in different 
ways, most often as saturation. Charmaz (2006) said, “Categories are ‘saturated’ when gathering 
fresh data no longer sparks new theoretical insights, nor reveals new properties of these core 
theoretical categories” (p. 113). Rather than attempting to reach a point of saturation, which I 
believed would be impossible given the complexity of negotiations found at the intersections of 
understandings of masculinities, leisure activities, and friendship practices, conceptual density 
was the goal and measure of my critical constructivist grounded theory analysis. Dey (2007) 
argued, “the saturation metaphor implicitly emphasizes the density of categorization rather than 
its parsimony. Elegance, precision, coherence, and clarity are traditional criteria for evaluating 
theory somewhat swamped by the metaphorical emphasis on saturation” (p. 186). I judged my 
analysis based on the level to which the categories’ densities encompassed the informants’ 
experiences with precision and clarity.  
I considered the categories to be conceptually dense when they clearly explained how 
aspects of social processes affected all of us and specific ones of us similarly and differently. “A 
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theory that is grounded in data should be recognizable to participants and the larger concepts 
should apply to each case even if some of the details specific to their case are missing or don’t 
seem to fit” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 115). While the social positions and subjective meanings 
affected how informants interpreted social interactions, the categories themselves exposed the 
practices and processes that were negotiated by all. For example, Charles and Big Sexy both 
valued comfort and laughter in their friendships, but both understood that those qualities alone 
did not facilitate an easy friendship between gay men and straight men. The theory that 
developed from a thoroughly grounded constant comparative analysis clearly suggested that all 
the informants negotiated similar processes, but not always in the same ways or for the same 
reasons.  
Ethical Considerations of Confidentiality  
I have done all I can to protect the confidentiality of the informants and to demonstrate 
respect for their interpretations. The findings that emerged were sometimes troubling in that the 
practices we observed did not match the informants’ explicitly stated beliefs, but informants had 
the opportunity to provide feedback and critique through this entire process. They have been 
invited to critique and suggest improvements to this work, and have been told repeatedly that I 
will keep them informed about where this work is presented.  
I did not share with their friends that the informants were participating in a study, though 
they often did. Several of the informants would discuss the study with their friends and asked me 
questions related to the study in front of others. These conversations became spaces where their 
friends shared their insights and I learned to appreciate how often men gave different answers to 
questions depending on who was present at a given time. I have edited stories to protect not only 
the confidentiality of the informants, but also their friends.  
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There was no way for me to protect the confidentiality of the informants in relation to 
participating in the theoretical development meeting. I was nervous about the men losing their 
anonymity through participating, but as the meeting began they not only shared their 
pseudonyms with one another, but also their real names. They represented their own stories 
during that meeting and more than once an informant suggested I use one of his stories to 
strengthen evidence demonstrated by other informants’ stories. In the pages that follow, I have 
done my best to narrate their individual experiences and provide theoretical findings grounded in 
the experiences they shared. 
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Chapter Four: Findings and Discussion 
 
My research goals were to partner with informants to explore how understandings of 
masculinities influenced and were influenced by the segregation of our leisure activities 
throughout our lives; to interrogate our social interactions for patterns linking understandings of 
masculinities and friendship practices; and, to advocate for more inclusive structural and social 
practices that fostered certainty in our lives by facilitating positive leisure and friendship 
interactions. In the following pages, I describe patterns of meanings and behaviors that emerged 
during our explorations. In Sport as Masculinity, I describe social practices related to contact 
sport that contributed to understandings of hegemonic masculinity throughout our lives. For the 
informants, contact sports were an important indicator of hegemonic masculinity, straightness 
and ability. These understandings of sport as an able bodied, straight, masculine leisure 
permeated all the informants’ stories and the patterns of leisure activities I observed. The 
informants used sport, or the rejection of contact sport, as a way of identifying themselves and 
those with whom they perceived they were most likely to have positive or negative interactions 
throughout their lives. 
Next, in the sections titled Doing Hegemonic Masculinities and Doing Inclusive 
Masculinities, I explain ways we embodied hegemonic and inclusive practices of masculinities 
through leisure and friendship practices.  Due to structural and social practices of segregation 
there were very few leisure spaces where informants had positive interactions that created 
perceptions of certainty with those they perceived as different from themselves. It was 
uncommon for gender nonconforming and wheelchair using informants to have regularly and 
positively interacted with cisgendered able bodied men throughout their youths and adolescence.  
Duchess, Charles and Singer all perceived that contact sports were segregated leisure spaces that 
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they perceived were not welcoming to them. It was not only men who failed to meet hegemonic 
expectations who were not welcomed in these spaces, the informants suggested that segregated 
leisure activities also kept them from interacting with female peers throughout adolescence.  
As the informants aged, their leisure repertoires expanded and they demonstrated more 
autonomy in selecting leisure activities that reified their chosen identities. The informants’ 
stories suggested that as they left segregated leisure activities and had positive leisure 
interactions with people they perceived as different from themselves, certainty replaced 
uncertainty and friendships became possible. As they gained certainty about themselves and 
others, they began to practice more inclusive embodiments of masculinities. However, many of 
the informants’ understandings of masculinities were colored by their early interactions and they 
identified contradictory lessons learned about which bodies belonged, did not belong, and did not 
want to belong on in masculine-identified spaces. 
The last half of the chapter addresses the third goal: advocating for more inclusive 
structural and social practices that fostered certainty in our lives. In a section titled Negotiating 
Eggshells I describe uncertainties related to attraction, abilities and interests we negotiated 
intersecting our understandings of leisure activities, friendship patterns, and masculinity. I 
discuss the importance of jokes, differences between uncertain and certain friendships and the 
roles that leisure activities play in creating a perception of shared knowledge that mediated the 
likelihood of informants’ interactions.  As friendships became more certain, leisure activities 
moved from being convenient interactions that served primarily instrumental purposes to 
interchangeable and scheduled interactions that served primarily relationship maintenance 
purposes. In the final section, Being Part of the Team, I explain our beliefs about what could be 
done to facilitate certainty. I argue that leisure integration, adaptive sport, and emancipatory 
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social science all offer socially just ways of challenging the privilege and marginalization 
resulting from institutional and individual hegemonic understandings of masculinity.  
Sports as Masculinity 
The informants learned through childhood and lifelong interactions that some actions 
required negotiating more or less uncertainty than others. In order to avoid shame, the informants 
felt pressured to demonstrate behaviors that they thought embodied contextually appropriate 
enactments of masculinities. However, they were not always willing or able to engage in 
behaviors because of their bodies, interests, and/or gender expressions. Their willingness and/or 
ability to engage in appropriate behaviors affected their opportunities for social interactions. The 
informants felt pressured to interact with others. Singer said, “I always knew I was supposed to 
have friends. I mean you would sound strange if you said I don’t want friends. There is a lot of 
pressure put on people to have lots of friends”. All of the informants shared stories about times 
and spaces where social positioning led to some individuals being perceived as more popular and 
having more friends than others. Contact sporting activities often served as examination sites 
through which boys’ bodies were disciplined and punished according to their size and abilities 
(Foucault, 1975). 
In their childhoods and through their adolescents competitive, physically demanding 
sports were often the sites where hegemonic understandings of masculinity as strong, physical 
and non-emotional were learned.  It was commonly perceived on the playgrounds of the 
informants’ youths that contact sports like football, hockey, and basketball were more masculine 
than sports like soccer, track and swimming. And, all sports and athletic endeavors done with 
other male bodies were positioned as more masculine that artistic endeavors and social activities 
engaged in with female bodies. Masculine activities allowed the informants to be part of the 
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popular groups and allowed them entrance into larger groups. Feminine activities were often 
described as small group activities or things done in the classrooms while the sporting boys 
played together outside. All informants perceived that sporting participation was a meaningful 
marker that socially positioned boys based on the size, strength and abilities of their bodies at 
specific points in their lives.  
As boys’ bodies and abilities changed, so did their social positions. Walter shared his 
perception that because he hit a growth spurt earlier than his peers and excelled at sporting 
competition he was accepted as the leader. He said,  
I was pretty much like the size I am now in sixth grade [Walter is over six feet tall and 
athletically built], which is great in sixth grade, but then everyone caught up. You know 
what I mean, so like sixth grade, I started playing basketball, that was great ‘cause I was 
tall, and then everyone caught up by eight grade - goddammit, okay, c’mon! 
Throughout elementary school, Walter’s primary friends were boys with whom he played sports 
and his sisters. However, as he entered middle school, his leisure activities and friendships 
became more segregated as he focused more and more attention on contact sport. While he 
remained close to his sisters, they were not the primary people he engaged with at school. His 
prowess at sports and larger stature were traits that he felt led his peers to see him as a leader. He 
said, “because I was bigger, maybe I naturally just was the leader. The other kids thought, “He’s 
the, you know, leader if you will.” Analyzing his stories, a pattern emerged where he was often 
voted into leadership positions that he said allowed him to develop confidence and public 
speaking skills that have stuck with him throughout his life. However, he noted in an interview 
that he was only privileged by sport until others caught up to him in size. When others caught up 
in size and he had to rely on talent, his social privilege as a star athlete diminished. However, he 
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was able to shift from sports into student government and other social activities because he still 
had the confidence and public speaking abilities that he had gained playing sports.  
Big Sexy shared that he was a heavier kid, but once he began playing contact sports and 
demonstrated mastery of football, his size rewarded him privileges instead of ridicule. In more 
than one interview he shared that his physical body positioned him as inferior to other boys when 
he was young. I was struck during our conversations about how much those early memories 
resonated with him. He showed me pictures of himself as a child and shared how the ridicule he 
experienced as a child continued to affect his behaviors related to healthy eating and exercise 
even today. He took a great deal of time to impress upon me exactly how much he weighed and 
the amount of effort he put into changing his body. One thing that changed his negative 
perceptions of himself was when he figured out that his size was a benefit on the football field.  
He shared that where he is from all boys play football. He said, “It’s what you do. 
Starting about the fourth grade, every boy plays football”. This was similar to other informants’ 
stories and the stories I often heard during observations. “Boys play sports because it is what 
boys do” was a common logic that permeated many conversations. Rarely in conversations was 
this questioned though in every conversation there were individuals who identified themselves as 
“not sport guys”.  
In addition to social expectations that children make friends, the informants all perceived 
some pressure to play contact sports. This is consistent with findings that roughly sixty percent 
(61%) of boys stated sports were “a big part of who they are”. The same study found that sports 
decreased in importance through the boys’ lives with 70% of third to fifth grade boys identifying 
it as important and slightly more than 50% of ninth to twelfth grader boys saying the same 
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(Kelley & Carchia, 2013). While some informants never chose to play sports, more often I heard 
stories about playing even when they did not want to initially. 
Because Big Sexy was so out of shape in fourth grade, he initially wanted to quit, but 
with his father’s encouragement, he stuck it out. Eventually, he got in shape and he gained 
awareness of how participating in football changed his social position. By high school, football 
had become his main leisure activity and primary identity. He was a football player. He shared 
that he made choices related to friends and even which school he attended based on what he felt 
contributed the most to him being a football player. While Walter perceived his involvement in 
sport allowed him to be perceived as a leader, Big Sexy felt that access to women was an 
important privilege granted to him by sporting participation. He said, “hanging with football 
guys, I had access to the hot girls.” He shared that in high school playing football and having a 
hot girl granted a man social status. Such a man never had to worry about being invited to parties 
or having a place to sit in the cafeteria. He always had a group to which he belonged.  
Other informants’ stories also indicated this was a shared perception. Charles and Singer 
spoke of sporting participation in terms like “always having a place to sit in the cafeteria” and 
“never having to question if you belong”. This was a common theme that emerged. Sporting 
participation was perceived as creating a space where male sporting bodies could belong. The 
same spaces were possible sites of uncertainty and/or shame for non-sporting male bodies, and 
most female bodies. For them, these spaces required identity negotiations and sometimes 
avoidance.  
Big Sexy’s stories demonstrated that around middle school, lessons were learned that 
female bodies were not rewarded the same for size and athletic prowess. A female who went to 
his school was like him; she was larger and participated in sports. While he was rewarded for his 
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size and participation and cheered on with a nickname that he still uses today, she was 
nicknamed the House and often ridiculed. He shared that sports were a space where males often 
purposefully marginalized females. He said,  
We played a lot of 500. You know, played a lot of catch football. There were a lot of 
heated football games, especially when the girls started wanting to play with us. And, we 
made sure never to pass to them. That was the unspoken bond on the football field.  
Other informants talked about how everyone was allowed to play sports until the games became 
more physical and competitive. Then, only specific bodies were allowed and privileged by 
playing. Most often those were gender conforming, able bodied, male bodies that were larger 
and/or muscular. However, there was also more pressure on those bodies to play. Singer shared 
his perception that while other males in his family had no choice but to play sports in high 
school, no one really expected him to play sports and he was free to choose other leisure 
pursuits.  
 Interactions with older males and male peers often seemed to be where informants 
learned that they were supposed to participate in sporting activities. All of the men who 
identified as cisgender shared stories of fathers and friends who encouraged them to participate 
in sports. For some of the informants, sports were the leisure activities that structured their lives. 
From playgrounds to organized teams, the cisgendered informants’ social interactions as youth 
were often with other males with whom they played contact sports. Alexander and Big Sexy had 
very similar stories about fathers who encouraged them to continue playing sports even when 
they wanted to quit. Their fathers encouraged them to stick it out and explained that if they 
started quitting they would not stop quitting. Quitting was positioned as a negative and weak trait 
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that was antithetical to masculinity. This was consistent with all the informants’ understandings 
of masculinity. Masculinity was often framed as toughness demonstrated by not quitting.  
As the informants aged contact sports lost their singular importance as social identities. 
Rather than wanting to be perceived by others in relation to participating or not participating in 
contact sports, informants found other activities through which they wanted to be identified. 
Other males grew and caught up with Walter’s size, and he moved into new leisure activities.  
Alexander and Big Sexy were both injured and moved away from participating in contact sports. 
While both Alexander and Big Sexy still perceived themselves as athletes following their 
injuries, others did not position them that way. All three of the men spoke of how their social 
positions changed as they moved from being perceived as athletes into other identities.  
Alexander talked about how becoming injured led to him being marginalized by the coaches and 
football players which forced him to gain awareness of other talents. He said,  
People wouldn’t talk to me as much and I was no longer part of the conversations. I just 
felt like I was on the outskirts and way on the outskirts. Like in the hallways people 
wouldn’t acknowledge me as much…things like that. But like in choir I noticed that no 
matter what people were always happy to see me and like that. So, it was just a very 
different dynamic after I got injured I would say before…like before I got injured I was 
probably a pretty cocky asshole before I got injured because I’d been good at everything 
but getting injured was my first humbling experience…when I was like okay I need to take 
a step back and figure out what kind of person I want to be.  
This was a fairly common pattern among the informants and their friends. During more than one 
observation I heard the informants and their friends share stories about when they played high 
school sports, or even junior high sports, and how injury, lack of ability, and finding things they 
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were better at changed their involvement with sports. However, contact sports were most often 
the activity they described as grounding their understandings of masculinity. Contact sports were 
again and again designated as masculine spaces where men bonded; be it through playing, 
through watching, or talking about them.  
Informants who were not cisgendered and/or able bodied as youth reported that as sports 
became more institutionalized in middle school so did the importance of hegemonic masculinity. 
Like the cisgendered informants, they argued that until middle school sporting participation did 
not really matter. Not participating in sports as a child might have led to one being called “nerd”, 
“geek” or “dork”, but from about sixth grade on sporting participation, or the lack thereof, 
became a primary marker of masculinity and femininity. Masculine boys and some girls played 
contact sports, and all others were relegated to other spaces on the playground or in classrooms. 
And, while it was acceptable for girls to play with the boys in middle school, by high school 
contact sports had become the domain of masculine male bodies.  A pattern emerged that the 
participants who identified most frequently as feminine, Charles and Singer, lacked an interest in 
sports from their childhoods. They wanted to do other things and were not interested in playing 
sports, but they recognized that positioned them differently than their sport playing, cisgendered 
male peers. However, they were agentical in rejecting sport. They shared that they had other 
leisure activities that defined them like artist and musician. Charles said,  
It gets a little clearer the older you get of being able to tell where people fall in the social 
spectrum so as I get older and older you know people, people start to notice the differences 
between people and the louder obnoxious sport goers. We all lose our childlike innocence 
and some people start to be a little aggressive about those differences between people. 
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Somewhere along the lines my dorkiness turned into effeminacy and that’s when I really 
felt the palpable difference between me and other people.   
He went on to explain that while he had the knowledge to play basketball, football was a space 
that he was not interested in entering. He said, “For me to enter that space, and I think I tried to 
once or twice, it felt like there was a spotlight on me like here…here’s this person who does not 
fit in here. That’s what it felt like.” Analysis of the informants’ stories suggest that sporting 
participation was negotiated as a form of covering that allowed them to contextually negotiate 
their identities and perceived social expectations (Yoshino, 2006). Some of the informants chose 
to engage in sports because their interests and bodies allowed them to enter the segregated 
spaces.  
While Singer did not report being marginalized by a lack of sporting participation as often 
as Charles, both shared stories about how sporting participation was equated with sexual 
orientation through their experiences. Singer shared that through his experiences he developed an 
understanding that physical, contact sports were the domain of straight men. By middle school he 
had awareness that he did not identify as straight and that his interests were seen as more 
feminine. At that point in his life, and to some degree through his entire life, he equated contact 
sports with straightness and hegemonic masculinity. Because he did not identify as straight and 
viewed himself as both masculine and feminine, he did not feel contact sports were a leisure 
activity for him. Sports that he felt were less masculine, like gymnastics, were not offered in 
middle school as a structured activity. By that time, he also discovered that he had musical 
talents so he focused his energies there.  Structural segregation and institutional privileging of 
contact sports limited informants’ leisure activities that marginalized some bodies more than 
others. Leisure segregation played a key role in mediating the interactions informants had. 
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Because they were limited in their interactions, opportunities to develop friendships with people 
different than themselves were curtailed. 
Duchess wanted to play contact sports, but perceived that he was denied the opportunity 
because of his use of a wheelchair. He said that in elementary school kids only did sports as 
recreation so physical bodies and abilities were not a big deal. He shared a story about how his 
brother and him often engaged in playing hand soccer with other kids. While they were children, 
adaptive games were fun and everyone was open to playing together. However, by fifth and sixth 
grade, competitive sport became a boundary that segregated him from his peers. While he could 
still engage in sport with other wheelchair users, he found that he was barred from participating 
with able bodied boys and instead encouraged to participate in activities with the non-athletic 
boys and females. Because of anti-discrimination policies and structural practices he had to be let 
on the team, but social practices kept him from being part of the team. He got to play with his 
teammates at school, but was rarely invited to events outside of school. Instead of four square 
and tag, able bodied, cisgendered boys focused their leisure activities and social interactions 
around contact sports. Because of his wheelchair use he was moved out of the popular, athletic 
crowd and into other social positions. He said, 
I went from thinking that I was part of the cool group and hanging out with the cool kids, 
to then sort of drifting away from them, and I, in middle school, ended up more less with 
the athletes who were the cool kids and I ended up becoming friends and hanging out more 
with like the more musical, musical and arty types. 
Because of structural practices and social expectations all of the informants were required to 
negotiate their identities in relation to contact sports. They were either willing and/or able to 
participate in sports, or they were not and developed other interests. However, social positions 
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were affected by sporting participation. Sporting participation also seemed to restrict the 
development of leisure repertoires and interactions with others. When informants were either 
uninterested or unable to participate in organized sports, they developed much wider leisure 
repertoires. Art, theater, music, role playing games, and interactions with a wider variety of 
people emerged as more prevalent in their stories.  
 Hegemonic understandings of masculinity were most prominent during the informants’ 
stories of their youths. However, their stories also suggested that as they aged and engaged in 
wider leisure repertoires with more people who they saw as different from themselves their 
understandings of masculinities changed.   
Doing Hegemonic Masculinities 
In addition to perceptions of sporting practices as closed systems where understandings 
of masculinity privileged male bodies that were competitive, aggressive, violent, and 
homophobic (Anderson, 2005; Connell, 2005; Messner, 2001), other practices also suggested 
that informants held hegemonic understandings of masculinity that pervaded their lifelong 
leisure activities and friendship practices.    
During observations and analysis females were often positioned as inferior to men. They 
were often perceived as “chattering”, “soft” and “emotionally-weak”, although it was also 
recognized that exceptional women existed who were “just one of the guys”. The informants’ 
responses to hypothetical one indicated that they perceived sharing space with women would 
involve negotiating more chatter and emotional dialogue than would spaces with men. The 
informants indicated that they felt most capable of predicting and explaining social interactions 
with other men like themselves. While the informants explicitly stated that in many situations 
women were equal to men, many comments and social practices demonstrated that feminine 
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behaviors embodied by men and women created uncertainties that were sometimes negotiated 
through unjust practices such as avoidance, joking, and even harassment. 
Among the informants, hegemonic masculinity was perceived as active. In the 
informants’ stories, masculinity was ascribed to behaviors with words like “getting over it”, 
“sticking it out”, and engaging in physical acts in order to accomplish a goal. The informants’ 
understandings suggested that regardless of sex, gender, ability level or sexual orientation, all 
bodies could engage in behaviors that were perceived as masculine; however, these behaviors 
were often described as inherent traits that men possessed to a greater degree than women. A 
pattern emerged during analysis that regardless of his gender expression, ability level and/or 
sexual orientation, men are socially positioned as more similar to each other than any man would 
be to a woman. These understandings are consistent with hegemonic practices of masculinity that 
position most women as inferior to most men (Connell, 2005). 
Masculinity intersected with physical size and/or muscularity and was demonstrated 
through activities in which a body engaged. While all males had some level of masculinity, 
bodies were not equally masculine in and of themselves. It was what the body was capable of 
doing that made it more or less masculine. Informants shared that men who were smaller in 
stature, be it height or weight, were not seen as manly as men who are taller and more muscular; 
however, informants were intentional in saying that size does not necessarily denote masculinity. 
Size and masculinity intersected based on the amount of work people put into making their 
bodies more physically able. A quote from Alexander captured the informants’ understandings. 
He said,  
I think strength and size is associated with manliness and masculinity. So, guys who are 
stronger are more masculine like hunters, and hunters are like strong and women gather 
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the food. So, I think it’s like a negative thing with being smaller and I think also girls date 
guys. They want guys to be six foot or above. They have a checklist and they don’t even 
look at a guy whose 5’6’’ or 5’8’’. I think there’s a lot of negative stigmas with being 
short or small even—not many positives. 
Informants who were smaller in size, Charles, Duchess and Singer, were especially vocal in 
noting how muscularity and strength increased perceptions of masculinity for men, but especially 
for those men whose physical statures were smaller.  A common assumption shared by the 
informants that was congruent with hegemonic understandings of masculinity was that on 
average men are stronger than women and therefore should be protectors taking care of 
physically challenging tasks.  
Masculinity involved emotional regulation. All of the informants positioned men as more 
emotionally regulated than women. The informants viewed emotional regulation as an indicator 
of masculinity, but did not posit it as necessarily healthy. Big Sexy said,  
And, I feel like, and it’s much more okay if women show emotion, and to have, it’s more, 
it’s an emotional thing. You know, it’s, the emotion versus non-emotion. So, if you’re 
emotional, you’re obviously a woman. If you’re not emotional then you’re obviously a 
man. 
Comments like these were common among the informants, though Big Sexy was the most 
explicit in his depiction of masculinity as antithetical to emotions. It should also be noted though 
that when Big Sexy talked about problems in society he discussed how emotional restriction 
negatively affected relationships and offered praise for men who did evidence emotions.  
The perceived lack of emotionality and chattering among men were often described 
reasons the informants chose to enter the room of all men when they answered questions about 
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hypothetical one.  A clear pattern emerged in the informants’ responses to the first hypothetical 
where I asked them which room they would want to enter. All of the informants perceived that 
there would be less chatter in the room where only men were watching television. The most 
common theme that emerged was that the informants wanted to be in the room with people who 
were committed to watching what they were interested in watching. Shared leisure interests were 
important in determining what was on the television and what was on the television was 
perceived to affect what types of bodies would be in the room. Three of the informants started 
out saying they wanted to be in the mixed room; however, only one actually concluded that was 
where he would want to be. Alexander’s train of thought is similar to conversations I had with 
the informants about the room they would rather be in. He said,   
I’d say I’d have no preference. I mean I’d probably prefer watching the Grammys 
because I don’t like the Pro-Bowl. But I don’t like watching sports with guys if especially 
if they’re not knowledgeable where I think it’d be cool to watch the Grammys with girls. 
I mean it’s be awesome to be a in a large group of women. Actually, I think I’d change to 
guys as I’m talking about it. I think there would be a lot of banter about what is 
happening at the Grammys. There’d be a lot of talking about what’s happening instead of 
watching what’s happening. I mean we [males] wait till commercials to talk about things 
and I don’t think the rooms would have the same level of patience. I think there’d be a lot 
more reactions and if someone had like seen it before they’d ruin it. Whereas guys are 
more rowdy, but generally less chatty. I guess. Not really sure. It’s a tough question. I 
think I’d pick guys if I wanted to feel more a part of what is happening and belonging. 
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Again and again the informants expressed that being in a room with other men like themselves 
would be preferable to being in a room with people who were different. This is important 
because of its implications on segregation and social inclusion.  
Women were most often positioned as the most different. Charles and Singer said they 
would rather be in a room with other gay men who did not like sports, or in a room with women 
who did not care about sports. Among the cisgender informants, wanting to watch sports was the 
most common response, and often it was assumed that women would not want to be in such a 
room. It was interesting to note that during that hypothetical it was perceived that men would be 
watching sports, would only talk during the commercials and would primarily talk about 
whatever was being watched. During observations where we watched TV, I found that this was 
quite often the pattern that the informants engaged in while watching television with their male 
friends…be it sports, or something else. They watched the show, talked during the commercials, 
and most conversations during the show dealt with the show specifically.  
Perceived masculinity was seen as a benefit when it came to dating and trying to solicit 
partners for sex. All of the men shared beliefs that men’s bodies that were perceived as taller, 
more muscular, and more physically able facilitated more possibilities for them to engage in 
dating and sexual activities with others. Online dating profiles were a common site of 
conversation as the informants explained the patterns they saw. Duchess and Big Sexy shared 
stories about how wheelchair using men with whom they competed engaged in competitions to 
see who could gather the most attention or likes from females. They compared the number of 
responses they received from women when they used photos of themselves in their wheelchairs 
and photos of them not in their wheelchairs. During more than one observation, I was able to 
listen to conversations about this and a clear pattern emerged that the informants and their 
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friends received more attention when their wheelchairs were not visible in the chair and they 
were positioned to appear larger, more muscular and/or athletically. This was interesting because 
it was consistent with hegemonic masculinity understandings of men as competitive for sexual 
encounters and objectification of women. Even though the wheelchair using men felt they were 
marginalized, their game objectified women as competitive conquests. This is similar to 
Wellard’s (2006) work that demonstrated hegemonic masculinity understandings may be 
pervasive among marginalized populations. 
Charles and Singer shared that they felt the gay community privileged bodies that were 
perceived as tall, strong, physically able and masculine. Connell (2005) argued “hegemonic 
masculinity has social authority, and is not easy to challenge openly. One of the effects of 
hegemony is to shape perceptions of gayness” (p. 156). As times have changed, so too have 
understandings of sexual orientation. Charles and Singer both expressed that masculine gender 
expressions and muscular bodies conveyed social status and desirability to men, regardless of 
sexual orientation. While cisgender informants spoke of masculine gay men in positive tones, 
Charles and Singer nuanced that gay men were just as capable of embodying hegemonic 
masculinity as their straight peers. Charles said,  
This usually comes out in the dating world. There’s a premium placed on masculinity 
among gay men and I never feel masculine so I second-guess myself and think, Am I too 
effeminate? It is because I’m a drag performer? Is it because I’m too short and slight? 
Those are things that are not idealized among a normative community of gay men. 
Informants’ stories and comments suggested they believed there are social expectations that link 
femininity and sexual orientation. This is common in hegemonic understandings of masculinity 
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(Connell, 2005; Plummer, 1999). Both straight and gay informants evidenced understandings 
linking femininity and sexual orientation. Alexander said,  
People used to pose that feminine guys were gay and that’s not always true…I get that all 
the time… I’m a singer so I get that a lot…Since the connection used to happen between 
a guy being feminine and him automatically being gay, but that doesn’t happen as much 
now. I think as more people become open about being gay people are less likely to make 
that judgment. I think that’s good. I think there’s still a lot of negative stigma there too. 
While Alexander acknowledged that not all sexual minority males are always feminine, his 
comments demonstrated the pervasiveness of hegemonic beliefs linking artistic endeavors to 
femininity and femininity to homosexuality. While informants explicitly stated that personal and 
social understandings of gay men had changed, they still perceived that negative stigmas were 
attached to men being gay and sometimes ascribed them themselves. Big Sexy, Walter, and 
Alexander theorized gay men were better able to understand women, “pick out the best clothes”, 
and “better at dealing with the emotional stuff”.  However, all informants expressed opinions that 
gay men were more likely than straight men to be worried about their physical appearances and 
behave in emotional ways, traits commonly ascribed to women in hegemonic understandings of 
masculinity. 
Charles was very nuanced in explaining how his understandings about assumed links 
between sexual orientation and gender expression. He said,  
Here’s the thing. There are always those cases that I like to call the pass the point of no 
return. You could have doubts that they are quote unquote metrosexual, that they’re just 
incredibly well-dressed, well cultured about things that gay men would also like, but if you 
pass the point of no return and you’re just really effeminate, like there’s no possible way 
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this person could be straight…I will say there is just no way that they’re straight. Even if 
they’re professing that they are, I just won’t believe it.  
The informants understood masculinities as relational and contextual. While there were 
hegemonic understandings related to an idealized masculinity that all men somehow shared, it 
was moderated based on not only sexual orientation, but also gender expression. 
During a conversation about friendship, Charles and I went back and forth about if it was 
gender expression or sexual orientation that affected with whom we chose to interact. After we 
had nuanced the issues for a bit Charles said,  
I know you’re looking for loopholes and you’re looking for ways that I’m thinking about 
things, and you’re trying to think about how gender is playing into this and how I’m, first 
of all, labeling someone as straight, as in, “How do I know if someone is straight?” Am I 
conflating that with gender? I see that that’s what you’re trying to do, and I’m still pretty 
unanimously like I have no interest in straight men and I have no interest in their gender. 
And, generally, if someone is presenting themselves as a masculine man, straight or gay, 
I tend to get tired of them very quickly if their masculinity is obnoxious.  
Rarely in conversations did Singer or Charles report having close friendships with masculine 
identified people, regardless of the person’s sex and/or sexual orientation.   
Informants often spoke of masculinity in terms of avoidance and/or animosity towards 
interests and actions they perceived to be feminine. While some posited masculinity in positive 
ways, other informants were quite clear about their rejection of masculinity when it “went too 
far”. Most often hegemonic masculinity went too far when it was overly active, aggressive, loud 
and/or physical. This is consistent with research that has posited that hegemonic understandings 
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of masculinity can contribute to verbal and physical harassment (Connell, 2005; Pascoe, 2005, 
Plummer, 1999). 
 I wrote several memos about conversations I had with Charles and Singer. I was 
interested in understanding why I asked them so many questions distinguishing between gender 
expression and sexual orientation. I found myself wondering to what degree my body and gender 
expression allowed me to cover my sexual orientation during my adolescence. As I coded my 
memos and my conversations with them a pattern emerged that I was trying to find exceptions to 
their distrust and desire to not engage with masculine identified people. As the pattern emerged I 
was forced to ask myself why was it important to me. While I was consistent in the project about 
trying to nuance out causes, contexts, and conditions that socially positioned the informants 
based on intersections between sex, gender expression, and sexual orientation I realized that my 
conversations with Singer and Charles went more in depth than did my interviews with the more 
masculine informants. I was shining the light of scrutiny on their experiences in a way that I did 
not the others. As I coded my memos and spent time talking with friends what became very clear 
was that I, too, held hegemonic understandings of masculinity that placed expectations on men’s 
bodies. I was expecting that men, regardless of gender expression and/or sexual orientation, 
would “get over it”. As I thought more on my experiences, I began to recognize how pervasive 
hegemonic understandings were in my life. Experiences with Big Sexy and Duchess also helped 
me recognize how limited interactions with others can make social practices that are not logical, 
seem as though they are.  
Big Sexy, Duchess and I perceived patterns on hegemonic masculinity that required them 
to negotiate interactions that able bodied men did not. During observations I noticed that people, 
most often able bodied men, often moved out of the way when Big Sexy and Duchess entered 
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spaces, but they rarely actually interacted with them. Where I noted that able bodied men 
bumping into other men and women often elicited no responses, the same men often excused 
themselves or apologized when they realized Big Sexy, Duchess, or another wheelchair user was 
passing. During three observations, I watched what I perceived to be awkward exchanges where 
Duchess and Big Sexy attempted to explain to restaurant staff that they were going to transfer 
from their wheelchairs and sit in the other chairs during the meals. I knew that Duchess, Big 
Sexy and all the other wheelchair users I met were capable of transferring without assistance, but 
I also felt like I recognized and understood the uncertainty that led the workers to behave as they 
did.  This is consistent with hegemonic masculinity understandings that position men with 
physical disabilities as less capable than able bodied men (Connell, 2005).  
While it occasionally happened with Big Sexy, a pattern emerged that Duchess more 
often received offers of additional assistance or was discouraged from attempting to navigate 
spaces with his chair. He often voiced frustration during our conversations about situations 
where this happened. He explained that as he would navigate his wheelchair on to escalators he 
often received negative reactions, 
It’s usually someone working at that place. I’ll get weird looks all the time for using 
escalators and people make the stupid ass comment of oh it looks like you’ve done this 
before…I want to ask, “Have you taken an escalator before?” 
He went on to explain how those situations made him feel saying,  
I’m not being looked at as a person anymore. I’m being looked at as a liability as a…and 
also as incapable…incapable of safely navigating the course of the day…like why the 
fuck would I get on an escalator if I thought it was dangerous to get on the escalator? I’m 
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not an idiot, but apparently that thought never crosses anybody’s mind because I’ve been 
yelled at numerous times for using escalators. 
Throughout the observations and analysis, a pattern emerged that in addition to being positioned 
as weaker, wheelchair users were often positioned as less sexually attractive than their able 
bodied peers.  
Masculinity was something informants were forced to negotiate as men. Even if they 
rejected hegemonic understandings, they were still required to negotiate them through social 
practices that institutionalize them. Throughout the observations and analysis it was apparent that 
the informants were conscious that perceptions played a role in how they contextually 
determined what was and what was not masculine. Throughout the course of the study it was 
possible to determine that hegemonic understandings were prevalent in the informants’ lives, 
especially during their youth, but that other understandings emerged as their leisure repertoires 
expanded and they interacted with diverse populations. Often, sport and other leisure contexts 
were used to socially segregate and position male bodies. Perceptions about bodies limited 
interactions and the formation of friendships. 
Unlike hegemonic masculinity that positioned sexual minority men and emotionality 
negatively, the informants sometimes expressed positive comments about sexual minority men 
and men who were able to publically display emotions. I went to the literature to look for 
theoretical guidance and discovered other understandings of masculinity that helped me better 
appreciate how the informants could express hegemonic understandings while still engaging in 
inclusive practices.  
Doing Inclusive Masculinities  
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Findings suggested that homophobia was not as strong a mediator in the informants’ 
adult interactions as previous studies suggested it would be (Connell, 2005, Kimmel, 2008; 
Messner, 2001).  Several informants stated that while we use perceptions to make sense of our 
world, our perceptions are sometimes very wrong. A finding that emerged was that while 
homophobic banter and assumed links between femininity and gay men were sometimes present 
in the informants’ adult interactions, sexual minority men were not always positioned as strictly 
feminine. A key difference that emerged between hegemonic understandings of masculinity and 
the lived experiences of the informants was their inclusive practices in regard to sexual minority 
men. All of the informants had friends who identified as sexual minorities and friendships were 
common among the cisgendered men and gay peers. The least likely to report high levels of 
certainty in friendships with individuals of other sexual orientations were the informants who 
identified as sexual minorities.   
I went to the literature to search for explanations and read about inclusive masculinity 
(Anderson, 2005, 2009). The core tenant of inclusive masculinity theory is men’s behaviors are 
influenced by the level of homohysteria present in their given cultures (Anderson, 2009). Levels 
of homohysteria, or fears of being socially perceived as gay, are contextually negotiated. In 
cultures where same sex attraction is punished and/or regarded negatively, higher levels of 
homohysteria are more prevalent. Anderson argued, “in modern western cultures, there exists 
mass awareness that homosexuality exists as a static, biological, trait; and that it exists in 
relatively equal and (likely near even) percentages in all societies” (p. 47). Anderson’s basic 
argument was that because there are fewer stigmas linking homosexual men with femininity, and 
because more men now know individuals who identify as homosexual, levels of homohysteria 
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have decreased negating hegemonic masculinity’s reliance on homophobia as a regulating 
mechanism of masculinity.   
More recent popular representations of men’s lived experiences suggested that 
acceptance of sexual minority men may be prevalent in mass media. Successful movies and 
television shows like I Love You, Man (2009), and How I Met Your Mother (2005-2014) suggest 
that men’s friendships and embodiments of masculinity are of interest to the general public. 
Much of the humor in I Love You, Man (2009) results from the two main characters’ portrayals 
of the difficulties adult, heterosexual men have trying to find ways to meet masculinity 
expectations and become friends. The main character’s little brother, a cisgender gay man, 
provided advice that highlighted awkwardness between the straight men throughout the movie. 
The little brother’s comments being recognized as humor by a broad audience signifies a cultural 
awareness that men have become more certain and feel less risk of shame in negotiating sexual 
orientation, leisure activities and masculinity expectations in the formation of their friendships.  
  The theory did give some consideration of relational positions between men and women. 
Anderson (2009) posited that decreased levels of homohysteria should also decrease 
misogynistic practices that limit women. He argued this should occur as “the mandates of 
compulsory heterosexuality wane, and once men are permitted to befriend women in platonic 
ways, the stigma associated with women’s narratives and worldly understandings begins to 
erode” (p.97). He highlighted that studies using inclusive masculinity have not shown an erasure 
of misogynist or sexist beliefs about women; rather, they have shown a lessening of such beliefs 
among younger men compared with the generations before them. He argued that that in order to 
decrease misogyny opportunities must be facilitated for men and women to engage with one 
another. Through this process, men might have more opportunities to understand and appreciate 
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the complexity of women’s existence. Anderson argued that integrated sports and other activities 
have the capacity for women to demonstrate their abilities, interests and diversity in ways not 
possible in traditionally male homosocial spaces. Other than limited exploration of interactions 
between male and female collegiate cheerleaders he did not document this change occurring, but 
rather theorized that it should occur as interactions increase. 
It was not uncommon during observations for Big Sexy to engage with individuals who 
publically identified as sexual minorities. In addition to close friends who identified as gay, he 
regularly put himself in spaces, like gay bars, where he would encounter gay men. He shared 
stories about having a roommate who was gay and often praised him. While his group of friends 
often used the word gay to describe behaviors, they were also inclusive when it came to sharing 
space, food and drinks with sexual minority men. Over the course of the research, I regularly saw 
Big Sexy hug other men, allow men to sit on his lap (this happened more than I would have 
expected), and heard him praise friends who were gay.  
Big Sexy’s stories about two roommates emerged as useful for demonstrating the 
conflicting pressures that men negotiate related perceptions of close relationships with other 
men. As he talked about his roommate, Carlos, Big Sexy apparently felt the need to clarify the 
nature of their relationship. He started out saying that he and Carlos moved in together after their 
freshman year, but he quickly followed that with “as roommates”. In fact, he stated, “we moved 
in together as roommates” several times. When I asked him why he felt the need to explain why 
he and Carlos moved in together, he shared that in today’s society one never knows what type of 
relationship exists between two people. He went on to explain that while it would be okay if 
someone assumed differently, he wanted to make sure people knew they were not romantically 
involved.  Clearly, how he was perceived in relation to sexual orientation mattered to him, but he 
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was also not hostile to the thought that someone might have perceived his sexual orientation as 
something other than straight. 
 Big Sexy lived with a gay man, Adam, during his undergraduate. Through his comments 
and my observations of him interacting with his former roommate, I feel confident saying it was 
a positive relationship. Even though they were not living together at the time of this research, 
they were still regularly in contact with one another and even planned trips to spend time 
together. Big Sexy spoke of Adam in glowing terms and counted Adam as one of his good 
friends. Similar to the patterns of sexual minority men being distrustful of straight men that 
emerged from Charles’ and Singer’s stories, Adam was initially “standoffish” toward Big Sexy. 
Big Sexy explained 
I thought it might have been just because he wasn’t sure, he was afraid that I wouldn’t 
approve of his lifestyle, which couldn’t be further from the truth. I couldn’t give a shit. 
And, actually, I was. When he started really getting interested in this one guy and I was 
supportive of it, and I was supportive of his schoolwork; he invited me to a couple of 
gallery showings, and I went to all of them. He was really surprised I went to that. So, I 
think that once he saw that he opened up a lot more and I was able to talk to him about all 
my girl problems and he was able to talk to me about all of his guy problems, too. And 
so, actually, it became a really good back and forth.  
It was common among all the straight informants’ stories to find examples of them engaging in 
conversations with gay male friends about their relationships with women. None of the 
informants, regardless of gender expression or sexual orientation, indicated they were close 
friends with gay females, nor did I observe them engaging with self-identified gay females 
during observations. However, what these interactions between straight men and gay men 
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suggested was that hegemonic practices linking sexual orientation and gender may create 
understandings that increase perceptions of certainty between gay males and straight females. 
This mirrors some of the comments that Charles used when he explained why he was 
friends with gay men and straight women instead of straight men. However, he did not position 
relations between gay men and straight women as unproblematic. Rather, he argued that gay men 
could be just as negative about women as he perceived straight men were. He said, “Gay men 
feel as though, because of the way our culture is structured, some gay men feel they can make 
comments about, bluntly and very harshly, bluntly about women’s bodies and of course that’s 
not okay”. And, while he acknowledged that he did not express sympathy for straight men who 
he viewed as emotionally regulated he said,  
I think that there is a push for gay men to have a support network of people they can talk 
to or be close with. Whether that is straight women or other gay men, it seems as though 
there is a push for gay men to have a support network or a good group of people that 
they’re close with. The straight male world, in as much as I understand it, there is no push 
for them to have intimacy with either each other or other people who are not their 
romantic partners. And, even then, I imagine there is some difficulty. I mean, there’s, I 
don’t know of many kinds of masculinity that espouse emotional maturity and openness. 
So, I imagine straight men would have difficulty with that.  
Based on observations, there is no doubt that hegemonic understandings of masculinity mediated 
informants’ behaviors; however, they also engaged in behaviors that could have been considered 
feminine or outside the bounds of hegemonic masculinity quite often suggesting inclusive 
masculinity practices. 
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 For example, Walter loved Disney’s Frozen. There is no other way to describe it. Walter 
described the movie as an indication of his great relationships. He and I spent an afternoon 
texting and emailing back and forth about the movie. The musical animated movie centers 
around the relationship between two sisters. A central theme of the movie is that love can 
unfreeze a frozen heart, though many arguments have been waged over which character’s heart 
was actually frozen. Walter shared with me that it was not uncommon for members of his 
fraternity to sit around watching this movie together. When I asked him if he thought this was a 
normal activity done by other men, he said,  
I mean there’s definitely guys who live in the house who wouldn’t cause there are some 
guys who are like We’re Frat [when he said this he lowered the octave of his voice and 
flexed his chest]. They’d probably stop and say something obnoxious. They’d get yelled 
at and then they’d leave. It’d be a Shut up. We’re watching this kind of thing and then 
they’d leave” 
The pattern of television watching related to masculinity was also noted when he said that when 
the group of men got together to watch the movie there would not be much talking. He said the 
group, “Probably wouldn’t be talking. Would probably just be zoned into Frozen honestly. 
There’d be a lot of shut ups, Elsa’s on. Calm down. Talk later”. 
While this story provided evidence of a common pattern of masculinity where men were 
discouraged from engaging in what was perceived as unnecessary chatter, it also demonstrated 
that men practicing more hegemonic masculinity could be silenced and/or marginalized for 
criticizing others engaged in what might be viewed as more feminine leisure contexts. Duchess 
attributed this to media and argued that marriage equality and gay television characters have 
broadened understandings of masculinity. He argued that it has become a mainstream topic of 
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conversation that most people are comfortable discussing. This suggested that more men have 
become more certain about sexual orientation and in interactions it is less likely to result in 
shame. 
However, an interesting pattern emerged during observations and stories that sexual 
orientation was rarely asked about directly.  Instead of directly questioning individuals about 
their sexual orientations, their friends were often asked. Duchess shared a story about a trip he 
recently took where a friend of his told a group of guys that he was gay, but did not tell Duchess 
he had done it.  
I don’t know if I told you but for this last trip half the guys I was hanging out with 
thought I was gay. It was hilarious. Tom at one point in time decided it would be funny to 
tell his group of friends…people he knew I would be hanging out with while I was 
there…very seriously that I was gay and that I hadn’t come out because I couldn’t do it 
for different media reasons. They all knew I was an athlete…like “He doesn’t feel 
comfortable coming out yet because media that this or the other thing”, but just like “I 
wanted you to know so you’re comfortable with it or whatever”. But, he made up some 
story to tell them and then at various points in time…and it was all very interesting 
because I had never had any clue who thought that I was gay who didn’t because they all 
seemingly treated me the same… Most of the conversations were completely asexual 
during the whole weekend. They were all about primarily about sports or occupation or 
fishing cause we were on the river fishing. It was questions like, “Where have you gone 
to? Where have you traveled to?” There weren’t…I don’t think I had a conversation with 
any of them about relationships or anything like that at all. The only people I had 
conversations about relationships with were the people I was already friends with ahead 
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of time, like Fred or Tom or Joey. But, yeah, so the conversations were completely 
asexual before, they were completely asexual afterwards. The whole sexuality thing with 
them seemed more of a curiosity. It was never something that would have mattered in a 
conversation. Sexual orientation to them, or to me, didn’t mean how good of cricket 
bowler you were. I sucked if I was gay or I sucked if I was straight you know.  
Duchess’ story can be used to highlight certainties and uncertainties related to masculinity and 
sexual orientation. Being gay was simultaneously positioned as problematic and not problematic 
in the story. In Duchess’ group, conversations focused on sport rather than relationships. As long 
as the conversations stayed on sport there was little reason to discuss sexual orientation 
publically. He also felt comfortable talking about perceived as gay by other men. I saw this again 
and again during observations. While some of the informants’ straight friends were offended 
when someone labeled them as gay, far more often the straight informants and their friends 
shrugged and explained they were not. They often joked about how easy it is for anyone to be 
perceived as gay in 2014.  
During discussions of hypothetical two all informants stated that there was no way to tell 
by looking at the two men if either was gay. They suggested that there was never a way to know 
if a man was gay or not. It was interesting to note that Charles and two gay men I met during 
observations stated that they were offended when people assumed they were straight. These 
understandings and patterns of behavior were strong indicators that homohysteria was less salient 
than previous studies have suggested. Among the informants, understandings and patterns of 
behavior identified as inclusive masculinities were pervasive. 
 During observations and through the analysis of stories, it emerged that sexual orientation 
was far more often determined through asking friends than asking people directly. Rarely was 
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anyone directly asked about sexual orientation during this project. This suggested that informants 
and their friends may be practicing more inclusive forms of masculinity, but they are also 
negotiating tensions about discussing sexual orientation publically. There were instances; 
however, when gender served as proxy for sexual orientation and limited interactions. When I 
asked Charles how important he felt leisure activities might be in facilitating connections he said,  
A lot. And, I mean, that’s a big part of the places and areas in which I can either connect 
or not connect with a straight man. I can have a conversation with say one of the guys 
who’s in my office. I can say, “Hey, person. I’m going to the Grace Jones concert in New 
York, and it’s gonna be this amazing dissertation chapter and Grace Jones is gonna do all 
these things. She’s gonna sing her songs and she’s gonna wear all this crazy fashion, and 
it’s gonna like blow our fuckin’ mind. I’m gonna wait in line all day just so I can be in 
the front row.” You know, he might think, “Wow, that’s really great that Charles wants to 
do that,” but he has no idea who Grace Jones is. He has no idea any of her music. He has 
never been to a queer dance party, the kind, maybe he has, but not the kind that I would 
go to and not, it would not be his space. So, in terms of the kinds of leisure activities that 
I think of as the most meaningful, or the most important in my life, I have difficulty 
connecting with straight men. 
More often than not, sexual orientation was assumed based on gender expression. This was an 
important finding because it suggested that scholars should be more attentive to interrogating to 
what degree sexual orientation and/or gender expression contributes to practices of privilege and 
marginalization. Comparing the lived experiences of individuals based on discreet sexual 
orientation categories may not capture lived experiences as accurately as comparing gender 
expressions. This is especially important to consider given that both gay and straight informants, 
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and their friends, held hegemonic and inclusive understandings of masculinity that limited their 
interactions with leisure activities and other people.  
Negotiating Eggshells  
Often structural segregation and/or personal understandings of masculinity led informants 
to engage in some leisure activities more than others. Hegemonic understandings of masculinity 
were most prevalent during the informants’ youths when contact sport was the dominant leisure 
privileged by institutional and familial practices. As they aged, their leisure repertoires increased 
and they engaged with a wider variety of individuals. Informants who were socially positioned as 
unable to meet masculinity expectations because of physical (dis) ability, smaller physical 
statures and/or gender nonconforming behaviors developed wider leisure repertoires and 
interacted with a wider variety of people earlier and more prominently than did their cisgendered 
and able bodied peers.  
Clear patterns emerged that specific uncertainties, often described by the informants as 
“walking on eggshells”, mediated the informants’ interactions with others. The fewer eggshells 
they perceived, the more likely they were to engage with someone else. Shared leisure activities 
were sites where informants felt people developed a shared knowledge that made conversations 
more certain. As informants engaged with others and certainty increased their relationships 
became closer. Rumens (2008) argued that instrumental relationships were based on convenience 
and only occurred during instrumental and/or purposeful activities. Informants described these 
relationships as uncertain friendship.  
Singer had people he only saw at the gym. He never saw them outside the gym and 
considered them uncertain friends. They only met because they went to the same gym; their 
primary topics of conversations were gym-related; and, he had little interest in trying to get to 
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know them outside the gym. Alexander spoke about how uncertain friends were people he knew 
on Facebook, but rarely interacted with in meaningful ways. In uncertain friendships, leisure 
activities were based on the informants’ convenience and were the primary reason for the 
interaction. If the activity was removed, the informants would have not continued to interact with 
the people. 
Intimate relationships where there were few eggshells and informants felt comfortable 
joking and talking about controversial topics were described as certain friendships. In certain 
friendships, leisure activities were used as maintenance instead of as the primary reason for the 
interaction; leisure activities were substitutable in certain friendships. Perceptions of shared 
interests, knowledge and humor created certainties that contributed to the informants being more 
likely to interact with others across a wide range of activities. Perceptions of sexual attraction, 
and perceived differences in leisure interests and levels of ability negatively affected the 
informants’ certainty and willingness to interact with others.  
Moving between Uncertain and Certain Friendships. During analysis of observations 
and conversations, a continuum emerged between uncertain and certain friendship that included 
purposeful employment of leisure activities. Much like the informants’ identities, the labels they 
attached their interpersonal relationships varied across time and contexts. It was not uncommon 
for the informants to describe the same person as a different type of friend over the course of this 
project. A perceived level of uncertainty existed in each relationship, but specific contextual 
circumstances affected the perception of certainty moving others from certain to uncertain 
friends or visa versa. Walt compared a certain friendship where he engaged in meaningful 
conversations to uncertain friendships centered only on sports.. He said,  
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I think that was the only like really deep friendship I had. I think the other one, looking 
back, were all very surface, very like, we all played basketball together, we all had 
interest in football, or we, you know, it was based around a thing rather than a 
relationship.  
This was common among the informants and in the conversations I had with their friends during 
observations. Informants were to more likely to identify friendships as certain based on their 
perceptions of shared interests and ability to engage in conversations about a wide variety of 
topics with the person. Similar to Messner’s (2001) arguments, it emerged that informants did 
value their relationships, but were required to negotiate gendered social expectations that 
influenced their public friendship practices. 
Jokes. Jokes emerged as the most salient indicator of certainty. What emerged during 
observations and the subsequent conversations with the informants was that negotiating 
interactions with strangers and friends involved the most uncertainties. Similar to Goffman’s 
(1959, 1963) framework, informants restricted their communication to scripted conversations 
and rarely engaged in jokes with strangers and people they categorized as uncertain friends. 
However, I often heard men denigrating themselves and others during interactions with friends 
with whom they reported being certain.  
Physical appearances and/or abilities, the attractiveness of significant others and family 
members, and linking the informants’ behaviors to females and or sexual minorities were 
common during the observations. As I analyzed the observations and stories, it was common for 
the informants and their peers to engage in what they considered joking about women quite 
often. For example, one day I was eating brunch with Duchess and some of his teammates. Both 
women and men spent time engaged in one upping stories about the “craziness” of other women 
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on their team. Often the stories involved the level of emotionality demonstrated by a fellow 
teammate or how often the female did kind things for male members of the team on who they 
perceived she had a crush.  
While everyone sitting around the table laughed at these comments, they were consistent 
with ways hegemonic masculinity positions women as inferior to men and with Goffman’s 
conceptualization of ways teams move from front stage to back stage. Jokingly comparing a 
man’s behavior to women’s behavior was often observed as well. However, these primarily 
occurred when informants were with certain friends. Duchess shared his thoughts on why it was 
easier to be friends with other men. Friendships with other men were more perceived to be more 
certain. He said,  
I never understood it. It was always superficial to me why I thought I needed a group of 
guy friends, but then the times I spent extended periods of time in Australia I actually 
have that close group of all guys in Australia. It wasn’t something that I consciously went 
after. It was just something that happened when I was there and I realized while I was 
there like there are legitimate benefits of having this group of guys. It’s kind of a cool. I 
don’t know. It’s kind of cool dynamic where you can joke around or just relax and talk 
about all these ideas of anything really. Where there’s no…there’s absolutely zero 
underpinnings or thoughts or ideas of how that person thinks about me or if they’re 
attracted to me or if I’m attracted to them like with what you get sometimes when it’s one 
guy and a group of girls. You often…that whole idea of attractiveness whether physically 
or emotionally…emotionally primarily I guess is still sort of has this underlying feeling. I 
guess it feels like it’s there…whereas with a group of guys it didn’t. 
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This was consistently discussed between the informants. They described their certain friendships 
as spaces where they could relax and just be themselves. Certain friendships were the back stages 
where they would be comfortable and joked in ways that they could not on the front stage 
(Goffman, 1959, 1963). 
This joking was often at the expense of others and themselves. In public they did not risk 
uncertainties by joking with others, but in private their certainty allowed them to feel 
comfortable joking. The informants not only denigrated the friends with whom they were most 
certain, they also denigrated themselves. Informants described themselves and others as being 
“gay”, “a pussy” and “acting like a girl/women” when they joked with their certain friends about 
romantic involvement. While jokes about bodies, sex, gender, and sexual orientation were 
prevalent, physical disability was much rarely used as a context for joking.  Like Duchess, 
Alexander felt being friends with a person of a different sexual orientation was not problematic 
because,  
I mean I think that bridging the gap of our friendship isn’t about what you think defines 
you, but about what we think defines you which is not anything like that. It’s more your 
humor and are you making jokes. How quick are you on your feet? Can you take a joke? 
Cause we’re pretty…. things are coming at each others expense all the time but we know 
it’s okay. Like my pointy feet. So I have really pointy feet and my friends all know and 
make fun of it. It’s such a weird thing to make fun of but they do. I don’t really get 
offended and I don’t really care. 
However, because he perceived he could not joke the same with a female or a person with 
disabilities certain friendships became more challenging. He said of being friends with a woman,  
I feel like a guy is less likely to be angry. Every girl who’s been angry at me has been 
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angry for like two weeks where any guy who’s been angry at me has been angry for 24 
hours. So, I’m just not as worried about offending a guy. I’m not as nervous about 
making a dicey joke or having to worry about joking with them about something they did. 
I’m much less careful around guy friends I think and around girls I’m more on eggshells. 
I’m still able to talk about anything, but I know what to avoid; but, I think nothing is off 
the table for most guys.  
A clear pattern emerged that the informants felt that lived experiences and shared leisure 
interests created a shared knowledge making their interactions with other men more certain than 
with women. Leisure activities and aspects of identity mediated how similar they felt to other 
men, but if another man shared his interests the informants felt more certain interacting with him 
than with a woman who shared the same interests. 
An often-asked question in friendship research is whether or not cross-sex friendships are 
possible. Because of the pervasiveness of heteronormativity it is often assumed that friendships 
between men and women must involve the negotiation of sexual attraction.  Felmlee, Sweet and 
Sinclair (2012) argued that cross-sex friendships are important barometers of social change 
related to gender relations and found relatively few social scripts for cross-sex friendships. Using 
vignettes to explore friendship norms, they found that roughly eighty percent (81.6%) of the 269 
college students on the West Coast of the United States reported that men and women can be 
friends. Through results like these suggest that cross-sex friendships are possible, other studies 
have shown that same-sex friendships were more common among men than women and activity 
preference could contribute to gender segregation of friendships. (DiDonato & Strough, 2013). 
In their study of same and cross-sex friendships among college students, they found that “70% of 
close friends nominated by emerging adults were the same gender as the person”(p. 639). Others 
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have found that sexual minority men reported having more other sex friends than their 
heterosexual peers (Galupo, 2009). 
Cross-sex friendships, because of the context-specificity of their formation, are fraught 
with uncertainty. “One factor that contributes to this uncertainty is that the development of cross-
sex friendships is closely tied, in form to that of romantic relationships” (Afifi & Burgoon, 1998, 
p. 259). Afifi and Burgoon (1998) argued that cross-sex friendships and romantic relationships 
are not as different as previously argued. Informants’ stories and observations suggest that 
boundaries between friendships, regardless of the sexes of those involved, and romantic 
relationships may not be as clear as previous research seems to assume. 
What emerged from analysis of the informants’ stories was that the formation of 
friendship and romantic involvement were operationally very similar which made friendships 
with others, and especially women more uncertain. When I asked Duchess about the differences 
between the initiation of a friendship and dating he said,  
Structurally, not at all. If an alien were looking at it and didn’t know that…if you’re 
taking that viewpoint…I like when they do that…what if an extraterrestrial came 
down…but if they were to look at it…structurally it’s the same. There’s limited to no 
physical contact throughout the course of most first dates at least in my experience. 
Especially with a first date because you don’t want to scare the person off, so you’re not 
going to ask any questions of them that you probably wouldn’t ask of a friend. And, at 
the end of the night maybe the only difference is you leave with a hug instead of a 
handshake and maybe sometimes if it’s a first date maybe you kiss at the end of the night. 
Maybe you don’t depending on how things are going. 
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During our theoretical development meeting, the informants all agreed that operationally 
friendship and dating were very similar. They argued that these similarities are one of the aspects 
that make friendship with women difficult. Regardless of sexual orientation, the informants 
stated that they had negotiated situations with women where attraction had infected friendships 
and made relationships uncertain. When I asked if the same experiences had occurred in 
friendships between straight and gay men, they said yes, but that men could work those 
situations out better than could men and women. Again, it emerged that informants perceived 
that males were better able to negotiate emotional situations than females. Friendships between 
men of different sexual orientations depended on interests; friendships between men and women 
required negotiations of interests and uncertainties grounded in perceptions about possible sexual 
and/or emotional attraction, and understandings of women as less emotionally stable than men. 
There were also uncertainties that limited the formation of friendships between  
able bodied persons and wheelchair users, and cisgender men and gender nonconforming men. 
When the informants felt uncertain, they did not engage and actively avoided interactions with 
others. Fear of saying inappropriate things was one of the main uncertainties. Alexander 
explained that he could be friends with a sexual minority male or a male smaller than him 
because he knew which jokes were appropriate. However, he did not feel the same about jokes 
with wheelchair users. He said,  
There’s more of a social stigma about being mean to someone with a disability. If you 
said something mean to someone in a wheelchair you’re automatically like a bad guy but 
if you say something mean to someone small it’s like, ‘Oh, that's a funny joke’”. 
This was a common theme that emerged. Duchess and Big Sexy also felt that the reticence of 
men to joke with them about disability positioned them outside the boundaries of friendship. 
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Duchess said,  
When disability is in the media it’s always sort of a flash in the pan thing. It’s just there 
and then it’s not. It’s never consistent and it’s always has to do with an exceptional side 
of disability. I don’t think people understand what normative behavior for a person with a 
disability is because unless they know someone personally the only ones they’re exposed 
to are the exceptions. 
Duchess shared many stories about how other people’s uncertainties about disability contributed 
to him being marginalized. While he talked about jokes, he also shared that people’s reluctance 
to ask him about bodily functions (waste management, sexual activity, etc.) also limited his 
interactions with others. He shared many stories about how he has had to become more proactive 
in initiating friendships with others in order to overcome their uncertainties.  
 Big Sexy chose to handle these uncertainties in a different way. During several 
observations I noted that he asked strangers and friends if they “hated people in wheelchairs”. 
The first few times I observed this it was awkward. I had not noticed any behavior that I felt 
necessitated him asking them this question. After I observed this happen several times I asked 
him about the behavior. He said, “No one wants to be reminded that they might get disabled” and 
that he felt like they often avoided conversations with him because of that. It was not that the 
strangers or uncertain friends did anything that led him to specifically question them, rather he 
was agentically displaying in a social situation that he was a capable human being. He explained,  
Some people I found, especially earlier in my injury, when people see me in my chair 
they’re like, ‘Oh that poor guy. That poor son of a bitch. I can’t believe he’s like that’. 
So, when I come out in conversation like that [jokingly asking people if they dislike 
people in wheelchairs] they’re like, ‘What a fucking asshole’. So, it sets a tone and it 
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usually works out pretty well. It’s one of those things where I become less of a pity case 
and more of a ‘he’s actually pretty cool and I want to talk to him some more’. And, not 
only that, I also feel like…I’m fully grown adult. 
Performance of identities was common during observations. The informants behaved in different 
ways depending on who they were with. Duchess and Big Sexy joked about able bodied people 
when they were with other wheelchair users, but rarely did so when able bodied people were 
present. Charles and Singer both laughed with gay friends about straight people, but rarely 
engaged in similar joking with people they identified as straight. The informants shared opinions 
about women during our conversations that I never heard expressed in conversations where 
women were present. Covering was common throughout the informants’ interactions as 
suggested by Yoshino (2006).  
In casual interactions and friendships, uncertainties required managing behavior. These 
behaviors often involved performances to manage how they felt others perceived them. Charles 
said,  
As an extrovert who makes it kind of his business to know a lot of people, I have lots of 
acquaintances, lots of friends, but I do have a very, a clearly marked inner circle - the 
group of people that I feel comfortable enough to actually open up to. And, usually, that 
means I don’t feel like I have to perform around them. 
What makes this statement especially salient is how often I observed these behaviors while 
observing Charles’ interactions with others. Regardless of if he was performing in drag or 
walking around a space in male attire, Charles’ interactions with others were louder, more 
emotive and shorter in duration when he was with individuals I perceived as his uncertain 
friends. When Charles engaged with his certain friends, he was often quieter, less publically 
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emotive and engaged with smaller groups for longer durations of time.  
Conversations with Walter often involved discussions about beliefs. It was not 
uncommon in conversations with Walter for him to ask for justification of a particular point. 
Walter and I exchanged emails over the course of three days exploring which character in 
Disney’s Frozen we felt was most limited by social practice. This was not unusual behavior for 
Walter as I observed him asking for explanations again and again in his interactions with others. 
Walter argued that feeling limited in what he could say in a relationship limited it. In one 
conversation he explained to me that he wanted to be able to say one of his friendships was 
certain, but that he was unable to do so. His friend would not talk with him about issues that he 
felt truly mattered, like politics, race relations and sexism. Walter said, 
It limits things. Doesn’t it? I mean I want to call him a close friend, but what do we do 
when we hang out? We talk about traveling places, working out, and eating…and Illinois 
basketball. Literally, I can guarantee those four topics.  
During field observations and through stories, patterns like the ones described by Charles and 
Walter emerged again and again. When the informants engaged with relationships they described 
as uncertain, conversations were shorter and focused. However, conversations with those they 
identified as certain friends took place during a wide variety of activities and involved more 
laughter, argument and diverse topics. Conversely, individuals identified as uncertain friends 
were only present in specific leisure activities. In general, uncertain friendships were contexts 
facilitated by convenience and/or chance encounters that served instrumental purposes. In certain 
friendships, leisure was often as an enabling context; the leisure activity was more important 
than the people with whom the informants were interacting.  
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Many of these findings are similar to previous findings about men and friendship. 
Empirical studies exploring how young men negotiate uncertainty in same-sex and cross-sex 
friendships have suggested that intimacy may not be publically displayed in ways researchers 
recognize, and that for some men gendered regulatory practices done by their peers may actually 
demonstrate intimacy. Oransky and Marecek (2009) found through semi structured interviews 
that middle and upper-middle class boys were intentional in not revealing any pain, be it 
emotional or physical. Not only did the boys not reveal their own pain, they were critical of 
others boys who did. While they recognized that mocking each other using misogynistic and 
homophobic banter was hurtful, they prized the mocking and teasing that occurred as a way of 
presenting masculinity. The boys reported that in some ways they appreciated the regulation they 
received from other boys as they felt it protected them from even great approbation from others. 
“Responding to displays of such feelings by ignoring or brusquely cutting them off enabled a 
distressed boy to keep up or repair his façade of masculinity” (p. 231). By not allowing the boy 
to cross the perceived line into “girly” or “gay” behavior, the boys protected each other from 
what they perceived as threats to social position. One reason for protecting each other from 
outside evaluation may be that more often than not, when an individual manifests a behavior or 
embodies negative criteria, the potential for friendship is decreased (Fehr, 1996).  
By keeping peers behavior moderated, the group protects one another from possible 
exclusion. Alexander’s friends never engaged in conversations about their friendship. Instead he 
perceived that their actions showed their commitment. He shared a story about a friend of whom 
he was certain who attended a musical in which Alexander was performing even though he knew 
the friend hated musicals. Big Sexy’s certain friends often regulated each others’ behaviors using 
the term gay, but then would hug each other at the end of the night. It was common among the 
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informants to express that they “knew” they were certain of their friends because of what they 
did, not because words were needed. This highlights the contextual importance of gendered 
policing. While it can have negative impacts, it may also be an appreciated and intimate practice 
that facilitates certainty by protecting the man from negative views from broader groups. In 
addition to brushing aside emotive displays, taunting and teasing seemed to provide 
opportunities for asserting and demonstrating and/or rejecting various contextually appropriate 
masculinities.  
Social expectations and the ways men negotiate them impact the spaces where men share 
information. Bowman (2008) argued that research on male friendship must review key elements 
to gain a richer understanding of the men’s practices. Boys and men do reveal information about 
themselves and engage in emotive displays, but social practices regulating masculinity may not 
allow them to do so openly.  A pattern that emerged from an analysis of leisure activities was 
how often leisure facilitated a public face for intimate interactions. Leisure activities were used 
to agentically negotiate levels of uncertainty related to hegemonic masculinity expectations. 
While Alexander often stated that he and his friends were going to play Ultimate Frisbee, and 
Singer stated that he and his friends were working out, and Walter said his friends were watching 
basketball what often happened was a short amount of time was dedicated to the activity and 
much more time was spent in conversations. Talking about romantic relationships, work and 
school were common. Duchess and Big Sexy often watched sports with friends but then spent 
time in conversation about upcoming races and quite often discussed with their friends the unjust 
social practices that had irritated them that week. However, these practices did not take place in 
venues with friends and strangers. They took place when the informants were with their friends 
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with whom they were certain. Without repeated observations this pattern of intimate 
conversations being masked by leisure activities would not have emerged as important. 
 What emerged from analyzing the literature, observations and informants’ stories about 
certainty and friendship was that the perceived level of certainty was an important mediator of 
the informants’ willingness to engage with others. It was not simply that the informants wanted 
to be friends with people just like them; rather, they wanted to enter into relationships that they 
could predict and understood. They wanted to be certain that they could joke with the other 
persons and that they had some shared experiences about which they could talk. Understandings 
of masculinity required the informants to be confident in their behaviors and interactions; they 
perceived that uncertainty made that more difficult so they avoided situations where they 
perceived it was more possible. 
 I turned to the literature to search for explanations for these findings. Knobloch and 
Solomon’s (1999) conceptualization of relational uncertainty emerged as a lens that might be 
well suited for future explorations focused on interrogating the uncertainties and social practices 
that intersect understandings of masculinity, leisure activities and friendship practices.  Knobloch 
and Solomon (2002) defined relational uncertainty as “the degree of confidence people have in 
their perceptions of involvement with interpersonal relationships” (p. 245). Relational 
uncertainty provides a lens for exploring how perceived understandings of masculinity and 
leisure colored the formation of, commitment to and behaviors during friendships. During my 
review of the literature, I found that relational uncertainty was mostly used as a framework for 
exploring the communication behaviors of individuals involved in intimate relationships. Often, 
the scholars employed quantitative scales and statistical analyses to determine to what degree 
people’s perceptions of uncertainty affected their communicative behaviors in relationships.  
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Knobloch and Solomon’s (1999) theory of relational uncertainty grew out of their interest 
in how people determine what type of relationship they are in and how that determination affects 
their communication. It grew from the researchers’ interest in how individuals communicated 
during romantic crushes compared to exclusive relationships. It has most often been used to 
explore relationships that have some exclusivity claims, typically romantic involvement. It has 
not been often explored to examine same-sex friendship because of the originators’ privileging 
of exclusivity expectations as unique to romantic relationships. However, operationalizing 
friendship as consequential, and meaningful, close relationships involving levels of risk-
negotiation and commitment positions relational uncertainty as a useful theory for these types of 
inquiry. (L. Knobloch, personal communication, July 8, 2014). 
 Knobloch and Solomon (2002) defined relational uncertainty as “the degree of 
confidence people have in their perceptions of involvement with interpersonal relationships” (p. 
245). They posited that relational uncertainty involved the negotiation of three interrelated, but 
distinct sources. Self uncertainty was conceptualized as the doubts individuals had about their 
own involvement in the relationship. Partner uncertainty described the doubts or concerns had 
about their relationships partners’ involvement in the relationship. Relationship uncertainty, the 
third source of uncertainty, encompassed four content areas and described doubts individuals had 
about the relationship itself. It encompassed uncertainties about: “norms for appropriate behavior 
within the relationship”, “mutuality of feelings between partners”, “the definition of the 
association”, and “the future of the relationship” (p. 245).  
Knobloch (2010) noted that levels of relational uncertainty can be affected by specific 
incidents and patterns of behaviors over time. Relational uncertainty can be increased or 
decreased based on specific events, but it can also be affected by how communication occurs and 
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how communication is interpreted over the course of routine and repeated interactions. Key 
findings that have emerged through previous empirical investigations suggested that “relating is 
more complicated under conditions of relational uncertainty” (Knobloch, 2010, p. 79) because 
individuals negotiating relational uncertainty may evaluate others in the relationship, the 
relationship itself and others with whom they are relating negatively. Viewing others in negative 
ways, or feeling uncertainties about the relationship may contribute to them being “more 
reluctant to talk about face-threatening episodes” (p. 77). However, relational uncertainty may 
also provide space for individuals to recognize they do not have enough information to determine 
if they should terminate a relationship (Knobloch & Solomon, 2005), leading to more 
interactions. 
Data suggests that men are negotiating a wide range of social interactions. Further, 
statistical data suggests that men are interacting with women, and individuals who identify as 
sexual minorities and disabled more than they did in the 1970s when critical examinations of 
masculinity first began. Future studies could use relational uncertainty to explore how 
communication patters and repeated leisure interactions assist in making relationships more 
certain.  
This chapter concludes by examining how leisure activities and research can facilitate 
certainty. I share stories that demonstrate specific ways that limiting understandings of others 
have been challenged to facilitate more socially just interactions compliant with goal four: to 
identify specific structural and social practices that fostered certainty by facilitating positive 
leisure and friendship interactions among bodies with different sexes, genders, sexual 
orientations and levels of ability. 
Being Part of the Team  
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White, college educated men in the United States are privileged by historical and cultural 
practices that privilege them unfairly in relation to others. However, they deserve, as do all 
people, to have spaces for exploring the ways that they are influenced and positioned by unjust 
social practices. They, too, are victims of segregation and social practices in leisure and 
friendship that affect their mental, physical and social development. They are able to practice 
social change by agentically challenging social practices when they are emancipated from the 
seeming naturalness of heteronormative ideologies that intersect privilege with the perceived 
abilities, sexual orientations and social patterns ascribed as masculine.  
 Rather than privileging the informants’ identities at one moment in time as being who he 
truly was, this research interrogated the men’s lives across time and contexts to demonstrate how 
some White, college educated men in the United States negotiated similar social practices 
regardless of their gender expressions, sexual orientations and/or use of a wheelchair. What 
emerged were patterns of social practices and lived experiences that served regulatory roles in 
understandings and behaviors related to leisure and the formation and maintenance of certain and 
uncertain friendships. The tensions between informants’ understandings of masculinity, leisure 
activities and friendship practices resulted from perceived uncertainties that had to be negotiated. 
Throughout their lives they had learned to avoid uncertain interactions and used a perceived 
sense of shared knowledge, interests and humor as certainties through which they negotiated 
interactions. Stated succinctly, lifelong structural and social segregation in leisure activities 
moderates understandings of masculinities that mediate perceived levels of certainty which 
affects the formation and maintenance of friendships.  
 The informants in this study clearly expressed beliefs that through participation in leisure 
activities shared knowledge is created. This shared knowledge of explicit information and 
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implicit social practices facilitated perceptions of knowing how to engage in social interactions. 
Through participating in similar leisure activities, or not participating in similar leisure activities, 
the informants developed understandings about themselves and others. Understandings of 
masculinity and leisure activities intersected to mediate the choices the informants made in 
choosing which spaces they entered. There was broad agreement that men possessed inherent 
traits, regardless of gender, ability level, and/or sexual orientation that were different than those 
possessed by women.  The informants’ stories suggested that perceived differences related to 
sex, gender expression and ability levels affected perceptions of uncertainty more than sexual 
orientation. The informants spoke of how gay men with big or flamboyant personalities, and 
confidence, even those perceived as totally different, could be welcomed into leisure spaces and 
friendships. Most often, however, the informants expressed a desire to be and chose to be in 
spaces with people and practices they understood.   
 I have shared descriptions of the observations and interpretations that the informants and 
I made during the course of this journey. In the following pages, I will argue for changes to 
social practices that could positively contribute to incorporating individuals, practitioners and 
scholars as part of a team working cooperatively to challenge social inequalities. Rather than 
attempting to facilitate some type of large-scale institutional change related to men and 
masculinity, my argument is that we focus on the interactions that occur between people. As the 
informants made clear, just because someone is on a team, that does make him or her part of the 
team. Changes to social practices must be prioritized as much as institutional practices. 
I do not advocate for some utopian vision where if people met they would all somehow 
get along; rather, I advocate that in those moments where people interact, perceived uncertainties 
could be aired, scrutinized and possibly challenged. Stewart (2014) argued, “At its most basic, 
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research to enhance social justice is like a stick that pokes and nudges for social change” (p. 
328). Finding shared experiences between people is one way to poke and nudge for social 
change. When we encounter someone we perceive to be like us who is not, we are nudged to 
challenge our thinking. When we encounter similarities with someone we perceived as different, 
we are poked to challenge our understandings. However, we must have spaces where these 
interactions can occur.  
Social change is more likely to occur when spaces are created for challenging the norms 
perceived as acceptable in social interaction. Avoiding a question is not the same as practicing 
inclusion. As the informants’ stories highlighted, dealing with others involves understanding 
their unique abilities and needs. Addressing abilities and needs requires acknowledging them. It 
requires understanding that that some bodies access and use activities and spaces differently. 
Duchess’ stories demonstrated that he was not asked about his perceived sexual orientation, but 
his friends were asked questions about him. Big Sexy was not asked about how he used the 
bathroom or had sex, those with whom he interacted were. Again and again the men’s stories 
indicated that if they felt they could not joke or engage with an issue, they avoided the context 
and the person it involved.  
Duchess spoke of not going to parties because of the issues that would have had to be 
negotiated. If his friends had known his concerns about whether or not there would be stairs or 
restroom arrangements that were accessible it might have been possible more possible for him to 
enter those spaces. Singer spoke of friendship expectations related to who was venturing into 
spaces together. Far too often social practices lead us to assume that people will enter spaces 
with others instead of appreciating that some people prefer to be alone, may be new to town, 
could be developing a new interest in a topic, and/or not romantically or intimately involved with 
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others. The informants and I all observed and interpreted marginalizing behaviors that stemmed 
from perceived uncertainties about offending others or being read as offensive. In contexts where 
there is no space in which to question and or learn what behaviors are acceptable, social change 
is unlikely to occur. Respectful spaces, like empirical research and inclusive leisure activities, 
can help facilitate such spaces.  
Sharing Experiences. Regardless of our gender expressions, sexual orientations and/or 
use of a wheelchair, the men who informed this study spoke of painful experiences they had 
negotiated related to social practices. These conversations took place largely when they were 
with their Friends and me. However, when the research process brought the men together during 
the theoretical deepening meeting and I shared that they all had described the process of puberty 
as traumatic for them, they all began to share stories and laugh. Following my pronouncement 
that our group consensus was “Puberty is a bitch”, the men began sharing stories about their own 
unique experiences, but they did so by positioning themselves within the social practices I 
identified as common. They all negotiated their own bodily changes and how those changes 
affected their relational social positions, but the social practices they were required to negotiate 
were similar.  
Informants shared stories of high school lunch table arrangements and how some 
activities were privileged more than others. While the informants had, at times, been privileged 
differently by the social practices, all had awareness of them and were able to speak their own 
experiences. Feminist emancipatory practices related to consciousness raising contributed to the 
informants, and me, developing richer understandings of pervasiveness of institutional and social 
practices regulating us based on perceptions of our bodies, abilities and activities. This is 
consistent with the guidance provided by scholars interested in critical pedagogical practices who 
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have argued that asking men to talk about their experiences without providing them a context in 
which to situate them is often unproductive. They have argued that by started with focusing 
attention on social practice, instead of specific men’s experiences, it becomes possible to open 
space for men to better situate themselves relationally to others.  
Research that describes and exposes which aspects of identity actually constitute more 
shared experiences may be useful in advocating for social justice. This journey suggests that 
future studies should interrogate the role of gender conformity in social practices. We do not 
negotiate experiences based on knowing genital arrangements or sexual behaviors. We negotiate 
them based on our perceptions of others, with gender serving as a proxy for many identities. 
Again and again, the informants talked about how any perception could be wrong, but it was still 
meaningful. I have come through this journey wondering more about the lived experiences of 
men at the boundaries of appropriate gender expressions who are questioned about their social 
positions because of the size or strength of their physical bodies and/or gender expressions. It is 
not uncommon to see research exploring differences between discreet categories marked as 
heterosexual and not-heterosexual; however, this research suggests those divisions may not be 
meaningful as nuances related to gender expression. Charles, Singer and I all lived a non-
heterosexual orientation very differently and were positioned differently because of it among 
heterosexuals and even other sexual minorities. Duchess and Big Sexy both perceived they were 
positioned as less sexually able than able-bodied men, but because of the sizes of their physical 
bodies their social privilege as masculine was different.  
This research suggested that where bodies recognized as men are considered, social 
practices may be better interrogated at the level of gender expression than sexual orientation 
and/or sex. The informants held strong hegemonic beliefs that there were essential qualities 
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linked a man’s body regardless of sexual orientation and/or level of ability; however, they also 
practiced inclusive patterns of masculinity. All men, regardless of sexual orientation or physical 
ability, were seen as still being men. Gender expression was perceived as being the identity 
marker that positioned some men lower in that those bodies were then acting like women.  
Like many other critical studies of masculinity, I cannot argue that this research journey 
contributed to changing men’s understandings or social practices related to women. Explicit and 
implicit misogynistic comments and patterns of behavior were pervasive throughout this study. 
The findings that emerged during this study are not generalizable, but they do suggest that 
hegemonic understandings of masculinity practices contribute to segregating men’s interactions 
with women and to instilling social understandings of women as inherently different than men. 
This research journey was segregated by its scope to specific men, and few understandings were 
directly sought from women. It is a one-sex depiction gendered practices.  
While I do not have enough data to speak about how this research journey affected the 
informants’ understandings and behaviors related to women, I can speak of my own. As I 
reflected on my memos, I was struck by how often I engaged with the informants in socially 
positioning women, on average, as different than men. Sometimes women were positioned as 
being better at some things, but such comments still followed heteronormative ideologies that 
women and men differed in relational to emotionality, physicality and openness. Women who 
were described as emotionally stable, decisive and able to endure the jokes and harassment that 
seemed so much a part of men’s relationships, were positioned as exceptions. Again and again in 
my memos I found myself writing about the social practices that led me to say, “Of course men 
and women are equal” and then to understand exactly what the men meant when they said 
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someone was “acting like a woman” or that they did not engage in a discussion with a woman 
because “it’ll just get emotional and not be worth the time”.  
Based on my own reflection during this journey and the prevalence of the informants 
saying one thing about women in public, but then something else during interviews, I feel more 
research is needed to understand how social practices may be regulating men to advocate pro-
feminist positions publically while still harboring many misogynistic beliefs privately. My 
memo-writing practices and conversations with the informants certainly nudged and poked me 
into questioning to what level, and in what contexts, I was socially positioning and behaviorally 
limiting my interactions with individuals I recognized as women. I am much more deliberate 
now when I employ the words feminism and feminist. I also am much more deliberate in 
disrupting my own perceived uncertainties. Having sisters, going to school with females through 
my entire life, working for women, and being a part of a research symposium comprised 
primarily of women did not somehow immunize me to the pollution of heteronormative 
ideologies. Careful analysis of my own thoughts and actions showed me how deep latent 
misogynistic beliefs may be. However, this journey has also demonstrated that change is 
possible. Recognizing the depth to which heteronormative beliefs have permeated my 
understandings and practices makes it more possible for me to situate those beliefs and to 
facilitate opportunities for engaging with others in contexts that may challenge them.   
Leisure spaces were both positive and negative sites for personal, mental and social 
development in the lives of the informants. They were also negotiated agentically in relation to 
identities and interactions. This research suggested that for men, leisure activities play a very 
salient role in identity formation, presentation and maintenance throughout their lives. Leisure 
activities were also agentically used during the formation and maintenance of certain friendships. 
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Leisure activities were instrumental in facilitating friendships and through them shared 
knowledge was developed about explicit and implicit behaviors. However, in Friendships, leisure 
activities were used agentically to negotiate social understandings of masculinity and the 
informants’ desires for intimacy in their relationships. In certain friendships, specific leisure 
activities were not important because of aspects unique to that leisure, but rather because of what 
the activities represented…a committed effort by all involved to share time. Big Sexy regularly 
talked in his certain friendships  about intimate issues while describing those interactions to 
others as going out, getting food and studying. The leisure context did not matter as much as 
what they were doing in them. Alexander’s group of friends regularly spent time together, but it 
was not explicitly acknowledged as friendship maintenance, nor did he have any desire that it 
would be. Leisure activities were used as socially acceptable interactions. The informants made 
clear that stating the purpose of hanging out was for emotional support would be problematic and 
possibly create eggshells in a F/friendship, so instead they engage in those activities as part of a 
leisure activity.   
The men in this study clearly expressed beliefs that through participation in leisure 
activities shared knowledge is created. This shared knowledge of explicit information and 
implicit social practices facilitated perceptions of knowing how to engage in social interactions. 
Through participating in similar leisure activities, or not participating in similar leisure activities, 
the informants developed understandings about themselves and others. Understandings of 
masculinity and leisure activities intersected to mediate the choices the informants made in 
choosing which spaces they entered. There was broad agreement that men possessed inherent 
traits, regardless of gender, ability level, and/or sexual orientation that were different than those 
possessed by women.  The informants’ stories suggested that perceived differences related to 
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sex, gender expression and ability levels affected perceptions of uncertainty more than sexual 
orientation.  The informants spoke of how big personalities and being exceptional allowed some 
individuals perceived as different access to leisure spaces and friendships, but most often the 
informants expressed desires and chose to be in spaces with people and practices they 
understood.  Institutional and structural leisure practices throughout the informants’ lives 
segregated them. The identities they formed and chose were in some ways mediated by the 
knowledge they learned in leisure contexts. 
Adaptive Sport. This research suggests that adaptive and universal sporting designs 
should be investigated as possible sites for redefining understandings and privileges based on 
sex, ability and gender conformity. I do not think sport will diminish in importance in American 
society, but I believe we might be able to open opportunities for more people to participate. 
Leisure activities and friendships were spaces that forced informants to question their beliefs and 
social practices. This occurred when beliefs about masculinity, leisure activities and identities 
were incongruent. The informants shared the frustration they negotiated when they wanted to be 
identified in one way and were identified as something else. For example, Alexander and Big 
Sexy were both injured which altered their ability to play football. Or, at least as football was 
structured and institutionalized across most of the United States. However, their injuries did not 
strip them of their knowledge of the game or the identities they had constructed as football 
players. Because they possessed the knowledge of the game and had experience, they still 
perceived themselves as football players even though others did not.  
Duchess perceived himself as an elite athlete; however, he was constantly forced to 
negotiate a disabled identity during social interactions. Charles’ comments suggested there were 
unjust harassment practices that should be expected by individuals who are gender 
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nonconforming. He situated many of these practices in sporting realms. He did not say they were 
just, but rather that they were prevalent enough to be expected. While sport and other leisure 
activities contributed positively in some contexts to the informants’ lives, they were the most 
segregated social spaces I observed. This is not something inherent to sporting activities; it is the 
social practices and privileges attached to them that contribute to injustice.  
Interrogating how specific activities are privileged in certain spaces will contribute to 
social justice. It is clear from the informants’ stories that participating in violent, competitive 
sports remains a privileged marker of masculinity in American society (Connell, 2005; 
Anderson, 2005), and that male’s leisure repertoires may be limited by gendered leisure 
ideologies (Blanco & Robinett, 2014; Schmalz & Kertstetter, 2006).  The informants situated 
segregation practices in sport on the perceived importance of size and ability. Rarely was 
knowledge of a sport considered to convey masculine privilege. While perceived knowledge or 
disavowal of sport seemed to mediate some level of uncertainty for the informants, all of them 
positioned themselves in relation to sport during our conversations. No other leisure context was 
used so frequently as socially positioning practice. 
During our conversations informants spoke of how rarely sport was a context where they 
engaged with different types of bodies. Able-bodied individuals indicated they rarely 
encountered wheelchair users in those spaces and wheelchair users indicated that able-bodied 
individuals rarely elected to participate in wheelchair sports. Singer and Charles both indicated 
that smaller bodily statures affected their interest and abilities in participating in sporting 
activities throughout their lives. This limited their opportunities for engaging with other boys on 
the playgrounds and in social activities where sporting bodies associated. Given the importance 
of sport in facilitating interactions between youth, it should be interrogated for social practices 
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that segregate and discourage interactions between bodies privileged by sport and others.  
However, the importance of sporting contexts as mediators of interaction changed 
throughout the informants’ lives. As informants aged they gained more autonomy in determining 
their own interests and found new leisure activities that were more congruent with their bodily 
abilities and interests. Walter, Alexander and Big Sexy spoke about how injury and bodily 
changes disrupted them being perceived as athletes and deepened their understandings of 
themselves as individuals. As they moved away from sport, they entered less segregated spaces 
where they interacted with more individuals not perceived as male, masculine and able-bodied.  
These spaces did not necessarily facilitate the creation of certain friendships, but it did provide 
more opportunities for those types of relationships to form. 
Through this project, I have come to question sport as space for developing 
understandings of masculinity and friendships. Through this project I have become an advocate 
for universal design in sport. Removing bodily privilege may facilitate spaces where interactions 
take place in more equitable ways. Creating opportunities for all bodies to engage together in a 
sporting activity may increase the opportunities for challenging sexist, ableist and homophobic 
beliefs. I have come to advocate adaptive sport as a space where it becomes possible to 
deprivilege certain bodies and reduce uncertainties. Duchess argued that facilitating spaces 
where able bodied and wheelchair users both played sport using wheelchairs would minimalize 
the importance of the body. He said,  
It sort of levels the playing field because you’re both sitting down. It takes away that 
preconception from the able bodied person that he’s going to be so much fucking better at 
this game… I’m a basketball player. My baseline level was good I knew I could hold my 
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own against any body able-bodied who was shooting, you know, no problem. Come on 
let’s go play horse. 
Facilitating more opportunities for youth to engage in sporting activities together that minimize 
the importance of the physical body might be a way to challenge unjust understandings about 
masculinity and ability. It may also provide a space where eggshells related to difference could 
be discussed and negotiated. 
I have been privileged throughout my life by sporting participation. There may be no 
other arena where the physical body so consistently positions men and others based on the 
supposed importance of rules that reify certain bodies as better or worse than others. Charles and 
Singer identified elementary school as a space where sport had already begun the process of 
dividing bodies. All informants spoke of high schools where sporting bodies sat together. By 
college the informants had all negotiated social practices that had altered the primacy of sport as 
the singular identity they wished to portray. It seems unreasonable to me to suggest that social 
practices related to sport are likely to change significantly at institutional levels in the near 
future. Much like heteronormative beliefs, sport seems so integrated into American culture that 
wide-spread institutional change may be difficult to achieve; however, sport may provide a 
pervasive platform for challenging social practices through the promotion of adaptive recreation 
opportunities for youth and adults.  
  Emancipatory Social Science. Our hope is that those who encounter our journey 
develop an appreciation for the pervasiveness of masculinity practices in limiting men’s 
interactions with others. The hope is that through better understanding how our interactions were 
limited through what was done to us, by us, and through us, scholars, activists and others will 
continue to explore, expose, and challenge how all groups are affected by unquestioned 
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ideologies that privilege some at the expense of others. For more than a year, these White, 
college educated men engaged in questioning their understandings of masculinity, ability, sexual 
orientation, friendship and social positions.  
When we came together for the theoretical development meeting, it became obvious that 
the informants were all actively engaged in this research. They all attended the theoretical 
development meeting and came with suggestions for how the findings could better be shared. 
They regularly participated in member checking activities and even went so far as to stand with 
the research at a conference. This research journey became praxis in that those involved lived the 
research and engaged in transformative practices as a result of their participation. Several of the 
informants shared through the process that they had altered their ways of thinking. Walter shared 
that he had spent a day thinking about his thoughts following an interview. Big Sexy indicated he 
had become more thoughtful in the words he chose throughout this process. Again and again in 
the interview, the informants indicated that they had never thought about these issues until 
research provided them space for doing so. This is consistent with Lather’s (1991) position that 
“Emancipatory knowledge increases awareness of the contradictions distorted or hidden by 
everyday understandings, and in doing so it directs attention the possibilities for social 
transformation inherent in the present configuration of social processes” (p. 52).  Friendships 
were also formed through this journey. Duchess and I are exploring possibilities of creating a day 
camp that provides opportunities for interactions for children across a spectrum of ability levels. 
Walter and I have shared information about readings related to masculinity and mental health. 
Charles and Big Sexy have become friends and several informants have indicated they would 
like us to go as a group to see one of Charles’ performances.  
In the Introduction I stated that the social justice goals of this research included 
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demonstrating consideration of leisure as relational and meaning-containing social practices; 
critically and historically situating why some leisure practices are privileged as more normal than 
others; and remaining transparent throughout the process by intersecting practices of power 
between myself, the informants, and those who may be affected by the research (Angrosino, 
2005).  I believe the informants and I achieved our goals and that through the sharing and 
situating of our stories we have demonstrated the capacity for social change that integrated and 
adaptive leisure activities, and emancipatory social science research can have in challenging 
hegemonic understandings of masculinity. 	  
In the final chapter of this document, I summarize this project’s contributions to social 
justice, present visual depictions of the intersections between the certainty of friendships, 
embodiments of masculinities and the purposeful use of leisure activities. I conclude by 
employing Charmaz’s (2006) conceptualizations of credibility, originality, resonance, and 
usefulness to offer readers a lens for evaluating this study. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions, Implications, and Evaluation 
In the introduction I argued that the pursuit of social justice involves providing 
opportunities for individuals and groups to choose, challenge, and define categorical labels 
and/or understandings through which they define themselves and others. It involves exposing 
and challenging historical, cultural, and institutionalized social practices that have crystallized 
into hegemonic ideologies that privilege some at the expense of others. The purpose of this 
research was to contribute to a more socially just world by explaining patterns of understanding 
and behaviors that existed at the intersections of masculinity expectations, friendship patterns, 
and leisure activities. What emerged was that throughout the informants’ lives structural and 
social segregation mediated perceived levels of certainty that required the informants to negotiate 
embodiments of masculinity and leisure activities that affected the formation and maintenance of 
friendships. Figure Two provides a visual depiction of the theory that emerged.  
Negotiating Embodiments of Masculinities through Friendship Certainty 
Rather than existing in a world where most interactions were certain, the informants 
contextually negotiated their personal beliefs and behaviors against perceived heteronormative 
ideologies. While there were times when leisure activities and friendships were spaces that 
supported their understandings, often times these same contexts required negotiating privilege, 
tension and social pain because of deviations between the informants’ understandings of 
masculinities and those they perceived to exist socially.  
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Figure Two 
Negotiating Masculinities and Leisure Purposes across the Certainty Continuum  
 
 
When informants perceived the lowest levels of certainty they were most likely to engage 
in hegemonic masculinity practices (e.g. competitiveness, aggression, emotional stoicism, 
harassment of others). When they felt they were more certain of their friendships they engaged in 
more inclusive masculinity practices (e.g. displays of affection, physical touch, verbalization of 
emotions, behaviors perceived as gender nonconforming), but still sometimes exhibited some 
practices associated with hegemonic masculinity. However, informants negotiated acts that 
appeared to be aggressive and/or stoic with acts that were affectionate and emotive for purposes 
they perceived as friendship maintenance. These actions, that might appear negative to a casual 
observer, were seen as acts of respect, trust, and affection between the informants and their 
certain friends. The perception of friendship certainty was higher when they felt comfortable 
mocking each others’ abilities, engaging in seemingly aggressive actions (e.g. punching, 
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slapping) without the intent to hurt the others, and by not verbally acknowledging the importance 
and/or intimacy of their friendships.  
Certainty about the relationship allowed them to use behaviors associated with 
hegemonic masculinity, such as aggression and/or harassment, as facilitators of relationship 
maintenance and affection. While hegemonic ideologies about masculinities position aggression 
and harassment as instrumental ways that men negotiate hierarchical relationships, the 
informants sometimes engaged in these behaviors for other purposes. The same acts that were 
used instrumentally in uncertain friendships became intimate actions used to maintain 
relationships in more certain ones. The same behaviors (e.g. trash talk and pushing) were used as 
foils to mask the informants’ relationships from what they perceived were social expectations of 
hegemonic masculinity. Certain friends knew they were not serious about being aggressive or 
competitive, but the casual observer might not. In this way, the informants negotiated inclusive 
embodiments of masculinities within institutional and social practices that they perceived as 
more hegemonic. 
Similarly, leisure activities sometimes served negotiated purposes across the certainty 
continuum. Where leisure activities served as the primary purpose of interactions, low levels of 
certainty existed about the friendships. In these situations the friendships were dependent on the 
leisure activity. In friendships with a higher degree of certainty, leisure activities were sometimes 
used as foils to mask the relationship from hegemonic scrutiny about what men’s friendships 
should be like. For example, the informants would say they were playing basketball but instead 
spent most of the shared time talking about more intimate topics.  
As reflected in Figure Two, the purposes of leisure activities change as friendships move 
back and forth on the continuum of certainty. As friendships became more certain, leisure 
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activities become less important than maintaining the relationship. Rather than the leisure 
activity being facilitated by convenience, leisure activities are used as a form of maintenance in 
certain friendships. What is done is not nearly as important as the act of doing something with 
certain friends. Increased leisure interactions may have the capacity for increasing levels of 
certainty, but it should not be assumed they will. Looking at the informants’ leisure repertoires it 
was clear that simply having ongoing leisure interactions with others did not predicate that a 
relationship would move from uncertain to certain friendship.  
Behaviors perceived as congruent with hegemonic masculinities, as well as leisure 
activities, are used in purposeful ways in both private and public spaces based on the perceived 
level of certainty about others and/or about the situations. Higher levels of uncertainty led to an 
increase in the frequency of hegemonic masculinity practices, such as emotional stoicism and 
negativity toward those perceived as feminine. The more uncertain the informants were the more 
they engaged in behaviors that they perceived would not open them to scrutiny, such as not 
discussing or joking about subjects they were ignorant. They also were less likely to engage with 
others whose behaviors they felt they could not predict. The informants’ self-regulation and 
avoidance of other individuals and contexts were issues of social justice because leisure activities 
and friendship affect personal and social development as well as physical and mental health.  
Because many interactional behaviors and practices were consistent across their various 
identities, the informants’ experiences suggest that men may engage in different embodiments of 
masculinities and leisure activities for contextually salient purposes. In some contexts, leisure 
activities and hegemonic masculinity practices are used as foils to shadow closeness with friends 
from public scrutiny. In more certain contexts, inclusive masculinity practices are apparent and 
leisure activities serve maintenance rather than instrumental purposes. Throughout the 
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informants’ lives, their understandings of masculinities and friendships influenced and were 
simultaneously influenced by the leisure activities in which they participated.  
Research Implications 
At the intersections of friendship certainties, understandings about masculinities, and 
purposeful leisure activities we identified just and unjust social practices. In some contexts 
individuals were able to define their own identities and chose to engage in relationships and 
activities that were personally meaningful to them; in others, individuals were segregated and 
marginalized from relationships and activities based on identities ascribed to them. We explored 
causes, contexts and conditions where we negotiated privileges, tensions and social pains 
because our embodiments of masculinities were and/or were not congruent with others’ 
expectations. We came to understand the importance of certainty as a contextually determined, 
meaningful constituent of friendships that mediated masculinities and leisure activities. We came 
to appreciate ways that the blurriness of identity categories, such as gender and ability, facilitated 
opportunities for inclusion and marginalization. Leisure activities and friendships are meaningful 
spaces for questioning unjust marginalizing practices resulting from hegemonic understandings 
of masculinity; though they can also be spaces where marginalizing practices are reified. Leisure 
activities, embodiments of masculinities and friendships are spaces where personal and social 
meanings are contextually negotiated based on perceptions of certainty. 
 We realized that identity categories by themselves were not meaningful.  However, the 
practices of interaction that resulted from perceived certainties associated with these categories 
were very meaningful. The certainties mediated social interactions., and ways in which the 
informants behaved in relation to them. Throughout our lives the informants and I were taught 
that some people were more like us and others were not. We learned through lived experience 
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and institutional practices that some bodies belonged in specific spaces, but that their belonging 
was predicated on them behaving in ways deemed appropriate for those spaces. We recognized 
that topics of conversations were dependent on which bodies shared any given space. We learned 
how to negotiate interactions using embodiments of masculinities and leisure activities as 
practices of covering in order to make our bodies more appropriate in spaces. We gained an 
appreciation for how our perceptions of certainty about the fit of our bodies and our behaviors to 
given spaces influenced our willingness to enter them. We recognized that institutional and 
personal practices sometimes played roles in reifying unjust hegemonic ideologies; however, 
higher levels of certainty in friendships strengthened our beliefs that we could challenge 
ideologies that differed from our own.  
There were several ways in which informants negotiated embodiments of masculinities 
through friendship certainty and purposeful use of leisure activities. Informants exhibited 
behaviors congruent with both hegemonic and inclusive embodiments of masculinities and 
engaged in a wide variety of leisure activities for various purposes as their relationships moved 
along the certainty continuum. It was observed that friendships did not always move toward 
certainty across time; rather, friendships moved back and forth depending on circumstances. 
Sometimes the informants felt very certain about their friendships; under other conditions they 
reported perceiving higher levels of uncertainty. Even with this situational movement, some 
friendships were more consistently deemed as certain than others. Relationships, identities and 
embodiments were constantly in flux. One point in time studies of friendships, identities and 
embodiments may not capture the depth of men’s lived experiences. Future research involving 
men’s friendships should be mindful of this.  
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Based on the findings that emerged from this research I suggest that future studies should 
be mindful of using identities as discrete categories, that ability should be explored multi-
dimensionally, and that scholars should be mindful that personally held biases may be more 
pervasive than observed behaviors suggest. The informants’ experiences suggest that 
individuals’ sexual orientations are rarely ascertained before or during interactions, but are 
instead assumed based on gender expressions. Because gender expression is often an assumed 
proxy for sexual orientation, it might be a more meaningful variable for understanding ways that 
individuals are positioned and negotiate social practices Individuals socially positioned as sexual 
minorities, even if they do not self-define as such, may be more informed to speak about 
negotiating homophobia than those who are positioned as heterosexuals. 
Researchers should also be mindful that levels of ability need to be interrogated and 
based on both social and personal perceptions. The informants’ experiences suggested that 
segregation practices often occurred based on perceptions of ability rather than them actually 
knowing about others’ functional abilities.  As Duchess’ stories suggested, his interactions were 
most impacted by what people assumed he could not do rather than what others have verified he 
can do. Similarly, the deviation between the informants’ public and private comments about 
women suggests that researchers need to be attentive to the pervasiveness of institutionalized 
biases and how men may have learned to negotiate them publicly. Based on my own reflection 
during this journey and the prevalence of the informants saying one thing about women in 
public, but then saying else during private interviews, I feel more research is needed to 
understand how social practices may be regulating men to advocate pro-feminist positions 
publically while still harboring many misogynistic beliefs privately.  
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At a practitioner level, leisure spaces were both positive and negative sites for personal, 
mental and social development in the lives of the informants. Rather than viewing all leisure 
activities as egalitarian and positive, they should be recognized as potentially negative spaces 
where involvement can reify normative ideologies and practices of marginalization. Adaptive 
sport and other leisure activities that deprivilege bodily performance and facilitate inclusion, 
instead of segregation, should be explored.  
The intersections between friendships, leisure activities and understandings of 
masculinities are complex and must continue to be interrogated as more than simply behaviors. 
These intersections are spaces where informants negotiated tensions between personal and social 
expectations that have meaningful implications for social justice. Future research should embrace 
an activist position to create shared spaces. This research suggests that through creating shared 
spaces, like adaptive sports and emancipatory research, it may be possible to nudge social justice 
forward and challenge uncertainties that limit interpersonal interactions. The informants’ 
experiences suggest that by facilitating more lifelong leisure opportunities where individuals can 
develop certainty through interactions with others it may be possible to challenge biases based on 
uncertainties related to sexes, gender expressions, ability levels and sexual orientations. By 
suggesting social and personal practices that can facilitate opportunities for certainty to develop, 
this research nudges forward explorations of men’s friendships and leisure activities as sites for 
facilitating social justice. 
Evaluating the Findings 
Charmaz (2006) supported Glaser and Strauss when she said, “a finished grounded theory 
explains the studied process in new theoretical terms, explicates the properties of the theoretical 
categories, and often demonstrates the causes and conditions under which the process emerges 
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and varies, and delineates its consequences” (pp. 7-8).  She argued that researchers must consider 
the evidentiary and aesthetic requirements of their discipline and intended audiences. Because 
our purpose was to contribute to a more socially just world by critically describing and 
explaining patterns of understanding and behaviors that existed at the intersections of 
masculinity expectations, friendship patterns, and leisure activities, this research demonstrated 
that those activities are indeed social practices of power. It also demonstrated that those practices 
of power do contribute to inequalities. Because we want this research to be accessible to anyone 
who encounters it, it should be evaluated on its capacity to be understood broadly. Charmaz 
offered four key criteria for evaluating grounded theory research: credibility, originality, 
resonance and usefulness.  
Credibility. Credibility required attention to whether I took steps to assure that the 
analysis: is grounded in enough data, utilized systematic comparisons; included not only a wide 
range of observations, but also explored categorical variations; and, demonstrates logical links 
between the data, analysis and arguments. Charmaz (2006) argued that a researcher should be 
able to answer the question “Has your research provided enough evidence for your claims to 
allow the reader to form an independent assessment – and agree with your claims?” (p. 182).  
This research process demonstrated credibility. 
The informants were involved in every step of this process. They were offered 
opportunities to critique the interpretations of their experiences and the observations I made. 
They were involved in the development of the theory through the theoretical development 
meeting and in our conversations. Credibility in coding was ensured through the systematic 
application of coding practices suggested by experienced methodologists (Bryant & Charmaz, 
2007; Charmaz, 2006, 2011, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Examples of memo-writing, coding 
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levels, and member checking were provided to assist the reader in understanding the processes of 
analysis and employment of evidence. Secondary coders provided triangulation that contributed 
to credible coding practices and theoretical validity. Through these practices the research process 
demonstrated credibility. 
Originality. Charmaz (2011) noted “social justice researchers who can bring multiple 
types of solid data to their analysis make their reports less easy to dismiss” (p. 367). Originality 
in bringing new forms of data to bear on social justice strengthens the research’s arguments and 
makes them approachable to larger audiences. Originality explores the significance, social and 
theoretical, of the research. Constructivist grounded theory methods can accommodate prior 
theoretical positions, and new insights and theoretical positions emerged from this processes of 
joint data collection and analysis. Constructivist grounded theory for the purpose of social justice 
should include multiple forms of data that may convince a wider audience of the researchers’ 
arguments. Most importantly for this research, a work is deemed to meet the criteria of 
originality based on its ability to “challenge, extend, or refine current ideas, concepts and 
practices.” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 182).  
This work explored social practices negotiated by informants with a variety of intelligible 
identities. Many studies of masculinity have centered the study on specific types of men rather 
than questioning the practices that led them to behave in such ways. This work was original in 
that it combined not only different identities that the informants negotiated, but also different 
literature streams. Because of this it was better able to expose ways that certainty is negotiated 
across contexts. Through the use of hypotheticals and participant observations, it was possible to 
relationally position the informants within their friend groups and observe incongruence between 
the informants’ explicit statements and behaviors.  This was also assisted by the use of a consent 
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process that provided opportunities for the informants to become more comfortable with the 
project before any data was collected. This work was original in that discrepancies between 
informants’ public and private statements and contextual behaviors shed light on specific 
situations. This made it possible to interrogate tensions between perceived social expectations 
and the informants’ privately held beliefs about people they viewed as different. This research 
indicated that perceptions of certainty were an important mediator of some men’s social 
interactions.  
Resonance. While there is no doubt that credibility and originality are important criteria 
by which to judge grounded theory methods, my goal of contributing to social justice required an 
increased focus on the resonance of a theory. Resonance is the commitment I made to the 
informants who teamed with me to expose unjust social practices. The criteria for judging 
resonance asks if researchers’ categories portray and demonstrate the fullness of meanings 
encountered during the process of inquiry, including those that are unstable or taken-for-granted. 
Resonance encompassed an interrogation of the data and analysis to ascertain that macro and 
micro level social practices had been linked across categories, structures, experiences and lives. 
Charmaz (2006) suggested this could be evaluated by asking, “Does your grounded theory make 
sense to your participants or people who share their circumstances? Does your analysis offer 
them deeper insights about their lives and worlds” (p. 183). In my own view, resonance is how a 
researcher demonstrates respect for those involved in the project by fairly highlighting 
differences in interpretation. 
Through member checking, theoretical development and regular conversations the men 
who participated in this study have had opportunities to clarify their understandings. And, while 
we did not always agree, I have done my best to represent the diversity of views. There were 
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many conversations along the way about how the informants’ statements and behaviors 
positioned or marginalized people who they perceived as different. Thinking about why we do or 
do not engage with certain people was not always comfortable. Many of us struggled with 
negotiating the respect we had for women with the words and behaviors that we often attributed 
to females collectively. Several informants, especially Duchess and Walter, talked at length with 
me about how one might have a view of a collective group that does not play out in every day 
behavioral practice. Based on what I saw and heard during participant observations, I remain 
skeptical that such practices are possible.  
Some of us struggled with recognizing that our certain friendships were not as open as we 
initially thought, and with how we labeled others and ourselves. Charles and I had many 
conversations where we disagreed about who should be able to practice power by labeling 
others’ sexual orientation and the importance of gender expression as a marker of sexual 
orientation. Singer and I negotiated conversations about how masculinities can simultaneously 
encompass both strong/silent/stoic and flamboyant/loud aspects. At the theoretical development 
meeting the informants took me to task for too simplistically labeling relationship practices 
recognized as masculine as also being inclusive. They pointed out that those spaces are only 
inclusive for those who met the identity markers needed to enter them and suggested ways that I 
might more accurately nuance those distinctions. They used the hypothetical room to explain to 
me how I had been too simplistic in my analysis. Having six informants with a variety of identity 
markers working together to demonstrate how I had failed to properly nuance lived experiences 
we had all negotiated demonstrated that the work resonated with their lives. While they each had 
negotiated such situations based on their own uniqueness, each had an understanding of what 
social practices were in play. 
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Usefulness. The fourth criterion that Charmaz offered was usefulness. This measure 
asked what practical outcomes could result from the research. She asked researchers if their work 
could be used to initiate or further additional research, if their systematic analysis had suggested 
any wide-reaching social processes that could be further interrogated for unquestioned meanings. 
Most important to my research, it asked, “How does it contribute to making a better world?” 
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 183). Researchers who advocate for social justice have an ethical 
responsibility to answer the “So What?” question and offer guidance for how people might 
negotiate segregation in leisure and friendship practices differently in order to create a just 
society. The suggestions should be reflective of the informants’ and researcher’s views, and offer 
a way for society to move forward.  
Segregation in leisure activities mediated the perceptions of certainty that informants 
used to determine with whom they would interact. Certainty affected the informants’ interactions 
with women, people with (dis) abilities and individuals expressing genders and sexual 
orientations in ways different than their own. It was not simply that cisgender, straight, able-
bodied men practiced discriminatory behaviors; rather, all informants negotiated certainty by 
electing to enter spaces and interactions where they perceived the least uncertainty. Through 
inclusive practices in leisure activities and ongoing research, leisure practitioners and scholars 
can poke and nudge certainties that are often underexplored.  
This research suggested that we situate specific social practices as shared behaviors 
instead of individual practices. All of the informants negotiated relational uncertainty. This 
suggested that the concept might be useful in future leisure research exploring how men 
negotiate social interactions. This work suggested that adaptive sport may be an avenue for 
increasing interactions by minimizing the privileges of able-bodied and aggressive patterns of 
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hegemonic masculinity. This work also demonstrated usefulness by suggesting that gender 
expression may be a more meaningful variable than sexual orientation as we explore specific 
gendered injustices. Rarely did the men, other than Charles, situate sexual orientation as the key 
determinant of their relationships with others. Gender non-conforming men may negotiate 
similar social practices regardless of their sexual orientations in ways that are currently masked 
by studies using sexual orientation as a discrete identity. Similarly, this study was useful in 
suggesting that Friendship may be very important in men’s lives. More empirical investigations 
should question the ways that men’s friendships have been measured against women’s 
relationships and diminished in importance by a lack of investigation.  
  Unlike other stories, this journey does not have a “The End”. Rather the story of this 
process of inquiry ends in hope. Through our journey we have described how the informants’ 
experiences suggest that men negotiate certainties resulting from unjust social practices 
stemming from leisure segregation that mediates interactions where friendships may form. The 
hope of this research is that through reading our journey scholars and practitioners develop an 
appreciation for the pervasiveness of masculinity practices, both hegemonic and inclusive, in 
limiting and facilitating men’s interactions with others. Through better understanding how our 
interactions were and are limited by segregation in leisure practices scholars, activists and others 
can better explore, expose, appreciate, and challenge how all groups are affected by 
unquestioned ideologies that privilege some at the expense of others.  
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Appendix B: Recruitment Post 
Research has demonstrated that men face unique risks to their mental, physical and cognitive 
health related to social expectations.  In order to better understand ways to minimize these risks, 
participants are being sought for a research study exploring how men negotiate social 
expectations related to bodily abilities, gender patterns and sexualities through their friendships. 
To be a part of the study, individuals should identify as male and be between the ages of 22-30 
with at least some education beyond high school. The study will involve repeated observations 
and interviews done at the participants’ convenience.  If you are interested in learning more 
about the study, please contact Jeremy Robinett (robinett@illinois.edu).   
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Appendix C: Information and Consent Form 
 
Project Title: Men’s Friendships as Leisure and Social Justice:  Negotiating Heteronormativity 
and Social Exclusion 
 
Responsible Principal Investigator: Dr. Bill Stewart  
Other Investigator(s): Jeremy Robinett  
 
This letter is an invitation to consider participation in a research study we are conducting in the 
Department of Recreation, Sport and Tourism at the University of Illinois.  
 
First, we would like to thank you for your interest in participating in this study. The purpose of 
this research is to contribute to a more socially just world by describing and explaining patterns 
of meaning-making and behaviors that exist at the intersections of masculinity expectations, 
men’s friendships, and social exclusion using participant observation, interviews and theoretical 
group interviews. 
 
The project consists of repeated and ongoing participant observations and interviews for a period 
of around four months. No data will be collected until you indicate consent by signing this letter 
and no compensation is being given for participating in the study.  
 
The participant observations will take place in public settings and will involve Jeremy Robinett 
observing your interactions with your friends.  The participant observations and interviews will 
take place at locations of your choosing and will used as an opportunity to gain understandings 
of behaviors and meanings attached to masculinity, friendship and social exclusion 
 
Jeremy Robinett will take field notes on his smart phone during the participant observations to 
minimize intrusion into your experiences.  
 
Following the participant observations, we would like to do interviews exploring the meanings 
that you attached to the behaviors demonstrated during your interactions with friends. We would 
like to audio record the interviews so that we can transcribe them later; however, that is not 
required for participation in this study. Audio recordings will be erased once they have been 
transcribed.   
 
Once all the data has been collected and analyzed there will be a group presentation to which all 
participants will be invited for the purpose of contributing to the findings and sharing their 
experiences with negotiating masculinity and social exclusion.  We would also like to audio 
record the group presentation for the purpose of transcribing the responses and shared 
experiences. Audio recordings will be erased once they have been transcribed.   
 
You may decide to withdraw from this study at any time. All information we collect will be kept 
confidential except as required under law to report, and all quotes from the interviews will be 
anonymous. All documents will be labeled using a pseudonym chosen by you.  In fact, your 
name will not appear in any publications or presentations. All paper forms of data related to this 
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study will be retained in a locked office at the university and will be destroyed after five years. 
Only the researchers will have access to field notes and interview information.  
 
We would like to assure you that this study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance 
through the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board. However, the final decision about 
participation is yours. For questions regarding this research, please contact Dr. William Stewart 
(wstewart@illinois.edu) at 217-333-4410 or doctoral candidate Jeremy Robinett 
(robinett@illinois.edu). If you have any questions about your rights as a participant in this study 
or any concerns or complaints, please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review 
Board at 217-333-2670 (collect calls will be accepted if you identify yourself as a research 
participant) or via email at irb@illinois.edu 
 
A copy of this form will be provided to you for your records. We look forward to speaking with 
you appreciation your consideration of this project.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Dr. William Stewart    Jeremy Robinett, PhD Candidate 
 
University of Illinois     University of Illinois 
Dept. of Recreation, Sport & Tourism  Dept. of Recreation, Sport & Tourism  
 
Consent:  
 
I agree to participant in this study whose purpose is to contribute to a more socially just world by 
describing and explaining patterns of meaning-making and behaviors that exist at the 
intersections of masculinity expectations, men’s friendships, and social exclusion. I have read 
and understand the above consent form and voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  
 
_________________   _______________________   __________________  
Printed Name    Signature     Date  
 
I volunteer to be observed in public leisure settings.   YES_______  NO__________ 
 
I volunteer to be interviewed.  YES_________ NO _______. 
 
I agree to be audio recorded.  YES _________  NO_______. 
 
I agree that secondary coders may code transcripts of my interviews and field notes involving 
me. YES____________  NO________. 
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Appendix D: Interview Protocol One 
Protocol One 
What characteristics/behaviors identify someone as a man? 
 
Can you describe for me someone you perceive as masculine? 
 
Can you describe for me someone you perceive as not masculine? 
 
Can you share with me a story about when you feel you developed understandings of 
masculinity? 
 
Can you describe for me a setting where you feel people are very masculine? 
 
What kinds of things does a man’s body convey about him? 
 
How can/does a man convey his masculinity/sexuality to others? 
 
What types of things do you do with your friends that you do not do with others? 
 
Can you share with me a time that you intentionally engaged in behaviors to avoid being 
excluded by your friends? 
 
Are there qualities of leisure activities that make them more or less appropriate for masculine 
individuals? 
 
What are the benefits and consequences of participating in leisure that matches masculinity 
expectations for individuals? 
 
Can you share with me the feelings or behaviors that you did when you felt excluded by 
friends? 
 
How are your friends like you and different from you in relation to gender patterns, sexuality 
and bodily abilities? 
 
Can you share a story of a time that you interacted with a man who was different than you in 
terms of gender, bodily ability and/or sexuality? 
 
Can you share a story about a time when your friends may have affected your point of view 
or behavior?  
 
Do you and/or your friends talk with/tease each other about masculinity?  Can you share an 
example? 
 
How do you determine who your friends are? 
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Can you share a story about a time when someone said you were or were acting differently 
than how you perceived yourself? 
How did you deal with the situation and the person who said you were something you were 
or were not? 
 
What happens when someone challenges heteronormative expectations? 
 
Can you share with me how you’ve dealt with a situation where you intentionally acted 
differently because of expectations? 
 
Hypothetical: 
 
You must choose one of three rooms to enter. In each room a group of people are 
watching television. You have control over what is on the television in each room. In one 
of the rooms, all of the people are male. In another room, all of the people are female. In 
the third room, there is a mix of males and females. Which room would you enter? 
Why did you choose that room? 
 
How did you determine what would be on the television? 
 
Do you think what was on the television would change who you would want to be in the 
room with?  
 Why or why not? 
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Appendix E: Interview Protocol Two 
 
Interview Protocol Two 
 
Do you think that social institutions (law, religion, medicine) influence understandings of 
gender, bodies, sexualities?   
 
If so, in what ways? 
 
Why does a perceived sexuality matter? It seems that there can sometimes be a divide between 
how a person identifies and how others identify him/her.  
 
During our conversations, we’ve discussed issues related to gender expression, gender identity, 
race, physical bodies, appearances and sexualities, but rarely have we discussed issues of (dis) 
ability. Why do you think that might be? 
 
What role(s) do you think physical attraction plays in the formation of friendships? 
 
In what ways do women influence men’s friendship practices? 
 
In what ways do romantic partners influence men’s friendship practices? 
 
Do you feel there are pressures put on men to date/form intimate relationships? 
 
If so, how are these pressures similar/different from pressures related to friendship? 
 
In the interviews, it seems that harassment of people who are gender different or avoidance of 
people with disabilities is normal in our culture. In what ways, might we change those cultural 
practices? What do you think has led to you not being harassed and/or not harassing others? 
 
What social practices lead you to make assumptions about the relationship between two 
individuals when you see them together? Similarly, what practices lead you to make assumptions 
about groups of individuals? 
 
In what ways have your families shaped your understandings and behaviors (gender, body, sex, 
sexuality)? 
 
How are you socially positioned/seen among current groups (friends, work, and family)? How do 
you know this? 
 
How exclusionary do you perceive your friendship groups to be? What would most likely 
contribute to an individual being included and/or excluded from your group? What about for you 
personally? 
 
How, if at all, do your behaviors change when you are in a group with people you identify as 
being similar to you? How might they differ? 
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How might your life/friendships be different now if you had done different leisure activities in 
your youth? 
 
Sports seems to be a common theme among participant responses. What roles do you perceive 
that sports/leisure activities play in facilitating friendships? 
 
What, if any, roles do your friends/have your friends had in your leisure selections? 
 
How does the physical body intersect with expectations of gender, disability and sexual 
orientation? Can you share your beliefs about social expectations are specifically bodily 
dependent? 
 
Hypothetical Two: 
 
Show John Does picture 
 
What are your initial thoughts of this photograph? 
What type of relationship do you perceive these men have? 
What leads you to believe these men do or don’t know one another? 
Do you perceive that either of these men have any type of disability? 
How would you describe the appearances of these men in terms of masculinity? 
What might you say about these men’s sexual orientations? 
What types of leisure activities do you think these men do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
